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~Rl: nITRODUCTION 
Justification 
Th~_f9stumin~ofJheatrica1-perfOI"IIl~~_~~j!!t~rpJt!t~ of1t!stori~_~~ts ~~_~f?_~~yil 
W~ has raised questions for this dress historian (and former registered nurse) about the 
relative safety of wearingIestrictiYe_corsetU<UlchieyeJb~ silhouette al?P!Qpriate for the period 
~epicted. It has been a matter of some concern that women who wear corsets may 
restrict their cardiopulmonary [heart-lung] function. Because the Victorian "id~l" waist of at 
.-~-.-.--.- -- -.-.- ._- - -
least seven inches smaller ~~ClI1 the .I!atural waist measurement (Ballin, 1903; Corset Question, 
1868; F. B., 1893; Fowler, 1899; Maynard, 1903) is physically impossible for femal(!Snot 
----------_._--_ ... -
co~_eted throughout childhood and adolescence, many reenactors have triedio tight-lace-to a 
measurement three inches less than their natural waist size. Has this caused deleterious effects? 
.. ------_ ... - --
Could females in a normal state of health safely tight-lace to three inches less than their natural 
waist? How much, if any, discomfort has been caused? How much, if any, has 
cardiopulmonary function changed? 
The fashion industry, led by the haute couture design establishments and continuing 
through to the local dressmakers, was the primary influence on corset style and change over the 
years (Ballin, 1903; Banner, 1983; Boucher & Deslandres, 1987; Carter, 1992; Cunnington, 
1992; Ewing, 1978; Gernsheim, 1981; Hall, 1938; Hygeia, 1887; Kidwell & Steele, 1989; 
Philosophy, 1889; Steele, 1985; Young, 1860). Dress reform advocates raised their objections 
to the corset mainly to the converted, while the growing middle class and many of the aspiring 
low~ class women followed the lead of the high class females in tight-lacing, often with 
..-- --.,--~~ ,"~-- .. "~~ . . - .... --.. - . -". 
di~str~u_s_r~~!!l!-~ (Apple, 1990; Canter Cremeers, 1978; Cunnington, 1935; Flower, 1881; 
Kayne, 1932; Kenealy, 1904; Wilberforce-Smith, 1888). The design and use of corsets 
changed considerably between 1865 and 1900. Many historians have commented on the 
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anecdotal reports from the medical profession regarding the safety, efficacy and/or harm 
attributed to the corset (Banta, 1987; Brockett, 1864; Cunnington, 1935; Delamont & Duffin, 
1978; Donnelly, 1988; Ehrenreich & English, 1978; Gorham, 1972; Green, 1983; Lord, 1868; 
Riegel, 1963; Skinner, 1962; Waugh, 1990). Limited attempts at quantitative research make 
up the primary body of medical information describing the deleterious or beneficial effects 
attributed to corsets during the mid-to-late Victorian era (Dickinson, 1887 ,1911). 
Several attempts to redesign the corset along 'healthful' principles were made and 
several were advertised widely as contributing to the comfort and well-being of the wearer (See 
Appendix A). Some of these designs were made by doctors, but their inadequate 
qualifications notwithstanding, designcrs made claims about the efficacy of newcr designs (See 
Appendix B). The wasp-waist model of 1865 was described as being harmful, while the 
straight-front corset, which evolved gradually, culminating about 1900 (See Appendix C, 
Figures 1a and b) was lauded as the answer to women's prayers for comfort and hea1th- giving 
characteristics (Waugh, 1994). 
Women were not able to sew their own corsets and thus relied on manufacturers to 
produce garments they could wear. These garments' styles were dictated by the fashion 
designers with little or no attention paid to the health of the wearers. Custom-fitted garments 
were used by the upper class, but the middle and lower classes purchased ready-made corsets. 
They relied on fashion magazines and advertising to describe the individual designs and details 
of the garments which would assist them in achieving a fashionable silhouette. According to a 
personal communication with Vicki Cwiok, Archivist for the Sears Roebuck Company, corsets 
were offered in catalogs from 1885 onward, directed very much to middle class women 
(1996). 
The efficacy of the straight-front corset has been widely described in both fashion and 
medical literature of the era (Anatomical, 1910; Bigg, 1909; Crutchfield, 1987; Galbraith, 
1895; Kellogg, 1895; Manley, 1898; Schmitt, 1915; Somers, 1911; Steele, 1892; Treves, 
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1882; Walker, 1902; Webb, 1908; Welch, 1901; West, 1901; West, 1909; Wilkins, 1890) . 
This study, in part, was done to determine if the literature was justified in its acceptance of this 
- - --- - ~ . -- '_.-. "'--' .. 
claim. A search of corset patents was carried out to discover the health claims described by 
their inventors (See Appendix B). A limited complementary search of popular fashion 
------
periodicals was done to compare the advertising of particular brands of the patented corsets 
(See Appendix A). A q~tita~~e_~esearch project was set up to scientifically test t~~_:~~~s_of 
the 1865 and J2~gyl~!lI!X>rsets using f~male volunteers exercising on a treadmill. 
- ._-.-- _ .. ". - '--'-'--'-'--'~--'~ 
Historical medical articles dealing with tight -lacing were reviewed .~d are discussed separately 
'''--- ' ..... _.. ..-. - _. ---_ ... _ ... - .. _ .. ~--'-' --. --_. __ ..... _.-._.-. 
from modern articles on the physiology of respiration. 
Purpose 
The primary purpose of this study was to examine the cardiopulmonary effects of 
---- - ----- ------- --
wearing corsets, using reenactors as study volunteers. In the first stage of the research, 
------------ --. - .... -'" ...... _ ... _ ...... -.. _-.-•... __ . ---_ ......... " .... --- " .. . 
cardiopulmonary responses to exercise without corset was recorded. In the second stage, the 
--------_.- .. _-_ ... __ .. _ .... __ ... - . -,.,.... .. 
same volunteer's ability to exercise was measured while she was wearing two styles of corsets 
- -~. - -- --~--~--. 
-- ~----. - -
in "succession. Both quantitative anclql@lj~ti.Y_e.. meas!lT.eme.nts ~~e used !o. 4t!termine: 1) the 
.... - _. . - .... -. '-.~ 
~2!Lcardi..9J!!!t~on!l.!Y.Junc:!iP!L~.d .~) thewear~' s comfort assessments of corset styles 
from 1865 and 1900. 
Research Questions 
l. Corsets and medical literature: Did the medical literature condone or condemn tight-lacing 
and/or corseting? Were any scientifically valid studies performed using corseted subjects? 
Did the medical opinions on corseting affect the fashion industry? 
2. The role of patents: Did the patents for corsets indicate any aspiration of the inventors to 
improve health of the prospective wearers? Was there any relationship to the fashion 
advertising of each era, especially in regard to silhouette? 
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3. Dress refonn effects: Did the advocates of dress refonn use the medical literature to support 
their cause? 
4. Cardiopulmonary effects on volunteers: Will exercise testing of volunteers comparing corset 
styles of 1865 and 1900 indicate any differences? Will the straight-front corset vindicate its 
advocates? 
5. Comfort assessments by volunteers: Which corset will have the greatest comfort while the 
wearer is standing and walking? 
Objectives 
1. To assess the medical opinions of and research on tight-lacing. 
2. To complete a patent search for corsets reporting health effects. 
3. To determine if medical opinion about corseting affected dress refonn. 
4. To ascertain any effect on exercise tolerance and respiratory capacity of female volunteers 
using a treadmill, between: a) 1865 style corset laced three inches less than natural waist; 
and b) 1900 style corset laced three inches less than natural waist. 
5. To use an assessment questionnaire to determine individual comfort levels of each volunteer 
while wearing tight-laced 1865 and 1900 style custom-made corsets while walking and 
standing (See Appendix 0-6). 
Definitions 
This report encompasses two fields: history of clothing and exercise physiology. For 
this reason, I have placed all definitions in a glossary at the end of the manuscript to help 
Specialists in both areas to understand the nomenclature. 
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Assumptions 
1. The volunteers will answer the questions honestly. 
2. The corsets will fit each volunteer correctly, according to the 1865 and 1900 silhouettes. 
Limitations 
1. Each volunteer was measured only within her 'stage one' performance abilityl. 
2. There was not an averaging effect through the use of multiple testing. 
3. The number of subjects was limited by the cost and effort of producing two custom-made 
corsets for each volunteer. 
Hypotheses 
1. The volunteers will have a greater capacity to exercise while wearing the 1900 style corset 
than while wearing the 1865 style corset, when each is tight-laced to three inches less than 
the volunteer's natural waist measurement. 
2. Comfort levels while standing and walking [measured using a Chronbach-Alpha device 
(See Appendix: 0-6)] will indicate greater comfort while wearing the 1900 style corset. 
3. Exercise perception [measured using the Borg Scale] will indicate a lower level of perceived 
exertion while wearing the 1900 style corset than with the 1865 style corset. 
1 Characteristics of volunteers were not restricted, except for being non-smokers and in general good health. 
Those over forty years of age were asked to provide evidence that their doctor was aware they were taking part in 
this study (See Appendix: D-4). 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The liternture review will be divided ~to ~~_~~~s: fashi~s~~_ ~~_~~cal 
p-b~. This will enable the reader to maintain some degree of continuity between the two 
disciplines being examined regarding tight-lacing. The fashion liteJ:ature includes an 
~planation of the social back~~nd or.!!!~Y~~~_~! a description of the styling of corsets 
specific to the eras which will be discussed; a brief analy~s of the fashionab!~_~l!t9~~~of 
1865 and 1900; and some commeJ)t~Qf dres§ ref9fmers. The physiol~~_~~~_~ll _descr?:be 
as~s of normal female anatomy and will outline the functions of the systems found within 
-----,- ....... - ---,-.~-~.~----.. -~- .. ~.-.- .. ~~--" •... -.-- .. - ..... ---_._------------_ ... -_. ." .... ~.~-.---... - -- _. --.. - .. --.,.- . 
the tor.so_which_are_confinedwithin the corsets; to this is added an edited list of corset patents 
,-,-- . "._~---,.----. 
(See Appendix B) and some advertisements of corsets promoting the 'health aspects' (See 
Appendix A). 
Fashion History 
Corsets in Nineteenth Century Society 
Corseting in various manifestations and degrees has been a device of fashion for men 
and women throughout several centuries. The subject of this thesis will deal exclusively with 
corseted females of the last part of the nineteenth century. Tight-lacing regained popularity in 
the mid-nineteenth century after a hiatus of several decades and lasted several years after the 
death of Queen Victoria in 1901. It enjoyed prominence in medical as well as fashion literature 
(Philosophy, 1887). Tight-lacing is a process of reducing the waist measurement from three to 
fifteen inches smaller than the natural waist measurement, using a garment made with two or 
more sections. Moderate lacing was described as one to three inches less than the unlaced 
waist (Ballin, 1903; Corset Question, 1867-187211990; Smith, 1832). Fasm.~J~eri~~s, 
such as Godey's Ladies Book, Demorest's Magazine, Peterson's Magazine, Harpers' Bawr, 
The Englishwoman's Domestic Magazine, and others printed articles and lengthy series of 
letters on this subject from both advocates and opponents of the fifteen inch waist, "the waist 
" ... ' .' . 
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which could be spanned by the husband's hands!" (Corset Question, 1867-187211990). This 
--~.-... --"~- -- "~ ... ,~ ---------- _._-------_.- .. _- ----_ ..... _---_ .. _-_. -- - . 
cinching was achieved by degrees, beginning before puberty with lightly boned stays and 
.--~ .. _----- -'~- - . __ ._--' ...... _-- - ---.-- .... _- ,,------- _. .. - - --_._--_ .. 
advancing to tighter and tighter garments as girls aged, until the goal was achieved (See 
-------- ---- ------ - - --.- ------
- --~--.--. -----
Appendix C, Figure 2; Kenealy, 1904). Boarding school pupils were supervised closely to 
---------_ .... ------_.-.- .. _. __ ..... _-_._----
assure that 'stays' were used day and night, removing them only to bathe (Kenealy, 1904) . 
.. - . -._.'-' ,~~- ---<, - "'-".-' . "- - . -~-
Among the promoters of tight-lacing were fashion designers, tailors and corsetieres of 
the 1800s. They were joined by a legion of medical men (for at that time, they were almost 
__ w __ .-- ~ ......... ~._, ,-___ • __ .... ,._ '_~ ••• _,~ •• ___ 
exclusively men), who praised and prescribed corsets wit!!P1"oft?ss!~na!~~he (Adami & 
Roy, 1888; Bigg, 1909; Lane, 1909; Somers, 1911; Taliaferro, 1872; Treves, 1882). 
However, the corset's detractors included many doctors, dress reformers and women who 
---.--~~.- .. ". -- . 
p!~~~vig<:>.~~:>us exercise to the languid life style forced upon them by tight-la~g. Opinions 
vary on the percentage of women who tight-laced (or wore corsets any time) but it may be 
reasonably assumed that the upper class females were the vanguard of the fashion. !he 
wealthy women certainly had the money to have custom-made garments and the lifestyle to 
complementt1.teJ~sl!!.o_n. The corset industry was also prolific in its designs and production of 
corsets for the burgeoning middle class and even some of the servant class, particularly shop-
girls, ladies' maids and house servants of the wealthy (Cunnington, 1937; Duckworth, 1880; 
Kenealy, 1904; Wilberforce-Smith, 1888). Just as changes in outer fashion trends flowed 
down through the class ranks, so too did the silhouette-producing undergarments necessary for 
the achievement of the appropriate look. In a discussion of feminine dress in the 1850s, 
Cunnington stated: 
the distinction in dress between high and middle classes in many respects nullified. 
Women of the middle class to meet the demands of finery which they consider 
themselves bound to have, are accustomed to forgo an additional servant, to cut down 
on the cost of their children's education and even their household's food. (1935, p. 
162) 
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Patents of the era give the impression that many corset designers were attempting to 
seek fame and fortune through fashion. Several of the patentees were among the medical 
profession. Not all corset manufacturers sought patents; this accounts for many of the 
advertised claims not being echoed in claims of the corset patent. Although words like 
'hygienic', 'health' and 'sanitary' were used in the patents and the advertising, no definitions 
of these terms is evident (Newton, 1974). 
Corset Styles of 1865 and 1900 
The fashionable silhouettes of 1865 and 1900 differed greatly (See Appendix C 
Figures 3 and 4). The corsets which supported these different looks were as distinct as the 
outer garments. The 1865 corset gave greatest emphasis to the narrow waist. Fashion 
historian Cunnington quoted from the Young Ladies Journal of 1864 and 1866: ~b.-~_~I!_~S 
thec?n~line ~~~_~c:> cJiJninish, tight-lacing returned: all efforts to make the figure as small as 
pos~l>le _~lo~ t!te w~~"; "the practice though temporarily relinquished, has been 
recommenced"; "a waist measurement of 17-21 inches was a fashionable aspiration" (1935, p. 
186). 
The 1865 corset was worn over one or more undergarments and supported but 
generally did not cover the breasts (See Appendix C, Figure 5). It extended approximately 
four or five inches below the waist with a short pointed front extending over the lower 
abdomen. The busk closure in the center front and the individual 'stays' were commonly made 
of steel, replacing the wood and whalebone of earlier times. Metal eyelets invented in 1828 
(Calasibetta, 1988) were set in single or double rows at center back and sometimes at side 
seams to facilitate the lacing. Laces were made in many different materials, but "double-silk" 
was recommended as being the strongest (Corset Question, 1867-187211990, p. 17). Lacing 
was accomplished in gradual degrees by the ladies' maids, governesses, mothers, sisters and 
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sometimes husbands. The morning lacing was later tightened further if social calls were to be 
paid or an evening party was planned. 
The 1900 corset created the fashionable "S" silhouette which was popular from the 
early 1890s until about 1910 (See Appendix C, Figure 6). It extended well over the hips and 
tended to push the pelvis back, giving emphasis to the buttocks by increasing spinal lordosis. 
Cunnington quotes again from the contemporary Young Ladies Journal, "Fashion decrees that 
"- -.---.---'"-- ~-- . _ .... -.-_._._---_. ----
very large hips and great splendor of figure should prevail but also superimposes a distinctly 
- ---.--'-"'--<'~-'~,-,-~-,.-.~-, .. ,~"., . . . 
diminutive waist" (1937, p. 134). The front busk was three to six inches longer than its 
. __ #_~" __ '''4~_<_· ___ .~ __ ~'.'''-
earlier counterparts, as were the lacing margins; a single lace, commonly longer than twelve 
feet, was used to tighten the garment. 
Starting about 1875, many variations of the straight-front corset were designed and 
advertised as 'health corsets' by their inventors. A Parisian physician and corsetiere, Madame 
Gaches-Sarraute designed a straight-fronted corset which claimed to allow improved 
diaphragmatic movement (Waugh, 1994). According to the annual lists in Index Medicus, 
Madame Gaches-Sarraute published articles about corsets frequently in the Parisian medical 
journals of the late 1890s. Brothers Lucien and DeVer Warner of New York were also medical 
doctors who designed a series of corsets (See Appendix C, Figure 7) which they advertised as 
their "sanitary corset" and "health waists". Although they did not cite evidence of scientific 
study for these claims, their corsets were best-sellers (Field, 1990). I was unable to find a 
patent for the Warner's Sanitary Corset which Field says was contested in Patent Court by 
Madame Lavinia Foy, another prominent corset patentee (See Appendix B). 
Brief Fashion Analysis of 1865 and 1900 
The 'teapot' silhouette of 1865 was popular from the early 1850s until 1869, when the 
skirt width was swept back into the bustle by Charles Worth (See Appendix C, Figure 8). The 
waist was at the natural position throughout most of this time and was considered the focus of 
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attention. The contemporary fashion magazines reported that parents proffered bribes like the 
gift of riding habits as enticements for young ladies to tight-lace, in order to present a "trim 
back" when mounted (Corset Question, 1867-187211990, p. 11). Fashion journals were 
quoted in diaries and correspondence between friends and family, noting changes in modes 
from Parisian and other designers. Tailors, corsetieres and dressmakers took care to advertise 
their ability to copy the latest designs (See Appendix A). 
According to the letters in the Englishwoman's Domestic Magazine, gentlemen of the 
1860s "ardently admired" a small waist (Corset Question, 1867-187211990, p. 9). The 
eighteenth century artist William Hogarth drew a series of corseted figures and is quoted by a 
family-member biographer as stating that "figure before face" was his motto (Hogarth, 1960, 
p. 11). Words used to positively describe tight-lacing included: moral, civilized, graceful, 
obligatory to fashion, pleasurable, elegant, ladylike, and charming. Several correspondents 
and diarists described viewing their shapes as akin to ecstasy, providing "delicious sensations, 
half pleasure, half pain" (Corset Question, 1867-187211990, p. 16). R~~~~ ~~_made in 
the same articl~o the 'rule of!!tumb:,~_hich briefly stated as an eq~t!~as: 
The circumfert;!1.<=e_ of thumb x 2 = wrist x 2 = neck x 2 = waist. 
This measurement naturally depended greatly on the position of the measuring tape, but was 
one of the fashion axioms popular in the nineteenth century (Corset Question, 1867-
187211990). 
It is important to understand the point which Green and Perry make in their introduction 
to The Light of the Home: 
corsets and petticoats which have survived from the period make it clear that movement 
was difficult for women who dressed in fashion. But the cinched waist was more than 
uncomfortable; it was loaded with cultural meaning and information. In a society that 
valued display, a restriction of movement was a signal that a woman did not have to 
endure the demanding physical labor of housework because her husband had enough 
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money to pay for domestic help. Moreover, the restricted movement imposed by 
tightly laced corsets, metal stays, heavy petticoats and high-heeled shoes was a kind of 
control over women. (1983, p. ii) 
There were detractors and opponents of tight-lacing as well as adherents. They were 
the dress reformers of the Rational Dress movement, which included physicians, suffragettes, 
religious reformers, and exercise enthusiasts (Galbraith, 1895; Kellogg, 1895; Walker, 1902; 
Whitaker, 1907; Woolson, 1874). Encouraged to recognize the health risks and spurred to 
action by reformers, some women did remove or at least loosen their stays as an act of political 
freedom; but it is likely that those were in the minority. Fashion dictated the silhouette and it 
was a strong-minded woman who would go against that tide in the nineteenth century. 
Thomas Bentzon (1895) who wrote under the nom de plume of Madame Blanc reported 
to the Paris press on the condition of women in the United States in the last decade of the 
century. He traveled extensively around the eastern portions of the country and commented on 
the frailty of the city women as compared to those of the rural districts. He attributed this 
condition to the extreme tight-lacing that he observed was fashionable among the urban women 
of all classes. 
The fashion of 1900 was primarily dictated by the S-curve shape which has been 
previously described with emphasis of 'pouter-pigeon' mono-bosom and protruberant 
posterior. The skirts of day and evening had varying degrees of trains and the sleeve silhouette 
slimmed from the I eg-o , -mutton configuration to a tightly capped slender tube. The Parisian 
designer Poiret took the lead with slenderizing looks which culminated in the hobble skirt and 
art nouveaux designs about 1912. Print and electronic communications had greatly increased 
and with cheap paper patterns easily accessible to all, even the shop girls could dress in the 
latest modish attire. Ready-made clothing was the norm and quality improved as catalog 
companies like Sears and Montgomery Ward's vied to provide fashion by mail to the vast 
expanse of the United States with the local merchants' attempts to keep fashionable garments 
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available. Very little information is available to assess the percentage of women who tight-
laced in those times, but it is reasonable to assume that the majority wore corsets since they 
were so closely tied to morality and lady-like norms of the period. It is also reasonable to 
assume that women who worked or played at physically demanding tasks would have been 
forced to avoid the tight-lacing of their more fashionable and less active sisters. The number of 
women in paid employment was increasing rapidly which increased demand for special 
clothing for office and factory workers. Reform movements had abandoned efforts to change 
dress and were concentrating on getting the vote for women. Generally, the fashion of the 
early decades of the twentieth century were affected in Europe by the gathering forces of 
impending war and in the United States by a degree of isolationism which gave a degree of 
fashion independence to the women of the United States. 
Medical Physiology 
Female Anatomy 
A brief description of non-obese female anatomical features may help to orient the 
reader to the general terminology which will be used in the ensuing information. The 
physiological systems affected by tight-lacing were primarily those whose anatomy was found 
in the trunk (or central body), namely: musculo-skeletal, respiratory, circulatory, digestive, 
urinary, and reproductive systems (powers & Howley, 1990). The muscles and bones of the 
spine and ribs, as well as the pelvis, are shown as the structure of the outer body (See 
Appendix C, Figures 9 and 10). The respiratory system is enclosed in the ribcage and is 
separated from the digestive tract by the muscle called the diaphragm (See Appendix C, Figures 
I1a and b). The heart is situated inside the chest, slightly left of mid-line, with the major 
arteries and veins to and from lower limbs and organs traversing the abdomen (See Appendix 
C, Figures 11 and 12). The digestive system includes the liver, gall-bladder, pancreas, 
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stomach, and intestines (See Appendix C, Figure lla). The kidneys, ureters, bladder and 
urethra make up the urinary tract and are found completely within the middle and lower 
abdomen (Appendix C, Figures 13 a and b). The reproductive organs: ovaries, Fallopian 
tubes, uterus with its attendant ligaments, and vagina are found within the bony structure of the 
pelvis (Appendix C, Figure 14). 
A few articles from the modern era have been written on the historical aspects of 
corseting as it was viewed by the medical profession (Davis, 1982; Hudson, 1977; Schwarz, 
1979). These have been published only in medical journals and have not had a broad public 
impact for that reason. In an article published in 1904, Dr. Arabella Kenealy wrote a synopsis 
of a pre-1904 experiment using corseted monkeys, about which I shall say more later. 
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CHAPfER 3: MEDICAL RESEARCH REVIEWERS 
Medical historians, social researchers and a few doctors have written articles which 
have bearing on the effects of tight -lacing and corseting in the time period being considered. 
The literature on this subject tends to focus more on the social and philosophical rather than the 
medical aspects. I have included a small number of authors from the contemporary period who 
wrote reviews on this subject, which often give a very different perspective from those of the 
modem era. 
Respiratory System 
There are a few authors _~~o l1av~_t.Q~~~Jhe topic in addition to the physiologists' 
- . _'_n. ___ "_ ~. _.~ ___ ~ __ .. __ , _____ • ____ ~ . _ . ___ .~ •• __ .~ 
studies of respiratory function obliquely related to the issues of corseting. L S. Gottlieb, a 
________ ._, •.• ____ " ______ ,. __ ' ,.,'---,-----". '. "w", .. '" 
medical historian, explains that understanding of lung physiology, circulation of the blood and 
principles of respiration as we know it developed slowly: 
Clinical respiratory physiology owes much to the painstaking and meticulous studies of 
John Hutchinson (1811-1861). In a detailed report read in 1846 to the Royal Medical 
and Chirurgical [sic] Society of London, Hutchinson clearly defined the components of 
the lung volume, and stressed the significance of the vital capacity measurement in 
health and disease. Perfecting the spirometer, he demonstrated its practical worth in a 
survey of 2,070 obviously healthy people and 60 people afflicted with pulmonary 
disease. (1964, p. 67-68) 
What is unsaid is that Hutchinson never expressed an opinion in print about tight-lacing 
(although he did question women's "peculiar costume" as the cause of intercostal breathing, 
Hutchinson, 1846, p. 195), possibly because tight-lacing was not widespread when he wrote 
about his study. The spirometer, the tool he developed was indeed accurate and useful, but 
was generally ignored for almost a century. Even Dickinson, one of the pioneers in research 
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about the corset, who knew of Hutchinson's work, did not utilize that device; another corset 
opponent, Wilberforce Smith, did use it. 
Another aspect of pulmonary function and its relation to tight -lacing was the very real 
----------.----_._.- -.. 
-- .. -------.--~-. -- .. -- --, - .~.-
threat of tuberculosis in the nineteenth century. Anthony Lowell wrote about the history of 
tuberculosis. It was an accepted opinion of the m~ca1 profession that tight-lacing did no good 
...--------------
to the respiratory system and increased women' s vulnerability to infections including 
.'. ,-.- - -
tuberculosis. Lowell acknowledged this and explained that in America during the nineteenth 
century: 
throughout the years of industrial development and improving standards of living a 
slow but steady decline in the prevalence of the disease took place. This was at first 
without the benefit of effective therapy, but a time came when such therapy was 
available, and with its use the decline accelerated. ... by 1920 the mortality rate (in 
America) was below 100 per 100,000; while at the same time in Vienna, Austria the 
rate was 575 per 100,000. (1969, p. i) 
Lowell goes on to explain that Austria was"a hotbed of tight-lacing" (p. 42), where schoolgirls 
were kept in their corsets night and day. with special dormitory supervisors appointed to check 
the girls who might be tempted to loosen their stays. Schwarz concurred with this information: 
"Austria always enjoyed the reputation of more severe tight-lacing than other countries" (1978, 
p.581). 
In a discussion of the sexual politics of sickness, Barbara Ehrenreich and Dierdre 
English said: 
Women especially young women, are particularly vulnerable (to tuberculosis), often 
dying at rates twice as high as those of men of their age. For every hundred women 
aged twenty in 1865, more than five would be dead from TB by the age of thirty. 
(1973, p. 40) 
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Duffin discussed consumption and invalidism as a "conspicuous" status of nineteenth 
century women, but only indirectly discusses the role played by corseting (1978). 
Circulatory System 
No specific modern research has been done on the circulatory effects of corseting. 
---------
Medical historians mentioned symptoms like fainting, palpitations and heart failure as well as 
.J _ ______ -_. ~-- ---- _ _ 
unspecified swelling but no twentieth century studies were found. Paul Dudley White noted 
the effects of tight girdles in a letter to the New England Journal ofMedidne. He noted 
palpitations, elevation in blood pressure and edema in a number of patients (1973). Some 
research done by exercise physiologists seems to have some bearing on this system and will be 
reported in the section of modern physiological experiments in chapter seven. 
Musculo-Skeletal System 
The most controversial article may be "Society, Physicians and the Corset" 
(Schwarz, 1979) which deals with several subjects. It began with a scathing diatribe against 
von Soemmering of Germany, to whom Schwarz attributed motives of enticing clients to 
German spas as the impetus for the efforts of the German physician to discredit corsets. 
Schwarz called the corset, "an essentially innocent garment" (p. 586), quoted every source that 
proposes corsets, and avoided evidence to the contrary. He used exaggeration, satire and 
cartoons to make his point. All of these are legitimate, but I believe he has rendered a 
disservice to his profession by disregarding the evidence presented by serious physician-
researchers of the earlier eras. 
Vertinsky discussed the medical debate about the use of bicycles for exercise by 
females in The Eternally Wounded Woman (1990). It is generally believed that the 
introduction of the bicycle helped to emancipate women and girls from their corsets. This was 
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discussed by Atkinson who wrote about female fitness and physical training in his chapter of 
The Nineteenth Century Woman (Delamont & Duffin, 1978) . 
Digestive System 
The history of chlorosis has been written by medical and social historians, (Albutt, 
1905; Bromberg, 1984; Emmet, 1884; Hudson, 1977; E. Schwarz, 1951; Shorter, 1982; 
Siddall, 1982; Stevenson, 1881 ; Verbrugge, 1988; Vicinus, 1973). Some of the authors 
mentioned corseting specifically, but others did not. Edward Shorter is a Canadian writer of 
history who said under the heading "Corsets, A Bit of Debunking": 
Although the corset has been paid endless attention in the history ofJashion (italics his); 
two essential points have been missed: 1) outside of the aristocracy and urban middle 
classes, very few women ever wore corsets; 2) whether they wore them or not does not 
much matter because the corset was essentially innocuous." (1982, p. 28) 
By his account, Shorter reckoned that "corsets played no role in the health of the bottom 95 % 
of the population [of women] p. 30). He stated that "previous historians ... overlooked rickets 
and concentrated upon the relatively unimportant corset" (p. 31). He generally questioned the 
autopsy reports published except on two issues: 1) hiatus hernia as "the only injury that can 
reliably be attributed to tight-lacing" [emphasis his] (p. 30); and 2) in a footnote he reported on 
Hudson's work on compression of the common bile duct. 
Hudson published his findings on gall-bladder experiments with patients who had tight 
binders applied post-operatively and he asserted corsets might have compressed the common 
bile duct in a similar fashion (1977). This study was not done to evaluate the action of corsets, 
but the incidental remarks are relevant. He went on to write about chlorosis, its causes and 
treatments (Hudson, 1977). The afore-mentioned Paul Dudley White's study in 1973 showed 
similar results to those of Dr. Hudson, in which he stated that tight girdles restricted gastro-
intestinal function in many ways (1973). 
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Reproductive System 
The reproductive system of the nineteenth century female has been evaluated by several 
writers (Crossen, 1941; Green & Perry , 1983; Hudson, 1977; Kelly, 1909; Shirk, 1884; 
Warner, 1874; White, 1973). Modern-era medical authors Howard and Robert Crossen 
published several editions of gynecological textbooks on Diseases of Women, and the 
frontispiece of each is an engraving of the female form in cutaway side view showing normal 
and retroverted uterus (1941). There were many oblique references to clothing and treatment 
outlines for uterine prolapse and other entities common to the corset wearer, but no specific 
mention of corsets. A useful illustration of a normal and a retroverted, prolapsed uterus has 
been included to show indication for treatment (See Appendix C, Figure 14). Green and Perry 
included some very graphic illustrations of pessaries and nineteenth century gynecological 
treatments in their book which examines the lives of Victorian women (1983; Appendix C, 
Figure 15). Pessaries were used to push the prolapsed uterus up into the vagina, while the 
corset was pushing it down and out. 
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CHAPTER 4: DRESS REFORM AND TIGHT-LACING 
Retrospective Writings 
The topic of dress reform is inextricably oonnected to tight-lacing, as if they were 
conjoined twins, each having its own specific identity, while sharing some part of the other. 
One is not responsible for the other, yet each is affected by the other. Writers and readers have 
confused this or ignored it at peril of distraction. Discussion of such an involved topic in a 
single chapter would be folly. Therefore I shall oonfine my remarks to a brief selection of 
twentieth century reviewers of the historical Dress Reformers and their efforts to achieve 
change in the world of women's fashion. In addition I will briefly discuss some of the 
interactions of the Dress Reformers with the medical profession and why that connection seems 
to be less than one would expect, given today's principles. Today's principles do not apply. 
The ideal of fashion changed oonsiderably, throughout the period from 1865 until 
1900. Dress reformers had been actively lecturing and preaching about the need for change 
away from the fashionable mode. Dress historian Carrie Hall explained this in From 
Hoopskins to Nudity, when she wrote about the National Dress Association lectures delivered 
in Boston. 
it was evident that reform in women's dress that produced a marked and sudden 
alteration in their appearance, would fmd favor with but few; and these few however 
heroic must ultimately yield to the prejudices of the many. Unless due deference was 
paid to the force of custom, all efforts would be of no avail. A majority of the 
thoughtless women of that day knew that nothing could be right which was not 
fashionable; and that nothing could be fashionable that had not come from Paris. (1938, 
p.49) 
Robert Reigel, writing from Dartmouth College in Women's Clothes and Women's 
RighJs , reminded present-day feminists that the standards and morals of the late nineteenth 
century were very different from those of the late twentieth century. He told about the dress 
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habits of several female physicians of the historic era, but did not explain their individual 
reasons for changing or not changing their dress (1963). It seems obvious that there would be 
more than one opinion about the reasons for rejecting the corset and adopting a different 
fashion. The Aesthetic Movement of the 1870 and 1880s was illustrated in Costwne . 
"Though some aesthetic women later espoused the movement for rational dress, aesthetic 
costume was generally escapist" (Ormond, 1968, p. 34; See Appendix C, Figure 16). 
Health, Art and Reason: Dress Refonners of the Mneteenth Century (Newton, 1974) 
gave us examples of Dress Reformers who changed their minds about corsets and described 
the activities of some of the prominent physicians of the Movement. The author quoted mostly 
male physicians on the topic; however she did name some female physicians who were active 
Dress Reform lecturers. Some of the lectures from the campaigns to change women's dress 
recalled their motivation. The general population's attitude toward the medical profession was 
not one of confidence in the nineteenth centwy; this was in part responsible for the triumph of 
the fashion over science. Margaret Welch wrote in Harper's Bazar that although many womeq 
may have been convinced through one argument or another that their costume was harming 
them, "It takes the moral courage that is little short of sublime to make the modern woman give 
up corsets" (1901, p. 454). 
Those sentiments have been expressed in some detail by Deborah Warner in her 1978 
article in Dress, and by Eline Canter Cremeers in the same year when she wrote The Agony of 
--~ .- .. __ . 
Fashion. She quoted doctors who said: "a good corset is best, a bad corset i~·ba~nooorset is 
worst" (Canter Cremeers, 1978, p. 106). According to the author, reformers were the 
vanguard in producing "reform corsets, reform bodices and health-corsets" (p. 106). Several 
designs are discussed in the thesis The Changing Line of the Corsetfrom 1820-1915 (Brown-
Larrimore, 1984). She described the corsets as being supported from the shoulders, to avoid 
pressure over the chest or abdomen; they were available commercially from about 1870 until 
after the turn of the centwy. The 'reform style' corset was of its essence, unable to comply 
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with the fashion dictates of the day, and that fact essentially kept it out of the mainstream. 
Another author who spoke about the activities of Catherine Beecher, women's education 
advocate and sometime dress refonner, was Kathryn Sklar. In her article "All hail to pure cold 
water" published in Women and Health in America, she told us that the prominent Miss 
Beecher did campaign intermittently for dress refonn (1984). It behooves us to remember that 
although Catherine Beecher wrote many stirring speeches and traveled widely to disseminate 
her philosophy on education for females, she often called upon one of her brothers to actually 
deliver the speech to any audience which contained men (Sklar, 1976). 
Sports and exercise were likely the primary fulcrums employed to lever the corset out 
of the mainstream of fashion. Some historians have gone so far as to name the bicycle as the 
prime mover (Welch, 1986). Paula Welch discussed the attitudes of standard bearers of the 
dress refonn movement in America. The American Victorian Woman: The myth and the 
reality, referred to Catherine Beecher's admonition that corseting of young girls prevented them 
from exercise (Donnelly, 1988). Donnelly discussed dress refonn primarily from the political 
standpoint and did not delve into the medical details of corsetry. Patricia Vertinsky squarely 
blamed doctors in her somewhat strident book which discussed invalidism of women and the 
role of doctors in the late nineteenth century (1990). She gave no quarter in her attack on the 
male establishment who attempted to prevent women advancing into their professional domain, 
into their clubs, and even onto their sporting field. 
The Dress Reform Movement has been reported by many authors and under many 
aspects, some of which have explained the relationship of the corset to the movement. Each 
author has accepted the information that such a garment as a 'health corset' or 'sanitary corset' 
was in fact what it purported to be. Unfortunately, this was not scientifically proven to be the 
case. Had there been a real, methodological effort made by the dress refonners to ascertain the 
true nature of the corset's effects, dress reform might have had a broader acceptance. 
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Contemporary Authors 
A review of statements of some nineteenth century authors to disoovet:_!heir direction 
-------_ .. -~ 
and dedication toward the reformation of women's dress, pointed out the lack of coordination 
---------------_ -'0- •• ~ __ 
with serious scientific experimenters. One oontributing factor was the lack of oommunication 
- '. --·--· __ .~ ______ ~~ ___ .~~M._ "_~ . --------~- --__ 
during this time. Postal service was about the most reliable method, telephones wexe available 
only at the very end of the century and then only to a few households. Newspapers often 
---- .. _----. 
refused to print or made errors in the copy of dress reform speeches, on the grounds that 
- ------~----------
women ~er~ getting ~~~~~h~J'!ope.rplace'[i.e. be1ow_ m~]. 
It may be appropriate to remind the readex that the methods for scientific research and 
review wexe well established within the scientific community as exemplified in the works of 
Hutchinson (1846), Wilberforce Smith (1888, 1889) and Dickinson (1887, 1893, 1895, 
1911). Controlled studies done by Kellogg (1895. 1918) which prove that there was interest 
within the medical community for public health issues. In spite of this doctors did not pay 
much attention to their patients' clothing as it pertained to their health. 
When Abba Goold Woolson was editor of the Boston publication Dress Reform, she 
published a series of lectures delivered on the subject of "'Dress and how it affects the health of 
women" (1874). Four ofthe five lectures were by female physicians, Mary Safford-Blake, 
Caroline E. Hastings, Mercy B. Jackson, and Arvilla B. Haynes, while the fifth lecture was 
given by Mrs. Woolson. Each doctor expressed the opinion that dress reform was required. 
They spoke anecdotally of attending autopsy sessions, gave anatomy and physiology lessons, 
and enjoined their listeners to spread the words of warning. Not one of them reported factual 
data of expeIiments conducted to explain the anecdotal evidence, eithex done by themselves or 
any other curious scientist. Did they lack scientific ability? Where wexe the backers for such 
investigations? Why were they caught in the same net as the uneducated masses, following a 
familiar track and lacking the courage to independently investigate the problems using methods 
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known to them? Mrs. Woolson was a philosopher and idealist, but she apparently lacked the 
background in science which could have made a difference in her leadership role. 
Another prominent American woman, Elizabeth Cady Stanton devoted some of her 
efforts to the education of women regarding their health. She deplored the immoderation in 
tight-lacing. She agreed with Dio Lewis that exercise by women and girls was essential to 
good health, but she never went so far as to recommend abandonment of corsets (Stanton, 
1882). 
William Henry Flower, the Hunterian Professor of Comparative Anatomy and 
conservator of the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, published a small 
book in the Nature Series, entitled Fashion in Defo1T1lity: as illustrated in the customs of 
barbarous and civilized races (1881). In it he compared the foot-binding of the Chinese, the 
flattened heads of several native tribal peoples, scarring, lip-plugs and many other practices 
used as fashion, with the constricted waist of the Victorian woman in England. He called very 
pointedly for change on racist bias: " ... we are simply putting ourselves on a level in point of 
taste with those Australians, Botocudos, and Negroes"(p. 85). In addition, he illustrated and 
explained the anatomical changes inherent in tight -lacing, while calling for reform. While his 
motives would certainly be called into question today, his advocacy of reform was appropriate. 
Meanwhile, Florence W. Pomeroy, Viscountess of Harberton, was writing and 
lecturing in England and the United states. In 1882 she wrote "Rational Dress for Women" 
and in 1892 she attended a symposium on women's dress in Boston. Her lecture to that 
group, "How is it we get on no faster?" was published in The Arena. When describing the 
lack of gain by proponents of dress reform, she stated: 
A large number of women know all these things (i.e. medical warnings) perfectly well. 
They are intellectually convinced their method of dressing is wrong. But they excuse 
themselves from giving any assistance on the pleas that any change in dress would be 
inartistic! The less these people talk about art the better. 
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... the majority of women are really as indifferent to art as they are to health, and 
everything else in connection with dress. Their one and only desire is to be thought 
"smart" and to accomplish this they will sacrifice every earthly consideration, and never 
see the universal degradation of the whole sex which inevitably results." (1892, p. 624) 
Octavia Bates, a college graduate, also attended the Boston Symposium and spoke 
from experience in playing masculine roles in plays, subsequently realizing how much her 
female clothing prevented movement and comfort compared to the ease of male clothing 
(1892). Frances Russell, from St Paul, Minnesota, wrote and lectured across America on the 
subject of dress reform, generally emphasizing the philosophical arguments of justice and 
equality. She also attended the Boston symposium of 1892, her speech was titled "Lines of 
Beauty". Frances Russell was not a scientist and did not advocate a scientific approach to the 
problem she saw as one of human rights. Several other prominent women attended the 
Symposium in Boston, including May Wright Sewall, President of the Women's Council of 
America, Frances Steele, Annie and Elizabeth Miller, Grace Greenwood, E. M. King and B. 
O. Flower. Identification by initials afforded some protection from male ridicule in the field of 
publishing, which may have been why the daughter ofW. H. Flower, "B. 0.", never used her 
Christian name in print while she was the editor of The Arena. None of the above-mentioned 
speakers approached the topic of dress reform from the aspect of scientific study. Although 
they did attempt to keep a record of deaths attributed to corseting, this was never successful 
due to lack of reliable information. 
Among the proliferation of publications on Dress Reform in the late-nineteenth century, 
The Well-Dressed Woman (Ecob, 1892) was a best seller. In it Ecob published the rib 
diagrams originally made by von Soemmering a century before (See Appendix C, Figure 17) 
as if no more-contemporary drawings were available. She also used information from Dr. 
Kellogg, who at the time was actually doing tests on boys and girls to determine their lung 
physiology. She quoted his findings that uncorseted girls could inspire as deeply as boys of 
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their size and that children of both sexes were equally capable of vigorous exercise. Ecob 
recognized scientific study, but did not go so far as to encourage women to conduct 
experiments. 
The Jenness sisters were also interested in physical exercise, posture and health of 
women. Annie Jenness Miller, her sister Mabel Jenness, and her sister-in-law, Elizabeth 
Miller published many papers and articles in the general press as well as the Dress Refonn 
press regarding physical culture and exercise (Miller & Jenness, 1892; Miller 1900). They 
concentrated on graceful fonn, and avoided controversial topics such as the 'health corset' 
causing change in the center of body gravity or gait (See Appendix C, Figure 18). 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, daughter of Lyman Beecher and sister of Catherine, lectured 
throughout her life about education and opportunity for young girls and women in the United 
States. Although she was not active in Dress Reform, Stowe discussed health aspects of the 
nineteenth century female and promoted physical exercise without going so far as to take a 
stand against corseting (1871). 
It seems unfortunate that the prime movers in Dress Reform on both sides of the ocean 
principally concentrated on philosophical issues and avoided the scientific approach which 
might have given them a more stable base from which to pursue their ideals. If correct and 
reliable information had been available, more physicians might have joined the cause for dress 
refonn. Dr. Helen Betts scolded her fellow physicians in the Journal of the Ameriam Medical 
Association that "doctors don't mention clothing" when they examine their female patients 
(1888, p. 513). This is corroborated by W. Wilberforce-Smith, who admitted that he had 
practiced medicine for several years before he decided that examinations of females should be 
carried out with corsets removed; howevO" he did not admonish his peers to comply (1888). 
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CHAPTER 5: CORSETS AND EXERCISE 
The subject of corsets and exercise will be separated into two sections: those published 
after the fashion for lacing faded and those written contemporary with the practice. 
Retrospective Writings 
On the face of it, it seems that corsets and exercise have very little in common; that may 
be the reason that only a minority of authors mentioned the two together. When they did 
discuss both, they often supported the old claims of the straight -front corset as appropriate for 
exercise. Carrie Hall discussed turn-of-the-century fashion in her book From Hoopskins to 
Nudity: 
Corsets in the meanwhile, had become more rational; the hideous stays devised more 
than sixty years ago without the least hygienic principles had developed into what was 
known as the straight-front corset, and this has been greatly improved since its 
inception. From being merely straight-fronted it had been given a form more nearly 
approaching the human figure, and was now eminently fitted to satisfy the increased 
medical knowledge of women in regard to the laws of health. This fact alone is 
sufficient to mark these years as a red-letter period in feminine intelligence. The 
increased activity of all women in the field of sports was an important factor in the 
evolution of the figure from the hourglass type to the present ease and comfort of the 
straight-fronted silhouette. (1938, p. 101) 
Other twentieth century authors have looked at the censuring of attempts to exercise by 
the females of the nineteenth century. "What has the average girl to do in a gymnasium?" was 
the question quoted in The Unfashionable Human Body, (Rudofsy, 1971, p. 182). Gorham 
concentrated on the clothing and behavior of girls through puberty and youth; mention was 
made of spinal curvature and the assumption that unless girls were corseted they would 
develop this problem as an outgrowth of their "innate weakness" (1972). Gorham seemed to 
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accept that weakness would preclude exercise. In her thesis Brown-Larrimore discussed the 
social class of women and exercise in relationship to the wearing of corsets (Brown-Larrimore, 
1984). Brown-Larrimore asserted that the upper class women did exercise by walking and that 
they did not tight-lace (emphasis mine)the entire day, reserving the practice for evening and 
social outings. She pointed out that the weight of the clothing also played a significant role in 
prevention of vigorous exercise by women. In her history The All-Ameriwn Girl Frances 
Cogan reminded us of the axiom from Dress Reformers against proponents of the 'Cult of 
True Womanhood': "physical exercise is the key to health" (1989, p. 39). Harrison discussed 
the Englishwomen's exercise history throughout the century from 1840-1940, tracing the 
clothing aspects along with the political and domestic issues (1981). 
The bicycle was an exercise mechanism discussed by several authors (Delamont & 
Duffin, 1974; Verbrugge, 1988; Vertinsky, 1990; Welch, 1986). Although it seems incredible 
to the modern reader that women and girls actually managed to ride bicycles in the late 
nineteenth century while wearing corsets, there is evidence from advertisements for special 
bicycling corsets (See Appendix A), photographs and fashion designs of bicycling outfits. The 
artist Charles Dana Gibson depicted more than one young woman cycling and he helped to 
popularize the activity (See Appendix C, Figure 19). 
Contemporary Writings 
Exercise was a topic for medical literature and for the lay press. The Bazar Book of 
Deconon typified the period in its advice to avoid strenuous physical workouts, and substitute 
dancing as "a gentle exercise" (Tomes, 1871, p. 91). The author was at some pains to explain 
that the air in a crowded ballroom must be avoided. "Better no exercise at all than exercise in a 
poisonous atmosphere" (p. 94). He also heartily endorsed walking, while admonishing his 
readers to avoid strain by pacing themselves slowly. 
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Octavia Bates lectured on female college life and regretted the heavy clothing which 
prevented vigorous exercise during the average day. She looked fOlward to activities when she 
could wear the bloomer outfit which was designated for the gymnasium and sports fields 
(1892). The Miller sisters-in law and Mabel Jenness were strong advocates of hiking, 
rhythmic dancing, and calisthenics (See Appendix C, Figure 18). They published regularly in 
the magazines and newspapers of the day (Flower, 1892; Miller, 19(0). The editor of The 
Arena, the Boston dress reform journal, B. O. Flower, published many articles on the subjects 
of health and exercise. 
Not all nineteenth century physicians were advocates of the bicycle for exercise. One 
problem was the question of mastUIbation, thought to be inherent in the use of a bicycle by 
young women (Dickinson, 1895). Several articles were written on the subject, but not 
mentioned in the modern literature. Women's colleges offered exercise classes and sports; 
gymnasiums were opening to serve women and girls, but reformers failed to utilize this asset to 
study the aspects of exercise related to the corset (Bates, 1892). Henry Ling Taylor, MD 
counseled women in Popular Science Monthly to exercise, eat a moderate diet and get fresh air, 
but failed to mention clothing in genexal or corsets in particular (1896). 
A popular book of advice to women was written by a prominent English physician, 
identified by initials (F. B., 1896). The author said, "Women should learn that the only way to 
keep their bodies in good trim is to use their muscles" (p. 12). The book encouraged various 
forms of exercise, like rowing, swimming and walking; and specified that when playing games 
like cricket or lawn tennis, "stays and tight boots must be discarded" for safety (p.12). It is the 
first time I found actual advice to discard the corset, usually finding the more ambiguous 
phrase 'loosen the laces'. 
In hl"l' editorial entitled "Tight-Lacing", Ada Ballin of London admonished her readers 
to read the accounts of female deaths due to the combination of tight -lacing and eXl"l'cise 
(1903). She related stories of the lady's maid who collapsed after ascending two flights of 
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stairs while tightly laced and belted with a locked metal strip; the corseted swimmer whose 
heart stopped while wearing a canvas corset which shrunk severely, causing interference in the 
circulation; and the cyclist who, being tight-laced to a seventeen-inch waist, was unable to bend 
to avoid a fatal crash. These are examples of nineteenth-century authors who expressed their 
objections regarding exercise and corsets. 
Kellogg measured boys and girls of different ethnic groups, when corseted and 
uncorseted, to determine their ability to exercise; he reported that corsets inhibited exercise 
(1895). Although Dickinson (1895, 1911) advocated exercise and did experiments with 
corseted subjects, he did not explore the combination. Dickinson advocated moderation in 
lacing but tacitly accepted that his patients would wear corsets. Mary Taylor Bissell, MD wrote 
specifically about physical development and exercise and did express an opinion in print about 
corsets: 
For as the human body is more than a mere outline, it goes without saying that any 
systematic compression of its anatomy must affect, not only its contour but also the 
structures and organs compressed. And briefly, these are some of the grave charges 
that we bring against the modern corset, or against any system of compression 
analogous to it. (1893, p. 126; See Appendix C, Figure 20) 
Heather Bigg, MD stated "no fashion is ever accompanied by utility" (1893, p. 35); she 
apparently changed her mind in later years, which will be mentioned in regard to corseting after 
surgery in a later section (1909). Charlotte Perkins Gillman, (also called Stetson), wrote in 
The Saturday Evening Post advocating exercise for women and criminals in an effort to "build 
the noble body" (1900. p. 1078). 
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CHAPTER 6: THE REALm CORSET 
Two themes are dominant in this section: 1) the nature of the health corset and 2) the 
claimants to its invention. The name 'Health Corset' has been used from 1856 until today and 
has never been defined precisely. Other terms [e. g. 'sanitary', 'hygienic', 'rational'] have 
also been used to designate the straight-front corset design (Newton, 1974;). Those 
appellations have been used in the description of several of the corsets with shoulder straps 
which claimed in advertisements (See Appendix A) and in some patents to displace the weight 
of the skirt from waist (See Appendix B). 
One of the first twentieth century authors who wrote about the changes in corset style 
was Margaret Welch in Harper's BalJlr. She described the origin of the garments designated 
by many as the 'health, hygienic or sanitary corset' as invented by "a French woman physician 
of high reputation, Dr. Gaches-Sarraute". Welch quotes the doctor: "I believe that some kind 
of corset is really necessary ... .it serves to hold in place the lower portion of a woman's 
clothing" (1901, p. 454). The chief concern appears to have been the weight of gannents 
causing pressure at the waist. 
George B. Somers, MD, published drawings of his ideas of good and bad corsets that 
he had prepared for a lecture he had given in San Francisco at Cooper Medical College, (See 
Appendix C, Figures 21a and b). In his lecture he outlined the fundamentals about corsets and 
tight -lacing for the enlightenment of the medical students. He strongly advocated the straight 
front corset, although he did not identify it as a 'health corset'. 
Corsets, an Analysis, was published expressly to examine the relationships of corsets 
to health and the claims of some designers to capitalize on the public' s gullibility. Emma 
Goodwin stated, "The kind of corset women wear is as essential to health as the kind of food 
they eat, and should no more be dictated by fashion than should their bread and butter" (1913, 
p. 1). She described the straight-fronted Parisian corset, ..... this corset threw the balanced 
weight of the body forward, curved the spine abnormally and produced what was known to 
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fashion authorities as the 'Paquin slant', to joke writers and cartoonists as 'the kangaroo 
shape'" (p. 4; See Appendix C, Figure 22). In spite of those observations, she continues in 
her description of the efficacies of the straight-front gannent: 
This type of corset gave to its wearers more breathing room than fashionable women 
had known for years, and it was a hopeful sign of our progress toward better 
conditions to observe that, with the variations of fashion during the past seven or eight 
years, we were not asked to return to the curved front corset worn for many 
generations; and the physiological critics were inclined to the belief that the evolution of 
the corset was toward those of saner and better designs. (1913, p. 5) 
By reiterating the standard line, which she actually says is exaggerated in her section on 
advertising copy, Goodwin continues the 'tradition' that the claims were true. 
In The History of Underclothes, the author quotes The Girls Own Paper, 1901 of the 
1900 corset, " The stays are of course straight-fronted, giving support but leaving the figure 
graceful and supple; whilst narrowing the back in a most surprising manner. It keeps 
Englishwomen in the right place and allows their chest to expand" (Cunnington, 1935. p. 
134). The author of From Hoopskirts to Nudity, invoked the hygienic line: "From being 
merely straight-fronted it had been given a form more nearly approaching the human figure, 
and was now eminently fitted to satisfy the increased medical knowledge of women in regard 
to the laws of health." (Hall, 1938, p. 101) 
Nora Waugh in Corsets and Crinolines, describes the evolution of change that 
occurred with the corset of Madame Gaches-Sarraute, whom she described as a corsetiere who 
had studied medicine: 
Throughout the nineteenth century silhouette emphasis had been on the small waist and 
curves .... until the female anatomy was becoming seriously distorted and women's 
health affected. Mme Gaches-Sarraute' .... designed a new corset to remedy this. Its 
chief characteristic was the straight-fronted busk. (1994, p. 85) 
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Waugh gives the date of this invention as 1900, but it seems that it may have been as early as 
the mid 1870s. 
Gaches-Sarraute may have been preceded by an Englishwoman, Roxey Caplin. She 
published a treatise in 1856 titled Health and beauty,' or, Corsets and clothing constlUcted in 
accordance with the physiologicallnws of the human body. Madame Caplin was a physician's 
wife and apparently had an interest in anatomy and physiology, which she very clearly 
described in her book. She did not identify herself with any formal dress reform movement or 
group, but she did give very explicit instructions about her designs for a "health corset"(See 
Appendix C, Figure 23). She may have been the first designer to refer to the elegant portions 
of the statue of Venus de Milo as the epitome of form for women (See Appendix C, Figure 
24). I have no information regarding her commercial success. 
Brown-Larrimore, attributed the corset design to Jean Worth, son of the Parisian haute 
couture designer, Charles Worth. She stated: "In 1888 Worth introduced the straight-fronted 
corset as opposed to the curved busk corset. " (p. 324); and went on to say that the 'health 
corset' was praised by doctors, and that it reduced pressure on the torso, particularly at the 
waist (1984). 
Fig Leaves and Fashion, told of the Warner brothers, Lucien and 1. DeVer, who 
became prominent in the corset trade in New York from the 1870s onward (Field, 1990). 
Lucien, the younger brother, had graduated from college and gone on to study medicine for the 
required two-year period. He had difficulty establishing a practice and began lecturing on 
health topics to promote himself. His brother, 1. DeVer, also studied medicine, after following 
a variety of occupations; together they found success in the ladies' corset trade. Lucien wrote 
in 1874: "An entire revolution in women's dress is needed. A permanent fault is compression 
of the waist" (p. 136). He designed a garment with shoulder straps and a non-constricting 
waist which had a projection at the lower end of the busk to give an impression the waist was 
cinched. The 'Sanitary Corset' was a commercial success (See Appendix C, Figure 25 a and 
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b) but was challenged in patent court by Mrs. Lavinia Foy, who claimed it was her idea (See 
Appendix C, Figures 26 a and b). Within four years, however, the brothers were millionaires; 
their biographer pointed out: 
The altruistic principles on which the business was founded (such as suspending 
weight from the shoulders and not compressing the waist) were sacrificed by the good 
doctors on the altar of fashion and financial exigency. (Field, 1990, p. 18) 
Another author who chronicled the Warner's history was Pearce (1964). His narrative credited 
the Warners with the original 'health corset' design, but I believe this to be an error. The fact 
that they were excellent businessmen and savvy advertising-copy writers may have created the 
original attribution. Although the reputation of the medical profession in the nineteenth century 
was anything but sterling, it may be that they used it to advantage in their corset business. 
Perhaps Gaches-Sarraute and others did the same (See Appendix C, Figures 27 a, b, c). 
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CHAPTER 7: RELATED MODERN PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS 
It may seem that the implication of tight-lacing would have no possible modern 
equivalent and therefore would have no comparative research to assess. In the strictest sense 
that is true, however there are analogies to be made when one examines closely the literature of 
applied physiology. Studies have been done on individuals who wear restrictive clothing of 
different sorts (i.e. firemen and divers), to discover their respiratory restrictions; hemodynamic 
effects of resistive breathing have been well documented in animals and humans. The studies 
mentioned below are representative of the research to be found on these subjects, but are not 
comprehensive. 
Chest Wall Restriction 
A group in Sydney, Australia studied the oxygen cost of inspiratory loading and found 
that fatigue of chest wall muscles contributed to a shorter inspiration (Cala, Wilcox, Edyvean, 
Rynn, & Engel, 1991). They used elastic bandages to restrict just the chest wall movement 
and did not interfere with the abdominal muscles at all; but the results showed a decrease in the 
inspiratory capacity of the SUbjects. This could be similar to the responses of the subject 
whose complete middle and lower torso is entirely corseted with an inelastic and boned 
garment. 
Breathing Pattern Changed 
Researchers in Liverpool, England studied individual subject's perceptions of and their 
responses to resistance when inspiring (Clague, Carter, Pearson, & Calverley, 1992). They 
found that even small changes in CO2 could change the subjects' breathing pattern by 
shortening the inspiratory phase and creating a smaller tidal volume. Inspiratory resistance 
reduces ventilatory response to CO2 and increases the sensation of effort. This could have a 
similar impact on corseted SUbjects. 
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Another study looked at slowly increasing the elastic load on the chest wall in 
conscious humans (Puddy & Younes, 1991). When subjects' breathing was very gradually 
inhibited, their consciousness of and thf'Iefore their response to the inhibition was reduced to 
the point that they did not alter their respiratory rates. This may explain why women denied 
feeling short of breath (or even that their own corsets were tight) when they had been subjected 
gradually to the practice over an extended time. 
Diaphragmatic Function 
Inspiratory muscle function with restrictive chest wall loading during exercise was 
examined in regard to diaphragmatic function (Hussain & Pardy, 1985). When the abdominal 
wall alone was restricted, the diaphragm's function was "well defended" (p. 2032); but when 
the chest wall as well as the abdomen was restricted, endurance was reduced. Breathing 
frequency was increased and the overall ability of the subjects to respond to greater work-loads 
was impaired. Extrapolation to corseted subjects seems relevant. 
Shortness of Breath 
The sensation of dyspnea (shortness of breath) has been studied extensively in Japan. 
Researchers brought about a decrease in functional residual capacity during inspiratory loading 
by seating subjects in a rigid unit clamped to restrict their chest wall movement (Kikuchi, Hida, 
Chonan, Shindoh, Sasaki, & Takishima, 1991). The subjects curtailed their inspirations by 
behavioral control of breathing to reduce their sensation of dyspnea. Since the subjects Wf'Ie 
seated quietly during the test, one may guess how the sensation would be heightened if they 
had been asked to exercise with the chest restriction. A further study by one membf'I of the 
previous team examined how the ventilatory command signal, initiated in the brain, is closely 
related to the dyspnea sensation (Kikuchi, 1992). He determined that the functional capacity 
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was reduced when the subjects had any sensation of dyspnea, as a result of restriction of the 
chest wall motion. This could have direct relationship to the corseted subjects. 
Effects of Tight Clothing 
Two researchers at Kutztown University, in Pennsylvania, studied the effect of 
clothing on inhalation volume (MacHose & Peper, 1991). They were examining diaphragmatic 
breathing in athletes' relaxation training protocols. They discovered that tight clothing 
interfered with diaphragmatic breathing. Inhalation volume was significantly reduced and 
resulted in changes in breathing patterns, rates of respiration and sensations of dyspnea. The 
entire response was reversed when the clothing was loosened to allow free diaphragmatic 
movement. The article did not specify the precise degree of tightness of the clothing used on 
comparative measurements, but indicated that the clothing "only slightly restricted the 
abdominal wall" (p. 264). 
Blood Flow in Chest 
A European study to examine the effects of intrathoracic pressure on the blood flow 
was done by restricting the chest wall with elastic binding (Olgiati, Atchou & Cerratelli, 1986). 
The conclusion was that external resistance on inspiration increased the work of the heart and 
produced a resulting rise in blood pressure. The effect of tight-lacing could produce similar 
hemodynamic effects. 
Oxygen Consumption in Dogs 
A group of German physiologists evaluated the coronary and vascular response to chest 
wall resistance in dogs (Peters & Ihle, 1992). Although it is perfectly evident that humans are 
not exactly like dogs, it may be assumed that the hemodynamic response would be similar in 
several respects. An increase in oxygen consumption as measured in the circumflex artery 
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[one of the main vessels supplying the heart muscle with oxygen] was confirmed. Heart rate 
and cardiac output were increased as a result of the chest wall resistance. This would confirm 
the earlier findings by Olgiati's group. 
Tidal Volume 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology was the site of an investigation into how 
breathing was controlled when the chest wall was restricted (Sidney & Poon, 1995). They 
found that decreases in the tidal volume and aberrations of the blood gases resulted from 
mechanically restricting the chest wall. These in turn led to further impairment because the 
subjects were dyspnic as a result and further restricted their inspirations, while increasing their 
breathing rate to compensate. This study did not impinge on the abdominal area. 
Modem Male Corset 
A modern example of corseting is worn by Pearl, a Parisian corsetiere for the house of 
Christian Lacroix. He wears a corset twenty-three hours per day, removing it only to bathe, 
and has a waist measurement of eighteen inches (See Appendix C, Figures 28-a and b). A 
South African, Pearl stated, "Without the haute couture, the corset and the craft of making 
corsets would never have come about" (Penn, 1995). I believe it is evident when you look at 
his photograph that he did not corset before the maturation of his body since his ribcage 
appears normally shaped when compared to a photograph of a young woman in 1903 (See 
Appendix C, Figure 28-c). The extreme stricture of the abdomen must create similar problems 
for him as did the corsets of nineteenth century men and women. It would be very interesting 
to know his exercise tolerance. 
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Discussion 
Although none of the studies cited above dealt directly with corseting, it may be 
extrapolated that the chest wall binding was similar in its effect to tight-lacing. The majority of 
the researcheIs used elastic bindings to restrict the chest wall, which would have more 'give' 
than a heavily boned corset made of non-stretch fabric. A variety of effects have been studied, 
These may have a bearing on the study of tight-lacing, including the resulting effects of 
reducing the tidal volume, the sensation of dyspnea creating a behavioral response which in 
tum brings about many changes in the physiology. The ability of the diaphragm to create and 
respond to intrapleural pressure changes is central to normal breathing; this has been reduced 
by restricting the abdominal and chest muscles with tight clothing. The body responds in 
more than one system to the restrictions placed upon the breathing functions; whetheI it is the 
heart and blood vessels, muscle function, or even the central nervous system, it is evident that 
having even temporary restrictions on the normal respiratory functions can place a human being 
in difficulty. It seems evident how much more the difficulty would be, if that restriction was 
essentially permanent. 
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CHAPIER 8: ME1HODS 
Introduction 
The question which inspired my study of corsets initially arose from my background 
knowledge of anatomy and physiology. As I began to research the medical aspects of tight-
lacing in the Victorian period in my pursuit of a dress history degree, I wondered why the 
medical profession had not taken a greater role in influencing fashion? Although I did discover 
several authors on the subject of tight-lacing in the medical literature, I was hard pressed to find 
scientifically based research. The primary evidence cited was anecdotal and could not be 
duplicated. Several authors wrote of their autopsy findings, but did not present measured or 
photographic evidence. How did they know that the straight-front style corset did what was 
claimed? There appear~ _!~ ~~_ no ~periments or studies showing the physiological effects of 
-'- ... "-.~. 
the design either alone or in comparison with -the -'w~~p-w~st'. This constituted the basis for 
.. - .' . -"- -~ ... ~~--.. - _ .. _----. __ ._.---_. --- ---- --'" -'._- ----------------------, _ .... _-_ ... ---
the quantitative secti,?~_ ()! my research. 
--------- .-., .... --~~.----
Recruitment, Selection and Orientation of Volunteers 
I was unprepared for the enthusiasm for this study among reenactors and interpreters of 
Victorian history. When I prepared my initial recruitment letter (See Appendix D-l) I hoped 
for the best, and that was exactly what I received. Staff and volunteers from the Living 
~.--------.- .-----.-----
History Farms in lJrbandale,Jowaimmediatelyr~I)9ed to my inquiry .. with a positive 
-_ .• _----
attitude which was astounding. I also had several stu~e.!lJ volunteers from the local campus, 
_'_'''-_'~' .v _ • ..,.".~,~. ~~ ___ ".".' • _ _" _~_,, _____ ----~-- - . - • 
~i!!.tlE._!he two disciplines of Textiles and Clothing an~~_1:!!!!aD P¢O!Jll@c_t!_J>hysiology. The 
---- -... -"- .. - .,' ~-'~'---" 
participants were not limited by age or physical fitness, except that those over forty were asked 
--- -- --------- -
to see~~~knowledgment from their personal physicians using the Physician's Awareness Form 
-," _. • •.• -"' - n. _, ". • •• 
(See Appendix D-4). An initial orientation meeting was held for the group, with individual 
explanations of equipment and procedures at each volunteer's exercise sessions. At each stage 
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of the testing, volunteers were made aware that they could stop at any point in the procedure 
without prejudice. 
Development of Survey Tools 
The survey tools were developed in part during my previous study of the comfort levels 
of a different group of volunteexs to increasing degrees of tight-lacing. The Physician's 
Awareness Fonn and the fonn used to record physical parameters for the exercise treadmill test 
were used routinely by the Human Perfonnance laboratory personnel (See Appendix D-5). 
Consent Forms for the testing and photography were developed from the guidelines used at 
Iowa State University and were submitted in advance to the Human Studies Committee for 
approval (See Appendix D-2 a and b). The computer-generated data were transferred to a 
spreadsheet program for statistical analysis. 
Corset Construction 
Construction of the corsets was a major project. I had previously made corsets for 
theatrical and museum work and had experience in pattern making and sewing techniques 
needed for the accurate reproduction of the two styles. Fabrics were found from a variety of 
sources: one volunteer had purchased coutil on a recent trip to England and graciously 
contributed it for her corsets; two corsets were made from twill found in a kit at the Living 
History Farms; pillow ticking, jean, and ordinary twill were purchased at a local fabric store; 
and one corset was made from a kit purchased from the Amazon Drygoods Costume suppliers 
at Davenport, Iowa. 
Measuring each volunteer for the two styles of corsets, fitting and finishing took an 
average of ten hours. The volunteers were all different sizes, requiring separate pattern 
drafting (See Appendix D-3). Since the corset pattern chosen for each era was fixed (See 
Appendix C, Figures 1 a and b) no deviation in sty Ie could be countenanced. I drafted patterns 
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from an 1865 corset I had measured at the Smithsonian Institution during an internship; it had 
multiple gores similar to one illustrated (See Appendix C, Figure 29). The 1900-style corset 
was drafted by me from a composite of a Sears Roebuck Company catalog corset and other 
contemporary illustrations (See Appendix C, Figures 30 a and b). Corsets were constructed of 
six or seven gores (sections) per side depending on the size of the individual. 
The fabrics used in the corset production were 100% cotton and included: coutil, twill 
of several varieties (including jean), broadcloth, sateen, and poplin. All fabrics were pre-
shrunken before cutting. Cottonlpolyester thread was used. Although laces and other 
decorative fabrics were used extensively on the original models, these garments did not have 
decoration (See Appendix C, Figure 31). I did the majority of the stitching on my portable 
electric sewing machine, but in a few cases where I had multiple layers of jean or twill I used 
myoId-fashioned Singer treadle. 
The boning and busks were all steel, with the lengths determined by the volunteers' 
size and the corset styles. Busks were purchased through a costume supplier (Amazon) but the 
steels were more difficult to locate in the variety of lengths I required. I was able to fmd some 
old stock at a medical brace supply source, which I was able to cut to the required length. 
Front-opening busks were used, with steel eyelets placed at one-inch intervals along the back 
openings, that were then laced with either extra long cotton/polyester shoelaces or eleven-foot 
polyester laces specifically designed for corsets. In most cases I placed an additional bone 
along the edge of each center back to reinforce the lacing edges. The laces were placed to be 
tightened from top and bottom toward the middle of the waist center-back (See Appendix C, 
Figure 32). 
Equipment Used in Physiologic Testing 
The testing laboratory of the Health and Human Perfonnance Department of Iowa State 
University was the facility used for carrying out the physiologic studies. A treaqrnuLwith 
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accompanying equipment to measure respiratory functions, computer analysis programs, and a 
standard blood-pressure manometer_~~_~~~~_~~~~e ul> the primary devices (See 
~ 
Appendix C, Figures 33, 34,35,36,37,38). Individual electrocardiogram electrodes were 
placed for each test, as were appropriate mouth-pieces for the respiratory apparatus. Each 
volunteer wore her own comfortable walking shoes and clothing. Most chose running shoes 
and shorts with a loose fitting T-shirt, however one person did wear a skirt and low-heeled 
shoes (See Appendix C, Figure 33). 
Testing Procedures 
None of the volunteers had experienced this type of testing previously, so a thorough 
explanation was undertaken. Each volunteer signed a consent form (See Appendix D-2 a). 
Prior to each session, each volunteer was reminded that she could stop without prejudice at any 
time during the procedure. 
A standard Bruce Protocol treadmill test was done to determine the individual exercise 
-----~,--.-. --._. 
capacity of each volunteer without corset )1:oj~¢.~uJI'lheart rate was determinedby 
.. ,-- .. ----------.----.. ~~ . -
the formula: 220 - age = maximum heart rate. With the respiratory apparatus in place, the 
.. - -.--.------•. -~~.,.....y .. - ,~ "-.--~ •.• ,,~-. , .• ---... ~----' .......... ~ ... -
treadmill rate was advanced at three-minute intervals and the physiologic data were measured 
concurrently. Each volunteer was aware that she was not competing with anyone else and 
thus would be encouraged to stop if she experienced any symptoms of pain, shortness of 
breath, muscle cramps, or other problems. We encouraged each volunteer to try for a 
minimum of ten minutes and all but one managed without difficulty; several felt ready to 
continue. 
On a different day, each volunteer returned to do the corseted tests. These were 
-------------- ._ .. -.- .. -.. _---- ... ----.~--.-.-
accomplished with corsets laced to three inches less than each individual's natural waist 
---~------ ----
measurement (See Appendix C, Figure 39). The exercise level ~~~.<!..~_ermined using the 
..-- ,~~." .. ---."-' ~ 
formula: [( Max Heart Rate - Resting ~eartRate).x-.~5J.~.BC!§!j.ng.!!~!tRate = anticipated 
---.---.~---~-~ .... ~"""-"-".- .. -.. : . -----~,.-- •.. 
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heart rate. The style of corset was randomized using a repeatable design. Half of the group 
wore the 1865 style first and halfw~r~t!Ie}9~_~I~ fir~. A strictly timed thirty-minute rest 
and recovery period separated the corseted tests. Volunteers were allowed to drink water, but 
'-- .--.--------'-.---~.------ ,,----.~----.-.. --.------
no food or stimulant beverages were taken between corset tests. 
.------~.-.-.~--.---.- .. -.. -.. -... - ... -- "---~~ 
Photographic record of the testing procedure was made with consent of the volunteers 
involved (See Appendix D-2 b). 
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CHAPfER 9: FINDINGS IN QUANTITATIVE STUDY 
Subject Characteristics 
The volunteers wa-e all females in good general health, able to walk without assistance. 
They included students and a group of staff and volunteer reenactors from Living History 
Farms in Urbandale, Iowa. V02 measurement is an indicator of fitness, the nonnal range is 
partially dependent on age, with fitness level decreasing as age increases. Table 9.1 presents 
the data describing the volunteers. 
Table 9.1: Description of Subjects 
Mean Range 
Age 35 yr. 21- 59 yr. 
Height 166CMS 154-176 CMS 
Weight 69 Kg 44.5 - 90.2 Kg 
V02 24.5 mllKglmin. 18.2 - 37.8 mllKglmin. 
Description of the Responses 
The parameta-s used to measure the differences in exercise capacity, while wearing the 
1865 and 1900 style corsets tight-laced to three inches less than natural waist measurement, 
included: heart rate/minute; Minute Ventilation; Tidal Volume; O2 consumption (ml/kglmin); 
RER (Respiratory Exchange Ratio); CO2 (Umin) response; Ventilatory Equivalent for CO2 ; 
VC02 consumption (Umin); comfort assessments while standing and walking; and RPE (Rate 
of Perceived Exertion). Two-way repeated measures analysis of variance on two factors using 
a balanced design was the statistical method employed in all measurements. Significant 
differences were located using the Student-Newman-Kenls Test. The graphs indicate the final 
seven minutes of all tests. 
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The corseted exercise tests were based on 85% of the maximum uncorseted test result 
[work load] obtained by the individual volunteer. The heart ril~ r~nse it.!~_~8e5!_!!t_!><>.th 
corseted exercise tests, from start to end of exercise. This indicated the work load was 
increased for both, with the rate higher for the 1900 corset than the 1865 style (See Appendix 
E, Figure 58). 
The Minute Ventilation (mlfmin.) assessment measured the respiratory volume per 
minute and indicated a significant difference between the two corset styles; while exercising 
with corsets as shown. The minute ventilation volume is increased while wearin.~~~e;f;s, 
----._ .. - .-.--
with the breathing frequency slightly higheryvearing the.l9.00 style (See Appendix E, Figure 
59). The response appears to increase more gradually when wearing the 1865 style. 
The Tidal Volume (Umin.) of volunteers wearing both corsets was not found to be 
statistically different (See Appendix E, Figure 60). No prior testin~ was done to det~_~.~ 
each individual's uncorseted tidal volume. 
The corseted subjects' oxygen consumption during exercise (V02 mllkglmin.) also 
appeared to be hig!!er for the 1900 style (See Appendix E, Figure 61). This may indicate a 
- __________ • ___ .. _ .... _"0_. '". 
greater effort required in the movement of the hips due to interference with gait in some 
. _. ____ .. _ ~-~-~.-~-- •. --..-- •••.•• ,. ' . _~'. ~_ ..... _ •.. ~ ___ ,"_". "._.'_. _.' __ •. _4'" 
subjects, or perhaps a result of _~~~~t~-"-,~!ght of the garmen_t ~~pared to theI._~6S.. ~le. It 
may also reflect an increase in the oxygen cost of breathing activity [movement of muscles of 
the chest, diaphragm, neck, and lung circulation]. 
Rate of oxygen uptake (V02 Umin.) not corrected for volunteers' individual weights 
was not shown to be statistically different between the two corset styles (See Appendix E, 
Figure 62). The 1900 style seemed to be causing a slightly greater demand for oxygen, and 
once again was not an improvement over the 1865 sty Ie. 
The Respiratory Exchange Ratio (RER) did not appear to show a statistically significant 
difference in result from one style to the other (See Appendix E, Figure 63). It appears the 
1900 style does not excel in its ability to allow greater respiratory effort when exercising. 
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The VentilatOty Equivalent for Carbon Dioxide (Ve/VC02) indicated a very similar 
response while wearing both corsets (See Appendix E, Figure 64). The Carbon Dioxide 
production to exercise (VCO/Umin.) with the two corsets was similar (See Appendix E, 
Figure 65). Overall the data showed the 1900-style corset failed to live up to its reputation as 
an improvement over the wasp-waist 1865-style during exercise. 
The comfort level as indicated by a Chronbach-Alpha scale of -3 to 3+ with 0 being 
---'-~-'-"-~---'---- -"'--"'~'-'.-- ~ .•. ~.----' ~"- ... ~-, .. -.-. --.-...... . 
neutral, was assessed by all volunteers while standing and immediately after the walking 
exercise session in each corset (See Appendix D-6). Comfort levels were assessed for five 
--~------- -.- - .. --~--.'-- .-~ . _ .. -- .. -.-~.".-,~ 
areas of the torso. The hips and waist were chosen as primary indicator areas for comfort and 
the results are shown (See Appendix E, Figure 66). The 1865 corset appeared to be the more 
comfortable at waist and hips in all cases. Comments noted by participants about the comfort 
of the 1865 corset included: "less ability to breathe through the diaphragm, but less need to do 
.. -.----- ... -.-.--~---- -.---- .--.~~---.,. ... -- -~ _ ... -.... . 
so"; "could walk more comfortably th~J900 one [corset]with longer strides; my hips moved 
- ., -~ -•••• -~ ••• ~.,,~ ... , •• - .... ,~ •••• - ••••••••• - .... -~ ••• -. .~ ~ " > - ."", '-.-
more like what I am used to"; "there was no discomfort that was bad"; "forces me to stand up 
- . ... .-~-.----.. ------~--.--- . 
straight and breathe more shallow than normal"; "I felt like I needed to take smaller, quicker 
------- - -_. . ".. . ...... , .. - .. -< ....... ~ .... -.--. 
breaths; corset was __ snu~~,~~_ not uncomfortable"; "easier than the }900crn:~t?_~e_~~ 
breath, but still somewhat difficult; in general not uncomfortable"; "quite comfortable"; "could 
not take a deep breath". Comments about the 1900 corset were: "walking was more difficult"; 
----_. --... -.~ .. --.-----.-.. -.-
---------.. ---
"hated it, found it very restrictive and didn't like the look it gave my body"; "could get a deep 
---- -." ~~"---~ .- ••••• - .-- .. -- >~ •• -' ••• - - • •• - .~.~. --- •••• ~ 
breath, but had to try very hard"; "couldn't expand my chest to fill my lungs"; "felt like I was 
walking ·side-to-sid..«:'=~_:~~~ached after corset removed"; "changed my gait when walking"; 
"felt very stuffed in below"; "gait was shortened"; "I can still breathe down through the 
~---~-----.--... ---.-.-.. ~- -... ---- -.-........ -
diaphragm while exercising, though the rib-cage is entirely arrested". 
_-_-~.--_~,_, __ ..--_w.-.-.. . ,." .-- - ~.~,.. . 
The RPE (Rate of Perceived Exertion) as indicated by the volunteers on the Borg Scale, 
___ -----..... d .• _. • d'_ -
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~ceived as causing more exertion at a stati~cally sigQifi~t l_evel (See Appendix E, Figure 
67). 
Analysis of the Responses 
The expected fimt~ngs in this study were ~~~~ on the a~!1!~pjion th~! ~~~~gs.of 
inventors, patentees, and ~shi.Q!1J!!t~~et~(both_retr<>.~!y~ _and _ contemporary ),were 
~.,~-- ... --.~ ---.. 
correct in the assertion that the 1900 style, straigh~JJ:'9I1~_C;C:>~~ __ ~~Jlot<>.~y_~healtlt~~f than its 
~-- ---.... ~-. ''--- ---.--~.-----,...,.,.--.-~ ------~ -_ .. ~- -'. . 
predecessor of 1865, but more comfortable for t~e wearer. My original question had been 
-.. --~~ •... - '- "'---~". ~ --. "-~ .......... -.~-.~~~ ..... -." .. -,., .. ' ,--
"How did they know?", and my search of medical literature was focused on testing that 
assertion. When I couldn't discover any experimental results, I determined to assess it myself. 
, ___________ .. ~ __ ... _. ____ . ___ .. _____ .. _ ..___ --.. ~-----.-u---.- ..... __ ,, __ ~ 
Achieving the results I am now reporting was as much a surprise to me as it may be to the 
reader. Since this 'flies in the face' of long-accepted belief, I have attempted to research 
exhaustively in the medical literature on the subject and to show the results in the ensuing 
sections of this manuscript. Naturally, I do not believe that this is the final word on the 
subject, however I do think that the heretofore accepted notion of the comfort and positive 
physiological aspects of the straight-front corset may be called into serious question. 
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CHAPTER 10: FINDINGS IN NINETEENTH AND EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY 
MEDICAL liTERATURE 
Several references were found which had some bearing on the processes influenced by 
corseting. Articles were categorized into respiratory, circulatory, musculo-skeletal, digestive, 
urinary, and reproductive, with emphasis on those writers who particularly wrote about or 
mentioned corsets, either positively or negatively. 
The majority of the articles reviewed represented the contemporary era and, of those, 
thirteen were in favor of corseting; fifty-eight were opposed; and six were ambiguous. It is 
interesting to note that only one physician recommended the complete abandonment of the 
corset (Wilberforce-Smith, 1888). Many doctors recommended loosening the stays, and none 
condoned the extreme tight-lacing practiced by some fashion-driven females (Dickinson, 1887; 
Mosher 1927; Treves, 1884; West, 1909). Some indicated that a test of tightness could be 
done by assessing the ability to slide a hand under the laced corset; one assumes that if the 
corset was loose enough to admit a hand, it passed the test. Another aspect of the medical 
examinations of that era was that female patients were almost never asked to • disrobe' , or if 
they did remove any gannents, it rarely included their stays (Duffin, 1978). Wilberforce-Smith 
(1888) did require his patients to remove their corsets for physical examination. 
The subjects of invalidism and corsets are often linked especially in some of the medical 
literature of the late nineteenth century. I did not search specifically for this, but did encounter 
several references which mentioned corseting as a problem for invalids, specifically the entity 
called "chlorosis", a common diagnosis of young females at the time (Al1butt, 1905; 
Duckworth, 1880). Chlorosis was a complicated problem involving severe anemia of 
unknown origin which created a paleness of the skin, often referred to as "greenish", hence the 
name. The sections on digestion and reproduction will contain information regarding this 
problem. 
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Two articles from The Family Doctor by an anonymous editor known as "Hygeia" 
questioned tight -lacing' s existence and degree of practice in Brighton and Parisian boarding 
schools. In the second piece the author suggested that corseting was employed by some 
parents as a discipline or punishment in some cases (Hygeia, 1887). 
Advice to women about their general health was the subject of several books, medical 
journal articles, lectures delivered to their peer groups by both physicians and surgeons, and 
articles printed in the popular press. Water cures, exercise, even removal from school during 
puberty were suggested by doctors as treatment, yet they neglected to mention clothing or 
corsets at all in the course of their advice (Brockett, 1869; Garrigues, 1894; Law, 1899; 
Taylor, 1896; Whitaker, 1907). The assistant surgeon at the Victoria Hospital for sick 
Children in London published his advice in a obliquely worded statement: "young ladies 
should avoid unsuitable clothing" (Roberts, 1883. p. 328). There were doctors who sat on 
both sides of the fence, including Lucien Warner, later of corset-making fame (Field, 1990) 
and John Harvey Kellogg, who found fortune in cereal making. Kellogg did do valid 
experiments in lung physiology with corsets, but lost interest in corsets as he became more 
involved with nutrition (1894, 1895, 1918). 
When W. Wilberforce-Smith (1888) wrote his three-part article to his fellow physicians 
about the effect of corsets, he noted his experience with the difference between the 
"complaints" of the patient and the "observations" of the examiner. He observed that the two 
were often very different, particularly when he saw corseted females who complained of 
weakness and indigestion while disavowing any shortness of breath or discomfort from their 
corsets. When he examined the patients with their corsets removed, he observed pressure 
marks, discoloration and flaccid musculature which he attributed to the pressure from the 
corsets. He also reported a study he did of lung volumes of females which will be discussed 
later. 
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An article titled The Curse of Corsets by Dr. Arabella Kenealy provided some 
surprising, though sketchy information about a study done with monkeys, by an unidentified 
investigator, in an unnamed place, sometime before 1904: 
Some years since a series of experiments for the purpose of showing the effects of 
tight-lacing were made upon monkeys by an enterprising scientist. A number of 
miniature corsets, exactly similar to those worn by women, were fashioned to size, and 
a number of poor little creatures encased in them. 
Their distress at the constriction and discomfort, their unceasing efforts to 
release themselves, did credit to their intellectual perception and sagacity. The physical 
results were as disastrous as they were instructive. For it was found that those which 
were corseted and laced at once to the regulation V -shape of fashionable woman died in 
the space of a few days, as though stricken by some mortal malady. Those in whose 
cases a more gradual process was adopted lived some weeks in sickliness and 
suffering. Whilst others, the 'improvement' of whose figures extended over a still 
more lengthy period, did not succumb at all, showing that tolerance became 
established. But the tolerance was established obviously at the expense of health and 
happiness. These rudimental martyrs to a civilized vice fell off grievously in appetite 
and spirits. They were attacked by gastric and other internal disorders. They moped 
and lost flesh, alternating between extreme languor and marked nerve-irritability. Their 
tempers rendered them unapproachable, and although they did not die actually of stays, 
they died within a few months of some disorder of which stays with the health 
deterioration consequent on their use were the undoubted cause. (1904, p. 131) 
Table 10.1 shows the results of the above study, which may assist the reader in understanding 
this interesting information. 
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Table 10.1: Monkey Study 
Group Treatment Symptoms Resultant Death 
First Immediate V-shape Acute respiratory Within days 
distress 
Second Gradual V -shape Pain, sickness Within weeks 
Third Extended period loss of appetite Few months 
to V-shape extreme languor 
irritability 
Musculo-skeletal System 
With few exceptions, doctors who wrote about the effects of corsets explicitly or 
implicitly implicated tight-lacing in effects on the muscles and skeleton. To be sure, there were 
doctors who prescribed corsets for the treatment of spinal curvature (real or imagined), general 
posture control, and the support of what was thought to be the 'delicate constitution of the 
weaker vessel' [i.e. the female of the speciesj. J. Godman wrote: 
Can anything on earth be more ungraceful than the gait, the walk of a female who is 
extremely corseted? From the shoulders down, as stiftly as the parlor tongs, she can 
only advance by a sidelong shuftle ... .the shoulders stiffened backwards ... the chest 
girdled in, and the trunk of the body as rigid as if carved in wood. (1829, p. 32) 
In his advice book for females, Letters to Married Ladies, Smith (1832) warned against 
the reliance on corsets to fultill the normal action of the muscles. He tells about the native 
peoples of India and Africa who maintain strength and posture While carrying heavy loads, 
without the 'aid' of corsets. The wearing of a corset forces the muscles to be inactive and 
therefore: 
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that muscular inactivity must necessarily be followed by a diminution of the muscle and 
consequently of strength. . .. and by inference, it must follow; an inert, dormant state of 
the muscles of the spine .... gradually lose the power of keeping the body erect. (p.219) 
The opposite opinion was expressed by Madame Roxey Caplin, wife of a physician 
and designer of the 1856 Hygienic Corset. In Health and Beauty, Madame Caplin explains in 
detail her understanding of anatomy and her reasons for supplying males, females, and 
children of her generation with garments for supporting abdomen, back, neck, shoulders, and 
general skeletal strength (1856). She describes the Venus de Milo (See Appendix C, Figure 
23) as the classic form and does not advocate tight-lacing as we have come to know it. She 
shows many illustrations in her book, which may be seen as a nineteenth century 
"infommercial"; her basic corset (See Appendix C, Figure 24) is one of several styles she 
advocated. 
In a series of letters written over five years to the editors of The Englishwoman's 
Domestic Magazine, we can read many correspondents' letters praising the corset, mostly 
boasting some waist measurement achieved against nature's intent; several correspondents 
admit to feelings of "weakness of the back" when the corset is removed (Corset Question, 
1867-187211990). 
Almost the first picture which comes to mind in a discussion of corseting is of a 
deformed ribcage; this was described in 1788 by Samuel Thomas von Soemmering, a 
professor of medicine in Germany, ardent opponent of corseting and proponent of spa 
treatment. His diagrams of autopsied females with narrowed chests caused by corseting were 
compared to the anatomy of uncorseted females (See Appendix C, Figure 17). Variations on 
the theme were published in every country where corseting was used, with little effect (See 
Appendix C, Figure 17; Bissell, 1880; Ecob, 1892; Galbraith, 1895; Warshaw Collection, 
1880). The accuracy and motives of his attacks on tight-lacing have been called into question 
by a modem gynecologist, Gerhart Schwarz who wrote that the German physician "was the 
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cornerstone of medical folly regarding corsets" (Schwarz, 1979; p. 555). Since x-ray 
examination was not discovered until 1896, the primary source of these examples was from 
autopsies, regarded by most people as a dark and suspicious practice. In spite of Schwarz's 
disbelief, if a child was corseted throughout adolescence and puberty it stands to reason that the 
bony ribcage, with its soft cartilaginous connective tissue structures, would have been 
deformed as the child grew. 
Mary Taylor Bissell, MD wrote convincingly that the compression of the corset 
changed the contours of the body (1893). The vertebral column would be indirectly affected 
by the corset because the muscle structures supporting it would gradually atrophy (become thin 
and weak) as a result of reliance on the corset as outer support (See Appendix C, Figure 40). 
The incidence of scoliosis (curvature of the spine) in the nineteenth century may not have been 
more common than it is today except that the corseting of youngsters weakened their muscle 
structures and caused a large number of cases to be reported (Farrell-Beck, 1995). 
"Bodily deformities in girlhood" was published in Popular Sdence Monthly by Charles 
Roberts, MD. He discussed flat feet, knock-knees and spinal curvature as being epidemic 
among the higher classes of American female children. These he attributes to "poorly designed 
shoes and clothing" ; he recommends exercise and "avoiding unsuitable clothing" (1892). 
The pelvis is the bony structure containing the lower intestines, bladder, reproductive 
organs, and the joints of the hips. The corsets made after about 1880 extended over the hips 
and buttocks and attempted to tilt the pelvis down and back, creating lordosis [protuberant 
posterior], backache, and balance problems by shifting the center of gravity of the upright 
figure. This could have serious consequences for joints and gait. Exercise by females was 
encouraged by many physicians in a effort to strengthen muscles, (Dickinson, 1895; Ecob, 
1892; Galbraith, 1895; Lewis, et. aI., 1882; Treves, 1884; G. West, 1892). Several of these 
referred to Venus de Milo as the ideal figure. Dionysius ·Dio' Lewis was one who influenced 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and other Dress Reformers; he gave examples of girls in German 
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schools where corseting was banned, being taught to do calisthenics and games, and 
developing strong muscles. Many pupils wore corsets on arrival at school and were reluctant 
to remove them, but found a new sense of freedom: 
What a slave I was! Everything was toil and suffering. I have just now begun to live! 
And all this happy change came of abandonment of the corsets, the adoption of a simple 
physiological dress, with the exercise which this change in dress renders easy. (Lewis, 
et. aI., 1882) 
Dr. Robert L. Dickinson began to publish in the 1880s and continued for several years 
to describe his careful scientific examinations of the problems caused by tight-lacing. He 
devised a method of measuring corset pressure using a manometer (See Appendix C, Figures 
41 a and b). He stated that "disuse and the less need of constantly balancing the body has 
much to do with the atrophy of the abdominal muscles of the female" (1887, p. 512). He 
noted that exercise was generally discouraged for the upper-class corseted female, except for 
riding sidf}-saddle, which allowed for limited opportunity to use or strengthen muscles. Dr. 
Anna Galbraith (1895) was outspoken in her writings against tight -lacing which she suggested 
"that the wearing of any kind of corsets before thirty years of age should be a penal offense; 
and in the case of a minor, the parents should be fined from one hundred to one thousand 
dollars" (p. 272). The Jenness sisters, writing in DRESS, described principles of physical 
exercise which they hoped would help to counteract the effects of tight-lacing (Miller, 19(0). 
The muscles of the abdomen are very much affected by the tight-laced corset and there 
were physicians and surgeons who thought the application of a corset could be beneficial to its 
wearer (Adami & Roy, 1888; Cutler, 1915; Lane, 1909; Schmitt, 1915; Somers, 1911; West, 
1909). Many of these who viewed corset as a support to a pendulous abdomen, weakened 
after surgery or other problem. Anna Galbraith began recommending the straight-front corset 
almost as soon as it was introduced: 
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This corset, when worn loose, is a great improvement on the curved-front corset. 
When properly fitted, all the compression comes at the hips and across the lower part of 
the abdomen, which is lifted up, and the waist-line is increased in size. .. there is greater 
freedom of movement of the entire chest cavity. (1895, p. 268) 
If the date of the straight-front Gaches-Sarraute corset design is 1900, this seems to be a 
curious statement. 
Prevention of hernias was often cited as a reason for the application of corsets, 
particularly for males. W. Arbuthnot Lane, a prominent London surgoon defended his use of 
the corset in a letter to The Lancet, the British medical journal which enjoyed a strong 
reputation at the time (1909). He was reproved by fellow surgoon Heather Bigg for neglecting 
to point out that the straight-front corset placed less pressure on the vital organs, thereby being 
a superior garment for the post-operative patient (1909). Both authors used extensive 
'historical' evidence to bring their points, referring to the "girding of the loins" from Bible 
passages and other obscure, unrelated references. In a final letter to the same journal, U. Col. 
(Ret.) H. H. Deane, a former army surgoon from India expressed his strong objections to the 
use of any corsets in support of the abdomen: 
where the natural muscular support of the loins and abdomen is deficient from want of 
tone, the best way of preventing recovery of tone (italics mine) is to provide artificial 
support, and in no case is this so lamentably obvious as in the indiscriminate ordering 
of supports for these cases, and I am constantly engaged in undoing the evil done. 
(1909, p. 1705) 
Emma Walker cautioned girls and women in America "to cultivate Nature's corset, that 
is, the abdominal muscles" (1905, p. 277). In article in the Ladies Home Journal, she wrote: 
.. Anything that constricts the body is harmful." (1902, p. 29). She advised wool as the ideal 
fabric, with linen or cotton acceptable for summer; and admonished her readers to "avoid 
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pressing the waist down" (1905, p. 276). This may have been in reference to the then 
fashionable straight-front corset. 
The prescribing of corsets was considered part of medical practice by many; this 
situation was addressed in detail by Robert Dickinson (1893, 1911). Dickinson had 
developed a method of measuring and assessing the female form in an attempt to advise his 
patients on the best corset to buy. His charts and diagrams were models of clarity and 
encouraged others to follow his carefully thought-out, scientific approach (See Appendix C, 
Figures 42-49). George B. Somers of San Francisco, also tried to influence his fellows in 
prescribing corsets (1911). He provided simple diagrams with five points emphasized to 
illustrate good and bad corsets (See Appendix C, Figures 21 a and b). Clelia Duel Mosher 
developed a method of graphically recording posture and change in the contours of the body 
which she called "The Schematogram ", as a tool for professionals and the lay public to assess 
the compression created by the tight-laced corset (Walker, 1923). I was not able to locate any 
specifics on this process. By the time this was available, corsets were used less and tight-
lacing of the waist was generally passe. 
Respiratory System 
Vociferous arguments were common among the medical profession about the efficacy 
of women's corsets for abdominal support and correction of posture, but not one article was 
found suggesting it was good for the respiratory system. The Boston Medical Journal 
published a two-part article titled "The Injurious Effects of Tight-Lacing on the Organs and 
Functions ofthe Respiration, Digestion, Circulation &c[sic]" (Godman, 1829). Many authors 
wrote that corseting impeded breathing by decreasing lung capacity (Bissell, 1893; Cutler, 
1916; Dickinson, 1911; Ecob, 1892; Fowler, 1869; Galbraith, 1895; Garson, 1888; 
Goldthwait, 1916; Haire, 1918; Kellogg, 1895; Smith, 1832; Treves, 1884; Walker, 1905; 
West, 1892; Wilberforce-Smith, 1888). Sarah Hackett Stevenson stated: 
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The fault of the corset does not lie so much in its tightness as in the impediment it forms 
to perfect circulation and respiration. Few people are familiar with the mechanism of 
breathing. They do not know that the external muscles of the chest and abdomen are a 
large part of that mechanism and everything that enfeebles these muscles must 
correspondingly weaken breathing capacity. (1881, p. 86) 
Wilberforce-Smith was interested in lung capacity tests using a spirometer. He wrote: 
- ---.----,--~ - - --. 
Some years ago I had, in the cases of female patients, come with regret to the 
conclusion that it was a waste of time to take such measurements, because the amount 
of air ordinarily breathed out was hopelessly insignificant. And, finding much better 
breathing capacity in the exceptional stayless cases, I came to the conclusion that, as a 
routine test for practical medical purposes, it was no better to use the spirometer for 
stay-wearers than if one were to use tests for eyesight in persons wearing thick veils, or 
to accept a sack race as a measure of walking capacity. (1888, p. 261) 
He did a pio~eer stl!_~_~~~~~~~_~g capacities, comparing corseted and un corseted. There were 
•• ¥.~ •• " ••••••• _ J~ " •• __ •• _. ____ ..-, ... _ .,~. ~ ___ •••••• , •• _ " __ , .... ___ ••••• - •••• -'" 
six groups: each with one man [whom we shall assume was uncorseted], one woman who had 
-"~"'~~"''-'-''''--' , •• -, ••• , .. ' _........... ,_. .J' 
avoided corsets for a lengthy period. and one woma~L~~~ore corsets up to and during the 
-------.~ .... " .. . ..... ............... - .. -...... _-.. -........... .. 
study. The groups were clustered according to stature [height in inches] and age. Infonnation 
about the avoidance of stays in two cases was not recorded specifically, but reported as 
"lengthy" (p. 261). The study showed that those women not wearing corsets had vastly 
superior breathing capacity to their tight-laced sisters, and some had lung capacities equal to 
men of their stature. Table 10.2 shows the evidence he reported. He did not comment on how 
this information was received by his fellow physicians. nor have I been able to discover any 
ensuing articles on this topic by Wilberforce-Smith or other investigator of the period. It is of 
interest that the lung capacity is diminished about twenty percent, which is reported by Anna 
Galbraith, MD in her Dress Reform lectures. without reference to Dr. Wilberforce Smith. 
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Table 10.2: Wilberforce-Smith Study A Comparison of Lung Capacities 
Total 
Stature Lung Age avoidance of 
Capacity stays 
Inches Cubic In. Years Years 
Average man .............. 59.7 138 40 to 50 
Stayless woman (Case 1) " 135 47 9 
Average woman ........... " 87 40 to 50 
Average man .............. 60.9 185 23 to 26 
Stayless woman (Case 2) " 158 30 10 
Average woman ........... " 115 23 to 26 
Average man .............. 62.6 210 23 to 26 
Stayless woman (Case 3) " 150 30 14 
Average woman ........... .. 130 23 to 26 
Average man .............. 62.7 215 23 t026 
Stayless woman (Case 4) " 200 30 
Average woman ........... " 130 23 to 26 
Average man .............. 65.2 245 23 to 26 
Stay less woman (Case 5) " 195 27 Lifelong 
Average woman ........... " 162 23 to 26 
Average man .............. 65.8 212 40 to 50 
Stay less woman (Case 6) ... 160 46 
Average woman ........... " 147 40 to 50 
(Wilberforce-Smith, 1888, p. 261) 
T. H. Manley, MD wrote from Richmond, Virginia about corsets and women's health. 
He recommended: 
corsets constructed on physiological principles, as an adjuvant of rachidian [spinal] 
support and simultaneously combining its purposes, should be: 
1 st. Light in weight 
2nd Strong and durable 
3rd. It should be so adjusted as to convey the weight of the upper dorsal segment of 
the spine with parts supported by or suspended from this to the upper border of the 
broad iliac wings. (1898. p. 304) 
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He does admit that some women wear corsets "as they [the women] say 'to strengthen the 
back'. But a great many more wear it forjashion [italics his]" (p. 303). 
Kellogg examined the action of the diaphragm in inspiration and exhalation and 
demonstrated that the corseted individual was forced to use the clavicular and intercostal 
muscles of the ribcage exclusively when corseted (1890, 1894). The diminished action of the 
diaphragm and consequent reduced chest expansion affected the exercise capacity, or as Dr. 
Kellogg stated, "the demand for physical activity requisite for development of girls whose 
organs are strapped in, and whose supply of oxygen is curtailed" (1895, p. XX). Kellogg and 
a colleague, Dr. May of Philadelphia, examined respiration in groups of Native American and 
immigrant girls and boys and showed that they used similar diaphragmatic mechanisms when 
uncorseted, and all converted to intercostal mechanisms when corsets were applied. Modem 
studies of the effect of restriction of the chest wall show mixed results (Cala, et. aI., 1991; 
Clague, et. aI., 1992; Engel, 1947; Hussain & Pardy, 1985; Kikuchi, et. aI., 1991; MacHose 
& Peper, 1991; Olgiati, et. aI., 1986; Peters & Ihle, 1992; Puddy & Younes, 1991; Sidney & 
Poon, 1995). The majority of these studies indicated that greater inspiratory pressure was 
required when the chest wall was restricted. 
Anna GaIbraith used very clear engravings of the anatomy of lungs and rib cage to 
illustrate her points about the respiratory threat by corsets (See Appendix C, Figure 50). She 
did accept the corset's role in supporting the weight of the clothing, as long as it did not 
constrict the physiognomy. Galbraith anticipated several modem studies when she wrote in 
1895 that: 
corsets crippled the lungs to the extent of one-fifth of their entire capacity. 
Nature endeavors to make up this loss by the increased rapidity of the heart's action and 
more frequent respiration, but this is at the expense of the greater wear and friction of 
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the machinery. Palpitation and shortness of breath follow, and the woman is obliged to 
give up all active exercise. (p. 262) 
Dickinson wrote about the problems with oorsets he encountered in his obstetrical 
practice in New York; he focused primarily on the reproductive aspects but could not avoid 
seeing the effects on respiration (1887). He developed a system of measuring pressure 
exerted by the corset and published his findings on more than one hundred subjects using his 
manometer device (See Appendix C, Figures 41a and b). His experiments showed that "the 
corset increases the tapering of the lung below the fifth rib instead of the nonnal seventh (italics 
mine) ••• the inferior edge of the lung is therefore compressed, and its ability to distend the lower 
part of the pleural cavity seriously crippled" (p. 509). He measured pressures up to eighty 
pounds per square inch beneath some corsets. His was one of the earliest scientifically sound 
studies on the real effects of corseting. 
Alponsus Haire, editor of the Medical Review referred to a Dr. Sargent who apparently 
measured lung capacities of corseted and uncorseted subjects in 1889, with an average 
difference of thirty-three cubic inches between the two (Haire, 1918). The lung capacity 
averaged 167 cubic inches uncorseted, which indicates that tight-lacing could decrease the 
capacity by 20 percent. Details of this study are not available, and the extent of tight-lacing 
was not indicated, but it demonstrated that the respiratory system was directly affected by the 
process of tight lacing. Interestingly, this agrees with Galbraith's deductions and Wilberforce 
Smith's findings. 
This reference brings up the subject of "vapors" or fainting which was variously 
considered normal or abnormal, depending on whom you read The combination of general 
debility due to lack of exercise, reduced lung capacity and subsequent shortness of breath, 
combined with rapid heart rate brought on by the former condition would naturally initiate 
palpitations [rapid, irregular heartbeats], feelings of weakness, and even syncope [fainting]. 
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The first treatment of any victim with these symptoms was to loosen the clothing and stays 
immediately. Frances Cogan discussed the 'Cult of True Womanhood' with its insistence on 
"passivity, paleness, physical delicacy and weakness of women" (p.39) and quoted from Mrs. 
L. G. Abell, who wrote in 1851: .. Dress should fit without fettering the body. Fainting fits 
and death may be caused by tight dressing." (p. 59). Cogan goes on to say: 
Although Real Womanhood writers comment disapprovingly on the amount and 
suitability of clothing, their real hatred is reserved for the corset and the practice of 
tight-lacing .. they see them as the fountain of an enormous number of diseases and 
deformities, with the usual secondary effects on character, intelligence and morals. 
(1989, p. 59) 
Another aspect of the pulmonary function in relation to tight-lacing was the very real 
threat of tuberculosis in the nineteenth century. In a discussion ofthe sexual politics of 
sickness, Ehrenreich and English (1973) said: "Women, especially young women, are 
particularly vulnerable [to tuberculosis], often dying at rates twice as high as those of men of 
their age. For every hundred women aged twenty in 1865, more than five would be dead from 
TB by the age of thirty. "(p. 19). Although erroneously blamed for causing TB, corseting did 
restrict lungs' full expansion and contributed to the opportunity for the tuberculosis bacil1us to 
sequester and mUltiply (Goldthwait, 1916). 
Circulatory System 
Only one of the contemporary medical articles specifical1y placed corseting in a positive 
light with regard to circulation. Reported to the Royal College by Adami and Roy (1888) it was 
frequently quoted as evidence of the usefulness of corsets. These two investigators employed 
a device they called a ·Cardiometer'. which they said gave accurate measurements of the lungs' 
and heart's output. Based on an unnamed number of subjects, they concluded that: "slight 
abdominal pressure has but little influence upon the outflow from these organs ... and win press 
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into service. .. a correspondingly increase volume of blood". The key word in that quotation, it 
seems to me, is slight, but that was often omitted when the work was cited. The undescribed 
Cardiometer was apparently discredited, since it was not used by any other investigators, but 
that did not stop many in the medical community from following the earlier advice. I was 
unable to find any description of the device, its functions, or specific reports produced from it. 
Given today's knowledge of measuring cardiac output, it would seem highly unlikely that the 
unsophisticated status of nineteenth century medicine could have come close to accurate testing 
procedures. 
Mary Taylor Bissell discussed blood circulation (1893), and stated that corseting: 
"changes the shape of the chest", and "any systematic compression ... must effect [sic] not only 
the contours, but the structures and organs compressed" (p. 27). She described elevations in 
blood pressure, venous congestion and varicose veins as being caused by tight-lacing. 
Dickinson graphically illustrated the pelvic varicose veins caused by waist constriction (1911; 
See Appendix C, Figure 51). Alice Cutler described high blood pressure as a direct result of 
bad corseting, and blamed her fellow physicians for lack of care in the matter of dress: 
for women have made the complaint to me that their family doctor never asks them 
what kind of corsets they wear, and that they are surprised that corsets make such a 
difference in their personal health. (1916, p. 169) 
Godman was concerned not just with the degree to which the corset impeded circulation 
when in place, but reckoned that the sudden loosening would be a serious insult to the system: 
The pain in this case is caused by the return of blood to the parts which have been 
violently compressed by the corsets, and enjoy but a partial circulation while they were 
worn. It is exceedingly acute, and requires the corset to be very gradually loosened. 
(1829, p. 483) 
A final case involving circulation is more of a curiosity than many. It was reported by 
William A. Brend, Lecturer on Forensic Medicine at Charring Cross Hospital, London. It 
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involved a case of a 34 year old male who was found dead in his locked bedchamber dressed 
in female clothes, including a very tightly laced corset. The corset exerted ""very powerful 
constriction from the umbilical line and blocked all circulation in the upper half of the body", 
with death resulting. The coroner's report stated "I believe tight-lacing around the waist 
would block the aorta." (1917, p. 344) 
Cardiology in the nineteenth century was not a named specialty in medicine because 
very little treatment was known to affect the circulation and the heart's regulatory mechanisms. 
Digitalis in unregulated dosage forms was used to treat dropsy [congestive heart failure], but 
bleeding, purgatives and bed rest were the primary forms of treatment for circulatory problems. 
The doctor of the time was minimally educated, marginally respected and likely to have 
difficulty making a living. It may be understandable, given those facts, that some physicians 
encouraged invalidism in their clients, the treatment of which would afford them a ready 
income. The corset may have provided for more than the fashionable figure of the ladies. 
Digestive System 
Many of the same medical writers who discussed the effects of tight-lacing on the 
muscles of the abdomen also commented on the effects on the organs of digestion. With a few 
exceptions, notably Adami and Roy (1888), Lane (1909), Cutler (1916) and West (1909), 
most doctors opposed the excessive compression of the waist. Alexander Schmitt (1915) of 
New York, joined the proponents basing his advice on the theory that the abdominal wall 
muscles of women were weaker than those of men and required support to prevent 
"'disturbances of circulation and secretion in the abdomen"( p. 908). In his opinion bowel 
function would be improved by the use of the corset. The majority did not agree, citing loss of 
appetite, constipation, reduced bile secretion, gall stones, liver engorgement, colic, ulcers and 
most particularly hiatus hernia as problems caused by corsets (Bissell, 1893; Collins, 1888; 
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Cleland, 1880; Dickinson, 1887; Godman, 1829; Haire, 1918; Kellogg, 1918; Moore, 1878; 
Smith, 1832; Symington, 1891; Treves, 1882; White, 1973). 
The entire digestive system is encased and compressed by the tight-laced corset. 
Schwarz, who denigrated von Soemmering's findings on every other system, did credit the 
German with the first description of hiatus hernia, a displacement of the stomach, and 
sometimes the bowel, through a weakened diaphragm into the pleural [lung] space (See 
Appendix C, Figure 52). Hiatus hernia cause symptoms of indigestion, regurgitation of food, 
and acid reflux which can lead to ulceration and pain. This condition was first described 
approximately 1789 (Schwarz, 1978); and was recognized as a common cause of deflection of 
lung tissue (Treves, 1882; Kelly, 1909). 
The gall-bladder and the liver were singled out by some writers as being the most 
injured organs of digestion in the corseted female (Collins, 1888; Dickinson, 1887, 1911; 
Moore, 1878; Treves, 1884). One of the first photographs used to illustrate a medical lecture 
was made by Norman Moore of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London in 1878 when he 
showed the liver of a tight-laced woman he had autopsied. His comment was: 
Every form of disease engendered by tight-lacing is common among women. It 
aggravates every attack of bronchitis, and is the chief factor in indigestion. The 
accompanying drawing has been made from the photograph of the liver of a tight-laced 
woman .... the lower part of the liver was separated from the upper by a narrow band of 
atrophic tissue in which there can have been little functional activity. (1878, p. 165) 
Bissell discusses the digestive problems of tight-lacing associated with the liver: 
the liver is probably the first organ to suffer from corset pressure. Normally, this 
organ does not reach below the border of the rib; but under corset constriction it is 
pushed inward and downward,- sometimes so compressed that the markings of the ribs 
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are found upon its surface, - and displaced from one to three inches below its nonnal 
position. (1893. p. 37) 
Dickinson, quoting from several sources, wrote extensively on the effect of corseting 
on the liver, "The liver suffers more direct pressure and is more frequently displaced than any 
other organ" (1895, p. 516). The diagrams made by Dickinson illustrated his ideas of pressure 
on the liver (See Appendix C, Figure 53). In an autopsy report from Glasgow in 1880, 
Professor Oeland reported: 
the liver had on the right a sulcus [fissure] caused by a fold in the diaphragm, and on 
the surface a constriction about two inches broad, of a paler color than the rest, in 
which a number of vessels belonging to the substance of the organ could be seen 
enlarging as they passed backwards. Plainly the patient had indulged the bad habit of 
tight-lacing to a destructive extent. (p.90) 
Experiments on bile secretion were done by W. J. Collins, a Public Health doctor in 
London in 1888. He found that diaphragmatic movement affected the passage of bile and that 
flow was reduced when tight-lacing was applied to the abdomen. He said: 
The free and unfettered action of the diaphragm, then , is essential to nonna! bilary 
secretion .... what must be the effect of chronic restraint in those whose waists are 
forever cabined, cribbed, confined by corsets with clasped steels and constricting laces? 
(1888, p. 518) 
The loss of appetite was one of the symptoms described in the diagnosis of the green 
sickness or chlorosis. This affected primarily young women, occasionally leading to death 
(Garson, 1888). Readers may recognize several of the symptoms of what is presently termed 
'anorexia' as similar to this entity. Chlorosis seems to have been induced by physical 
behavior, where anorexia is thought to have an emotional basis, but the outcome was often the 
same. Diagnosis was difficult and treatment in the nineteenth century often included bleeding 
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[draining a quantity of blood from the veins], water cures, and rest, but seldom prescribed 
exercise, good nutrition or abandonment of the corset. 
The stomach and intestines are soft, pliable organs which may also be easily displaced 
with pressure. Constipation was a real threat when the entire intestinal anatomy was 
compressed into an unnatural shape and size (Dickinson, 1897; Galbraith, 1895; Kelly, 1909; 
Smith, 1832). Dosing with castor oil and other purgatives was common throughout this era, 
dependence upon which compounded the problems (Haire, 1918). Dietary advice was not 
generally thought to be in the sphere of medical authorities until Kellogg and others began to 
publish results of their experiments to determine cause and effect of intestinal difficulties. 
"Autointoxication" was the term coined by Kellogg to describe a poisoning of the system by 
the contents of a constipated bowel (Kellogg, 1918). He recommended loosening corsets, 
exercise, plenty of water, and a diet meat-free with fresh fruits, vegetables, and grains in a 
measured and regular plan to correct the problem. 
Thinning of the abdominal wall created increased possibilities for umbilical [navel] and 
inguinal [groin] hernias to develop with strangulation [loss of blood circulation resulting in 
gangrene] of the bowel as a life-threatening complication. These effects were reviewed by 
Alphonsus Haire, editor of the Corset and Undenvear Review, and corroborated by Dr. 
Howard Kelly (1909) who reported the results of studies on 500 patients. This problem 
continued to be studied as lately as 1973 when "Tight-girdle Syndrome" was reported in the 
New England Journal ofMedidne by Paul Dudley White. Incidence of rectal prolapse, (often 
associated with uterine prolapse) was several times greater than that reported today. 
Urinary System 
The urinary system was seldom singled out for special mention in the overall 
admonitions about tight-lacing with one very important exception. The kidneys are located 
adjacent to the vertebral column at mid-abdomen level and are easily displaced with pressure. 
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Kelly devoted a chapter to the problem (1909). Kelly's diagram illustrating the angle of kidney 
displacement clearly indicated the possibility of stress and constriction of the drainage tubes 
connecting the kidneys and bladder (See Appendix C, Figure 54). This could result in trapping 
urine within the kidney filtration system, building up internal pressure and result in damage to 
the filtration mechanism which in turn effects blood pressure regulation. The illustrations he 
made and the descriptions of the anatomy along with autopsy reports make the entity very 
clear. Because the intra-abdominal compression tends to "splay in opposing directions from 
the umbilicus [navel] the pressure may drive the kidneys up and back or down and forward 
The tissue of the kidneys is dense and cannot collapse as does the bowel, thereby inducing 
hypertension within the tubules [filtering systems within the kidney], which results in 
generalized high blood pressure. 
This brings up an important point about the internal effects brought about by external 
forces, namely that nothing is isolated or singular in its consequences. The systems of the 
human body are supremely interactive; stress on anyone or combination of systems can bring 
reactions in the entire body over time. 
The bladder is the collection point for the urine; it is a muscular organ with delicate 
valvular controls at its intake and outlet orifices. Pressure exerted externally on the bladder can 
create changes in its ability to self regulate. Incontinence [loss of urinary control] would have 
directly resulted from this pressure. Incidence of bladder infection is increased when 
incontinence is present. Treatment of this malady was extremely limited without access to 
modern antibiotics and antiseptics. 
Reproductive System 
Considering the Victorian emphasis on the 'Cult of Womanhood' , femininity, and 
motherhood it is surprising that the fashion of tight-lacing with its inherent compromise of the 
reproductive system was tolerated at all, let alone embraced with such fervor. As the fashion 
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of waist compression increased during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, so did the 
outcry of medical professionals against the practice. Infertility was blamed on corsets, even 
before tight-lacing became widespread. Godman recognized that the practice was spreading 
and enjoined his fellow physicians to participate in the campaign against corsets: 
The injuries produced on many delicate females by tight-lacing, before and after 
marriage, have been sufficiently great, in numerous instances, to destroy all the joyous 
hopes and anticipation which are incident to maternity, and reduced the conjugal 
condition to one of unceasing disappointment and gloomy solitude. (1832, p. 499) 
Surgery Professor Arthur Deland of Glasgow reported on autopsied cases in which he 
found numerous females with atrophied ovaries (1880). This was an uncommon finding 
among the women who were considered rough working class, but was found to have a 
significantly increased incidence among those women of the upper class, shop assistants, 
household servants. Presumably these latter wishing to emulate their tight-laced mistress were 
succumbing to the same maladies. 
Varicosities in the pelvic veins have been mentioned; this congestion within the pelvis 
contributed to the general malposition of the organs of reproduction induced by the pressure of 
the corset. Dickinson's measuring techniques had reported pressures of eighty pounds per 
square inch on the torso (1887). Galbraith quoted Dickinson in her lectures and for Dress 
Reform publications (1895). Since Dickinson published in the Boston Medical and Surgical 
Journal [later to become The New England Journal ofMedidne] which, according to the 
NEJM archivist, had a circulation in 1892 of 4,400 and dropped to 3,750 in 1912, and the 
New York Obstetrical Journal which had an even smaller audience, it was likely that his 
information was not known by the majority of doctors let alone the general public. 
Congestion of the pelvis was by no means the most serious of the gynecological 
problems facing the tight-corseted female. Prolapse of the uterus was the most common 
affliction reported in this area (Burrage, 1893; Dickinson, 1895; Eskridge, 1916; Haire, 1918; 
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Lewis, 1880; Mosher, 1923; Wilkins, 1890). Prolapse usually did not occur until after 
childbirth, but always resulted in sterility, pain and constant drainage of the affected part (See 
Appendix C, Figure 55). In his discussion of the treatment options of prolapse of the uterus, 
Burrage stated that in addition to manual replacement, packing, cautery and surgical 
amputation: "Tight-lacing must be forbidden" (1900, p. 335). 
Drawings made by Dickinson to illustrate pressure effects on tight-laced females are 
very clear evidence of the displacement of the organs of reproduction, particularly the ovaries 
and utmIS (See Appendix C, Figure 56). He states: 
this forcing downward is sufficient to render the uterine supports tense (be they 
ligament, "column," or pelvic surroundings in toto), and that in their taut condition any 
extra or added stress, like deep breathing or bending, might well be enough to each 
time slightly overstrain these stretched supports. Slowly and steadily as this force acts, 
yielding must in time occur .... in every one of thirty autopsies in which evidence of 
tight lacing were found, prolapse was present in some degree, except where adhesions 
had prevented it. (1911, p. 5l3) 
Treatment included medical and surgical procedures developed to care for this serious 
malady, such as pessaries (See Appendix C, Figure 15), assuming the knee-chest position 
while attempts were made to reinstate the organ manually (Hanks, 1894; Taliaferro, 1873; 
Taylor, 1872). Prolapse was the final aftermath of a process which often began with 
retroversion [falling backward] of the uterus caused by compression, (Dickinson, 1895, 1911; 
Emmet, 1884; Eskridge, 1916; Kenealy, 1904; Lewis, 1880; Warner, 1874; West 1892; See 
Appendix C, Figures 57). 
Tight lacing was practiced by women of fashion during pregnancy and was blamed for 
abortion, premature delivery, and even fetal malformation (Burrage, 1900; Galbraith, 1895; 
Kelly, 1909; Wilkins, 1890). An apocryphal story was told by tour guides at Blenhiem Palace 
of the premature birth of Winston Churchill, which took place in a cloakroom adjacent to the 
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ballroom at Blenhiem Palace where his American-heiress mother Jennie Jerome was tight-laced 
to conceal her condition while attending a ball (Curtis, 1963, p. 120-123). The effect of tight-
lacing on the abdominal wall has already been mentioned, but its consequence in childbirth can 
be serious. During the process of parturition the abdominal muscles are called upon to 
augment the 'pushing' process at delivery; if this cannot be effected, the need for forceps 
delivery was increased. It was reported that forceps-assisted delivery was the norm during the 
decades most associated with tight-lacing (Emmett, 1884). Dr. Kelly recommended exercises 
as a prime defense: 
When the abdominal muscles are lax, especially after confinement, they can be 
strengthened by lying flat on the back and rising to a sitting posture by the abdominal 
muscles alone, without any aid from hands or arms. If a young woman will discard the 
rigid tight-fitting corset when she begins to take exercise adapted to make her breathe 
deeper and strengthen her loins, she will have taken one most important step towards 
regulating this function. (1909, p. 2(0) 
In a reference to the equipment necessary for a lady's maid to have in her possession at 
all times was a sharp scissors or penknife, "to be used in emergencies for cutting the stay lace" 
(Beeton, 1870, p. 1092). Apparently these situations arose with some frequency. 
The rational dress proponent, Helen Ecob, concurred with the point above as she 
complains that doctors did not pay enough attention to women's clothing and their 
consequences. In her opinion: 
the chief cause of pelvic disturbances is found in women's clothing. They consider it 
inevitable that a pressure which reduces the waist from three to fifteen inches, and 
pushes the organs downward and inward, should result in displacement and disease. 
(1892, p. 26) 
Malposition of the uterus was discussed by railroad surgeon Frank Eskridge, in 
response to suits brought against the railroad companies alleging that uterine problems were 
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attributable to railway journeying. He reported on several cases examined by himself and Dr. 
Kelly and concluded the railways were blameless and the fault could be placed on the injuries 
received during labor and delivt2)' and that "a most important cause of pelvic diseases and 
mechanical disturbances is the improper dress of women." (1916, p. 127) 
This opinion is shared by A Professor of Diseases of Women in the Atlanta Medical 
College in Georgia. He wrote extensively on the corset and its relation to uterine disease. He 
said: "the immediate result of the corset upon the uterus is displacement [italics his]" 
(Taliaferro, 1873; p. 690). He urged fellow physicians to advocate exercise and loosening of 
stays, but did not argue for removal of all corsets. 
Whether the incidence of infertility, sterility, and miscarriage was greater in the 
nineteenth century than today would be difficult to assess. It seems evident that the incidence 
of uterine prolapse was vastly higher in the past and that the likely cause was tight-lacing. 
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CHAPfER 11: DISCUSSION 
This study combined information from mid-nineteenth and early twentieth century 
medical writings, modem medical investigators, historical fashion and retrospective studies of 
the fashion melieu concerning tight-lacing. I believe that the majority of doctors contemporary 
----------- -_. to the period paid little or no attention to the clothing worn by women, but when they focused 
on it , some placed tight-lacing in disfavor. The development of the straight-front corset was 
thought by physicians and advertisers (if not the general public) to be superior in its health 
~-~-----·-·_c,. ___ "--"'_'~~~"-"' ___ '" ____ ~ __ ' __ '-~'''''~'-'-''_''''._'''''_ ~~ __ ......... _. "0 _._ ••• ~_ ••• __ •• 
aspects to the curved-front corset models of earlier years. No direct evidence has been found 
... -----
to substantiate that claim. 
The respiratory studies done by modern physiologists are, I believe, analogous in some 
ways to the effects of corseted females on the treadmill. Subjecting the chest wall to elastic 
bandaging (Cala, Wilcox, Edyvean, Rynn, & Engle, 1991; MacHose & Peper, 1991) elicited 
similar responses to those of the subjects in my study. The increase in sensation of effort was 
seen in the corseted group as in the Liverpool group (Clague, Carter, Pearson & Claverly, 
1992). Puddy & Young's (1991) study using gradually increasing chest wall restriction 
showed reduction in response of respiratory rate increase and could help to explain why 
women who wore corsets from their youth did not perceive shortness of breath. Diminished 
diaphragmatic action caused by restrictive binding (Hussain & Pardy, 1985) appears to have be 
duplicated in the corseted subjects. The sensation of increased exertion was exhibited in the 
corseted subjects both perceptively and in oxygen measurements which concur with the 
fIndings of the Japanese (Kikuchi, Hida, Chonan, Shindoh & Takishima, 1991). It is clear 
that these studies should not be directly compared, since the methods and subjects were not 
strictly comparable, however enough similarities exist to make a case which is valid in its 
foundation. 
My quantitative examination of the ability of volunteers to exercise while wearing the 
----~- - --. ... .~---.--.-. . ..... --------_._.--".-
two styles of corsets attempted to show the physiologic effects of the garments. The trial 
. ___ --v ............ ,"- - '-- . . . . ... ~ ... ___ ~ __ ........ ,.,,, . . .-
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using volunteers wearing 1865 and 1900-style corsets indicated an opposite effect to that 
expected. The effort expended when wearing the straight-front corset was greater for all of the 
volunteers, with som~~ers _~owing statistically significant difference.s, while others 
were slightly greater in workload for the 1900-style. In the independent opinions of every 
volunteer, the straight-front, 19~~_~~e ~rset was less comfortable than the curved-front 
__ ~ _~ _~,_"r _ ... _ •• ~.#_--.-..-.. .... ,_ •• ~ __ 
1865-style corset. 
What this means is that the fashion advertising and patent claims for the straight-front 
corset's health features were unfounded in scientific research. Fashion and medical historians 
have accepted erroneous information as fact and have unwittingly perpetuated the myth of the 
"Health Corset". I think it might be more aptly named "The Unhealthy Corset". 
---------
--~ 
~Questions for Further Research:.., 
--.. -----~---.- ... -, ... ---. -," 
In the process of my research I became aware of many questions to which I could not 
readily find answers. They are separated into groups. The first group are in the general 
category of medicine/health. 
1. How did Dress Reformers' understanding of health issues influence or motivate them in 
their cause? 
2. Did Dress Refonners lack scientific ability to conduct valid experiments? 
3. If Dress Reformers did understand scientific methods, why were they caught in the same 
net as the uneducated masses, following a familiar track and lacking the courage(?) to 
independently investigate the problems using methods known to them? 
4. Why didn't the Dress Refonners and medically-trained opponents to corseting unite to 
present a consolidated front to influence fashion designers? 
5. Were the eighteenth century drawings of von Soemmering plagiarized by others to 
influence nineteenth century dress reform? 
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6. Could the organ displacement done by corsets be reproduced using a computer program 
like "Visible Woman"? 
The discovery of ~oxey Caplin~s .1856. design of her "basic. health corset" was a 
--~------'. ----_. 
surprise to me and inspired questions about the origin of the. ideas for a "health corset" and its 
variations. The question of which came first: the straight-front corset or the fashion designs is 
something of a "chicken/egg" conundrum, but one which deserves serious research. 
7. Was the 'health corset' of Roxey Caplin in 1856 the prototype for Gaches-Sarraute's 
design of the straight-front corset? 
8. Exactly when did Gaches-Sarraute design ~er corset? 
9. Did the Gaches-Sarraute (or any other) corset design influence Parisian fashion designers? 
In searching for advertising and patents, I became aware that photographs were not 
used to depict the corsets and their claims. This certainly had something to with the social 
customs and mores at the time, but I then began to look for photographs of females which 
might indicate they were wearing a straight-front corset which would correspond to the fashion 
of the era. With my limited search, I was able to find only a few and wonder if this is typical 
of other periods? 
10. Do female photographs ofthe 1890s and early 1900s depict the straight-front fashionable 
silhouette compared to illustrations from those eras? 
The final topic of questions have to do with reenactors and their habits regarding 
corsets. I believe that the numbers of reenactors are growing and that they are gradually 
attempting to be "more authentic" in their depiction, which leads me to think that more will be 
wearing corsets. 
II. How many of today' s reenactors wear corsets? 
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12. If they wear corsets, how often and to what degree do they tight-lace? 
13. Is their tight-lacing accomplished over a specific time? If so, what time frame? 
14. Could a comparison study be done using groups who tight-laced over various time frames 
to achieve the same degree of tightness? 
15. What ethical questions would be pertinent to such a study? 
16. How does the gait change when females wear 1900 'health corset" compared to 1865 style 
corset? 
17. What body-core temperature changes in female reenactors are noted when wearing the same 
outer garments, with and without corsets? 
18. Are any reenactor groups studying corset phenomena which could be reviewed? 
Summary 
This study was done to ascertain the safety of reenactors wearing tight-laced corsets 
when doing moderate exercise. In researching the fashion and medical literature for two 
periods, 1865 and 1900, it was obvious that the two corset styles were different and that the 
1900-style claimed health effects. This constituted the primary reason for choosing these 
particular styles of corset. Two corsets for each of ten volunteers were made by me according 
-------~-.-----.------ ---_.---------------
to historic patterns. Exercise tests determined the cardiopulmonary function of the volunteers 
--'. -. ---~-------
and the data were used to report the findings. The effects of corsets worn with three inches of 
tight-lacing while exercising on the treadmill were measured using ten female volunteers. In all 
cases the cardiopulmonary work increased when wearing both the 1865 and 1900 style corsets 
compared to not wearing a corset while exercising (See Appendix E, Figure 68). The oxygen 
consumption and heart rate indicated an increase in metabolic rate when wearing both corsets, 
with the 1900 style statistically significantly greater in both. This argues the individual 
volunteer had less ability to exercise when wearing the straight-front 1900 style corset rather 
than ~ which was expected. The difference in workload was recognized by the volunteers 
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in their perceived exertion reports (RPE) using the Borg Scale, and in their comfort level 
assessments. The shorter, curved-front 1865-style corset allowed for easier breathing, greater 
~ --__.~ __ .~····_"_ •• ~v •• ______ ~ ______ ... ______ .... _ ... _ 
comfort, and normal gait while walking. The longer, straight-front 1900-style corset reduced 
- --- - ,- ....... _-- -'-- ----...-.-.. ------------..... _--- .... --._----" .. ~.-
breathing capacity, caused more discomfort, and changed the normal gait of the volunteers. 
___ _ _ __ ,. __ .. " ...... __ ., ..... _._ ............ ~ ...... , .... ,._.>.'~ _.. ._._ ••.............. v .•. ~,.~_. __ .• u._ .•. _._ ..... _._~, ___ ~ .... , , 
This evidence may indicate that the good reputation of the straight-front corset was not reliant 
~------......... --..... -.----.-... -.. --...... -... ~ -> ......... " ..~',...,...~... ....... . 
on controlled scientific study. 
The majority of the surveyed medical writers of the nineteenth and early twentieth 
century condemned tight-lacing, but only one recommended total abandonment of the corset. 
There were a small number of scientifically based studies done on the effects of corseting in 
general and tight-lacing in particular. Although several authors condemned the fashion industry 
in print, it does not appear that they made any direct effort to influence designers or 
manufacturers of corsets. This may have been because physicians in the nineteenth century 
often lacked reliable medical education, experience and public respect. Some doctors 
recommended the corset as an promoter of invalidism, the sufferers of which were their 
patients. 
Patenting of corsets was sought by some designers who aspired to improve various 
aspects of the wearer's health, according to their claims. A search of the patent records from 
1860 to 1900 revealed forty-one patents which had some health claim in their wording. 
Comparison of the patent claims to those of advertisements for the exact corsets was not 
accomplished, but corset patent claims differed greatly from corset advertising claims for 
health. It is important to note that the terms "sanitary", "hygienic", "health", and even 
"anatomical" are not defined by any of the patent claims or advertisements. 
There is some evidence that Dress Reformers did pay attention to the medicalliteIature 
and attempted to use it to support their cause. Several prominent Dress Reformers were 
physicians, both male and female. There does not appear to be evidence that they attempted to 
sponsor any scientific studies or information gathering which would advance their cause with 
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the medical profession. The primary technique employed in their tactical effort against tight-
lacing was instilling fear, which did not work. It would seem that females of the past felt just 
as invincible as females of today when it came to their personal health. 
Personal health oftoday's reenactors is of concern to me. I have shown that corsets 
may be tight-laced to three inches less than waist measurement during moderate exercise with 
relative safety. The comfort level and workload ofreenactors wearing the straight-front 1900-
--- --- -----~---- -------- ------.. - .... _. __ .. - --- . - . 
style corset may be worse t?~iU~~ w~ thecurved~front1862 .. sty~_~.~~~._!l!e 
implications of corset-wearing needs further controlled studies. 
,,.,..-~~.- ._,,--, --"-- . _. ," ".. '" .-.... 
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GLOSSARY 
boning: a narrow strip of stiff material (steel, 
whalebone, feathers, wood, plastic) used to 
stiffen a corset or other garment 
Borg Perceived Exertion Scale: A chart 
used by exercising subjects to describe the 
degree of work/exertion they feel they are doing 
busk: strips of steel with connecting fasteners 
used to join corset fronts 
Bruce Protocol: A specific routine 
established to provide t~1ing of individuals on 
the treadmill, which gradually increases the 
work demand by angle-degree and speed of 
walk-belt in successive three minute stages. It 
is recognized by the College of Sports Medicine 
as the international standard for reference of 
exercise treadmill testing. 
cardiac output: the amount of blood 
pumped by the heart in a fixed time 
chlorosis: nineteenth century medical term to 
describe "greenish hue of skin" of young 
Borg Perceived Exertion Scale 
6 
7 VeI)' very light 
8 
9 Very light 
10 
11 Light 
12 
13 Somewhat Hard 
14 
15 Hard 
16 
17 VeryHard 
18 
19 Very very Hard 
20 
females with loss of appetite, weight-loss, iron-<ieficiency anemia, and other symptoms 
corsetiere: maker of corsets 
coutil: a finn herring-bone weave cotton fabric used for foundation garments 
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dyspnea: shortness of breath 
EKG: electrocardiogram tracing of the electric conduction mechanism of the heart 
electrodes: a device of wire, connector, and gummed patch attached to skin used to conduct 
EKG data from patient to recording device 
Exercise treadmill test: A procedure to detl"Ilnine the exercise capacity of a subject 
walking on a moving belt while being monitored for physiologic responses such as heart rate, 
respiratory rate, muscle fatigue, and pain. 
eyelet: circular ring of metal pressed through fabric to make a hole for lacing to pass 
gore: a tapered (sometimes triangular) piece of cloth 
HR: Heart rate: the number of impulses of heartbeat per minute 
hemodynamic: concerning blood circulation 
hypertension: elevated blood pressure 
inspiration: intake of breath into lungs 
inspiratory resistancelloading: any condition which causes inspiration volume to be 
diminished; can be external (binding) or internal (constriction of bronchial tree) 
intrathoracic: contained within the chest (thoracic) space 
intrapleural: contained within the membranous lining space between lungs and ribs 
jean: durable cotton fabric of twill weave 
lordosis: abnormal curvature of the spine; "sway-back" 
Peak Oxygen Consumption: The maximum capacity of body's ability to take in, 
transport, and utilize oxygen in response to exercise. 
pessary: device used to support the prolapsed uterus inside the body 
RER: Respiratory Exertion Ratio: Measured carbon dioxide production divided by oxygen 
consumption. (VCOjV02) 
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respiration: The physical and chemical processes with breathing, by which an organism 
supplies cells with the oxygen needed for metabolism and relieves them of carbon dioxide 
formed in energy producing reactions. 
restrictive respiration: Any interference of breathing, either intrinsic or extrinsic which 
causes air-exchange to be diminished. 
spirometry: A test which measures lung capacity or volume of air exchange. 
stays: steel, whalebone, wood, or rigid plastic strips used to maintain shape in corsets; a 
nineteenth centwy term for corsets 
Tidal Volume: The amount of air exchanged in respiration, measured by spirometry, 
reported in liters per minute. 
tight-lacing: The diminution of the waist from its natural contour and measurement by 
means of a rigid or semi-rigid partitioned garment which is constricted by pulling laces. Laces 
could be positioned at one or more places, but are predominantly center front or center back. 
"vapors": An archaic term meaning: a) exhalations of bodily organs (as the stomach) held to 
affect the physical or mental condition; b) a depressed or hysterical nervous condition. 
Ve: one-minute ventilation capacity, measured in liters 
VE/COz: index of breathing efficiency, ratio of one-minute ventilation to metabolic demand. 
VOz Max: maximum volume of oxygen consumed per minute, measured in milliliters per 
Kilogram 
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APPENDIX A 
CORSET ADVERTISEMENTS WITH HEALTII CLAIMS 
SIIII.730 
Fine 'lunllty 1'011111. PL,ftl"llmU,ClIUI. UUMt-JlI'llnr fIIt.('cll1, 
l"t,tlIU\',d.h,. J\,ljllt4tn.hlc, l1utm "ull'PUI'lt'I'tt. e,m \10 ro-
'UHVl·cI. rill' WIUlhlllK wn.lt't14, :;17.u:I, lU (u:lO tndUJMo 
Ferris 
Good Sense 
W~ists 
Ferris Good Sense Waists, not 
only insure a beautiful figure, 
but will do much towards pro-
moting vigorous health. While 
complying with every rule of 
hygiene, they hold the form to 
lines of beauty and style. 
The Ferris Waist lor the Little One 
brings the weight of the clothing on the shoul. 
ders and supports the back and abdomen. 
For Ihe Miss. -it molds the waist grace-
full y\ but without undue pressure, holds the 
shou ders erect, chest out, and brings her safely 
to maturity and womanly beauty. 
For WOln .. n, Ihe Ferris Walsl com-
bines beauty and comfort-allows free-
~rlm and grace of movement, yet restrains the 
"J:lIre. ".,.'. 
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The Throne of Beauty-.. 
is reached through the court of health. The woman:· who wears 
a Ferris Good Sense \V aist enjoys the healthful 'comfort of 
negligee, whether dressed or resting. The back is resb:!d, the bod); 
supported, the lungs expanded, the blood circulated .. and nature 
IS at her best. The symmetrical outline of 
FERRIS\~e·Waist 
adds the finishing touch to graceful beauty. Be sure you get the 
genuille. No other will do. Sold by dealers in all styles and sizes. 
Send for living model book, free. 
THE FERRIS BROS. COMPANY, 341 Broadway,NwYork 
Ladies' Home Journal, 
1903, p. 183. 
-4 
The Delineator, November, 1909, # 74, p. 359 
n.rmngod to lIolintordl.. hontehnck. 'Vhlto only. 
'I "oCt pln.lt«t' bnllr.r.. l·In.ltB I ""Ist .... le IIHICII. It\lOU lor 
tend. Blzee,lVto281ncbee.. SlzCtl. IV to281nchca. 
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DR. -WARNER'S 
This Corset is constructed upon .~/ridly physiological }11'illr:1plr's, (11/f[ 
while it preserves tlte beaufy and gmce o[ lite form bclle,· tltlln 7IIn.~t olher 
cOl'sels, it does so without tlte lea~t injw·y to health or c0111[ort. We tuoultl 
particularly cnll aitention to the followi1lg (ulva II trr.r;es : 
1st. It affords a convenient Rnd efficicnt sl1pport for the ulHlerdoth-
ing. This is very important, for the woight of the clothing crowding c10WJI 
upon the bowels is one of the most freq.ltcll t cnuses of the we,dwcSR so J,re\,-
~Ient among women. Some corsets support the clothing I,,·hil)(l OlJ(] not 
~n front; but this is worse than no support, as it only incrcases the pressure 
In fron t. 
2d. The Self-Adjusting Pad~ are the delight of every lady who tries 
them. They give elegence to the form, are cool nnd comforl.aOlc, requirc 
no adjusting, and never get ont of place. 
:l:1, Hr, Wunlf'r·' U .. lllth 
l'ul't'Ct . ........... Sl.~t 
1886 
Figure 8: Shep, 1993, p. 44 
.... '. 
3u. The Corset is made short in front, being bnt little longer than the 
dress waist. This allows greater freedom in the movements of t.he hotly, a1l1l 
When a lady becomes accustomed to it., is more comfortable. It also (\\'(lills 
the ,Pressure upon the stomach and bowels which is the especial eril of tho! :w ARNER'~ ABDOMINAL CORSET. 
ordInary corset. is a great mistake to suppose that 
4th. It combines three garments in OIlC, a corset, a skirt Rllpportcr. :>minal Corsets are only suitable 
and self-adjusting pads, and yet costs no more than n simple corset made of Itout ladies; they please every 
equally good material and workmanship. who likes a long corset; 
lis Corset is made with extension ' 
. . In ordering the Sanitary Corset give the ll1eawre 11.1'0111111 the wait;t s and elastic gores, and is boned 
1n lnches. Fonr of the accompanying rings shollld he sewrd to the ballds Coraline. We make 24 styles of 
h
of each of the skirts. When a Bustle is worn it 8110111<.1 be attaehed to the line Corsets, fitting every variety 
ooks upon the back side of the Corset. ~ure. <I 
MANUF ACTun.:n:n BY mg wa~st and black corsets a spe-
W {. Pncesfrom one to five dollars ARNER BROS., 119 W. 41st Street, New York City. 
The first Warner:' corset ad rail i" 1874, Tlrl' """'" was 50011 
chml!l.l'd to Dr, Wam!'r:. Healtlr Cors!'t. 
. Field, 1990, p. 14 
ld everY'¥.h~e • 
. ·~t-r.,r -
WARNER BROTHERS, 
NEW" You. AND CHICAGO. 
~·~-·,;,,;·ti 
, -\".~.~~~' If. 
MellUoIl DemOrest',](apiIne Ii. your Jetter when you write. 
Demorest's Magazine, 
December, 1892 
.j 
, 
The finest (ace I" at Its best only when hacked up hy a styli!>h. 
nc.at, dlstllll:'ubibe".lo~klu~ tiJ:urc. 
No olher con;.ct att 1\ low price even aucmpts the s.tyli .. h, btl.! 
effect or the 1\c," FIgure .i. t'lnlbun. llullhh.d l· ...... I... The:: 
M2'h'llriccft olles do nOl equ3.1 Ir. 
Correr.t fillln!: :lnll til" I~"t IN.""lhln erred (III' ynlll' liJ:urr. :Ur. 
h~lIrcll. !;brn:.t'wuliled {.II' nil tiK'Urc5.- with "'pedal l'oklll It 1'"Il.~S out {or ;::.CIl tiirure its e-reUl:st vossibility in the !:lte. 
~I)·hsh. distinl:'lIished.lookill~ form. 
h.'lnlltone )h ... I,I ... 1 ('uf't'l" features arc: No rust-no break-
Ine--Re:r.ibi!ity_ wear-endurance - no los in.: shape. 
hs price, 'l.riO. is down almost to tbM oC the comrarati\'cly 
lw'urthlcss barga;lI-counter ~oods. ! 
Special Advertising" Sample, 50c. less 
(If not ohl:linahle (rom dealer,,), 
sent direct: from factory prepaid to 
any address'. on receipt of $J.OO. 
ThJ. olr.r I. "a,l. to .. durat. IIFW w".r"n an,1 
only onc order.wl1l bC sent to s'-"nc pcrson. (For n I.tilek cor. 
lei. 1ilh~\l. or a wallt mcil ... urc tlbovc SO. plc3.SC Inclo~c 50c. extra..) 
Self-Fitting Chart 
FREE 
fil ~o miltter what corset ')·ou wear. you should IlOssess a Setf. 
fi I!ng Chan. It is a great com'cnience: enables' you to t:e( 3. Ii~~;ng as per(~-::t 1'15 wuuh' a •• tr) in~ 011," especi;\Ur St) with IliC;sx~:~:~~::t n:~II.lilO.~t" +,;~,~~Ct:1(~i:~,t~~,uuhlcd (ur c\'cry vo~ ... il.lh: 
S~II' frt'~t prt'paid, ~/l r"c~ip' o/J'tllfr a"dr~ss. 
~RONET CORSET CO., Bo>: 4, Jackson, Mich. 
Ladies' Home Journal, 
October, 1900, p. 44. 
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Figure 11: Ladies' Home Journal, 
October, 1900, p. 19. 
There's a difference be-tween corsets 
made exactly rig~1t and corsets made 
just to sell. 
Wear will 
soon betray 
their secret. 
Warntr'S 
'gS 
n!Odds 
are correct. 
up.:to- date, 
not only in 
name, but 
in all that 
makes a cors~t wear- ~NElIs I 
able. r611 
Sold by all Dealers in Dry Goods-
$1,00, $1.25. $1.50 or $1.75. 
TnE 'VAnNEn Bnn~. r.o. 
Xc", York-Chicllgo-Slln Fr:lIicisco. 
The Standard Designer, 
March, 1898, p. 103. 
Th t a difference between •• ere S corsets made exactly 
right and corsets made just to sell. 
Wear will soon betray their secret. 
WARNER'S 
'98 MODELS 
are correct, up-to-date, not only in 
name, but in all that makes a corset 
wearable. 
Sold by all dealers In Dry Ooods-
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50 or $1. 1$. 
TUE W AR"ER BROS. CO. 
New York-Chicago-San Francisco. 
The Standard Designer, 
February, 1898,p. 107 
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THE NEW' CORSET. THE CORSET OF tHE AGE. 
DB, STRONG'S "TRICORA" DR STRONG'S "HEALTH" S TM most durable, comfortable and ~ • ~ healthful Corset e1J6r Bold for tta pric.8. S • 
A BREAT DISCOVERY. 
TRrOORA, , a,&eTlo.I.r -til -'--- " Trioora" &~tb ..... 
TNt IUT CORSET STAY EYEI I'SeOYEUD. 
The Tricora Cone! (boned with Tricora 
Stays) has inangurated an era of comfort for 
Ladies. In its construction, elegance ot' .hape 
has been carefully looked after. The peculiar 
features of the" Tricora COl1!et," which afrord 
10 much ea.eln weariDg, are the·.elasticlty 
oi its sectious, at the upper an' lower parts of 
the sides, causing euy adaptation in every posl. 
tion which the body can a88ume, while its inelu. 
tic waist, and perfection of bust, glvel an el_ 
gance ot figure to the wearer, and the 
.. Tricora Stays." while pliable and BUPPOrting, 
are .b.olateIT unbreakable. 
It Is also made with the Nurllrt$ Featar,,", 
and has proved to be the best Hurtling COl1!et 
made-. gr"at eomt'ort to Moth"n. 
The Tricora Corset, having made such 
,,",onderfulItrldelIn publle favor, may be 
considered due, chiefly. to the facts that ita 
relieving features were Originated, and Its con· 
struction d\rec\ed, by one of the most eminent 
female specialists in New York, 
DR. AI,]l:XANDER STRONG. 
Be,.,.are ot' Imlu.tlon., put up under 
"mllar namel to dee,,1ve th" public. 
which oro '''''''ped on the IIllStPDlT COISET CD. BUT CIlITIha Gnml. { 1:r. Strong'. Tricora. J 
In.ld. of """h Oo~t: J. G. F. &: 00 .• N. Y. 
ASK FOR IT. 
ETery Pair Warranted 
to glTe .atlltaetlon or moner returned. 
From Dr. Alexander Strung, the Eminent 
Female Spedalilt ana ex - SRnltarT 
Inlpeetor ot'the Board of Health, N. 1,. 
.. I have directed the construction of the 
health corset, to obviate the debilitating effects 
of ordinary corsets, by relieling the dellcnte 
and Tital organs of the female structure of 
damaging mechanical pressnre, while affording 
a healthful and comfortable' support to the 
wearer. 
•• By its use the following results of 
supreme moment are attained: 
•• The weight of the clothes is transferred 
to the shoulders and chestwnlls ; 
,. The constricting effects ot other Cor· 
sets are obviated, and the superincumbent 
. weight of the abdominal viscera upon the 
delicate pelvic. organ. is neutralized, because 
of the supplementary support afforded by 
this corset, which not only prevents disease. 
but enables th;) practical physician to control 
promptly existing diseases that under other 
circ1lIIlBtnnees would require severe and pro· 
tracted treatment. 
ALEXA1H)ER STRO~G. M. D." 
The Warshaw Collection 
Box 3, No. 43. 
-- , 
( ! , "Ii,,· It.: - r ". 
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Extract from THE N. Y. WORLD, MERCANTILE TIMES, DRY GOODS 
ECONOMIST AND CHRONICLE. May 24, 1890. 
, 
HAUTE NOITVEAUTE. 
30METHING ENTIRELY NEW. 
Parisian Hand Made Corsetlere Corsets. which. being Hand Made. fit bet-
ter than the ordinary Straight Cut Corsets. 
Me~sr~. T. 'r. RTEU1II.EH. & Co., or ~ew York, are 
jllst now Ilayin!! a large demano for their special· 
tit's in the way of (:orscts, induding some entirely 
Ilt'W .tylc" from I'arls. Tile trade all oycr the 
!;uited St..\te~ will he gla<l to secure throllgh the;;e 
eolumns <orne particlliars respecting the" hante 
llOH\'("allte 17 P.\BJ~f.\S CORSETrF.RF. COR~E1'~. which, 
IWIIlg" h,mll mar/e .. Tit bellI'?' than lite m'dinary 
strata'" cut C{)1','wts. These corsets arc made hy 
til" 07d nnd famoLl~hou.seQr H. Le Prince, of Paris , 
" Iii) ('tV'1"/lon (t hllsiness originaUy established in 
1'.'. ". anti !rho m'p Ihe orignal and oldest malcPrs 
of UH' .. IUl1lfp nmll:e.(lilte" corsetiere style, so 
,/,P1I knOll''' O"'ollryhout the to/lOle 'World tl.'l 
.. rnrsel f! gOIt.,,,Nt" «(JUSsets and darts), wllich 
I,e,"ry SILVeI'ior ilL .,tyle ana .ltnfsh, aJ[ord perfect 
NlSe to the wearel·. The points Of excellPnce in 
tllne COI'Sets are uuiversally reCO(l7ltzed, and "it is 
"01 to he wo,,<lered at that they have secured to 
""",e consirtemhle extent that f07711 Of 1mitation 
!rideh is said to be the sincerest form Of jlaUelll. 
.Yo /Jetter mdm'sement Of the SU]Je1'latit'e stIlle ana 
Jini.'h Of thl'se goods COUld be dRsired. 
.1< alrl'ady stated, tile genuine corsetiere style 
<tit' ma,le by II. Le Prince, or Pari<, an<l invariaIJly 
l"'ar Ih" Im<l('·mark (see I1r,1 page), without whiell 
ah""Ollltcl~' none arc genninE:'. -
The Lorraine L. P. "a la Couronne n corset. COIn· 
I)lends it"elf to all competent critic", not only by 
1'''''.011 or the sllperiorityoC tllematP?'ialsllsed, but 
aim (and pl'incipaUy), In} its most graCl'fltl clItand 
.... ·/HCpC. 1 n ac('orda.nce with the late.st Parisian 
.II/shim!", th.e "'<list of this oorset is very lOll.!), with 
.<!,'n·t llips, jUting closely yet com)'tn'tabll/ to the 
.Ti{TIIl·". Owing to the real/{I artistic m-rangemell l 
Of it .• pal'is-Ihp d(trereILt flores and gussets as 
.'hOl1)TL in thl' Plllj1'at'ing-t his corset is exceediwj!y 
comforlable to the weare/·. The darts coming 
cluwn in the .ri·ont 0.1 thR corset close by the stel'l 
lJIlK}.; 1"prllwr [)I)::;siblR nn ET.EUANT CURltlSH OF THE 
WAIST which 1'Iet'n' could be obtained in oOw,' 
em·seL'). a~ ean he ~ecn 00 an examination of the 
goons at ~fp..:~r~. Stcmlllirr ~\ Co:s, Union Square, 
::;. \I' .. "l'W YOI'I< t:ity. 
These eOl""'ct::; com,.: iu :I,ll ghapes-tor rnB 
tires:;;, lounging, ha.thing. nur~ing, riding, aud 
OIlier wear. Tile II. Lc Prince make of co",els, 
ant.i espcch\Hy tlwlr ,. Ccinturc Crcole," enjoy in 
Europe an IInrimllcll repulation and popularity. 
The h01.J.<e are al.'o celebrated a.~ the O1'iginal 
7lUL1ceTs Of thl' celebmted l.orratne Corsets. Qf 
which th.ey (II'e the lraQe oWne!'s, which wel'e soUl 
a.t the LOul'r'e, Pll1'is, a qua1·ter of a cent"'"ll 
nao. The U L. P."' g'ootl~ are also Rold hy the 
BOB Marchi! Louvre in Paris, ann hy the hest 
houges in LOII<lOIl. Tile lirm scll THEIR OWS 
OH.HH'S'AL SIUPJo;S a.nd CIJA:'IWE them trom year to 
year, Recording to thc I.ATE,.-r fasbion". As a mal· 
tcr of course, tlleir popularity is con"talltl~· 
increasing in the Uuitcd States. Ladie~ who once 
wea.r tnt" "corsetiere" style never willingly take 
to any other afterward"". They are t.h(' true" lIe 
plus ultra" of art and "de nee as applied to Ille 
making of ('Ol'set:o:;. :\h::-;.:-;.I's. StA~mmler ~\: Co. ma.," 
wcll be congratuialcd upun tbe 1"'illlant pro<peo:l; 
that He before Them ill connection with the ~li!l 
wider introduction RIHI .\l""trihntlon or thl'~l' 
"plclI<lid good.;. 
~ 
HA.UT,·E NOUVEAUT<E, 
The celebrated" LORRAINE" CorsBtiBrB Corsats. l. P. ala CouronnB. 
No. 109.-Sizes 18 to 24. 
Ricling 01' :-,oirl'c (;or~et; lOll!! 
waisted; lightly honed; ,loping 
·oack. Made in 2 heil(bts. 11); in. 
109a 12!.; in. \\·lti't;:gra.r:-firaTl, 
Couullc: al,o in hL1I'k. 
~'."""_A _;.~~:::.~A,. ~~ .. ::, ~t.""""'~ .. \.~ \ ' ~'~;; ~ \ 'I,f. 
, \ . I 
'\i ~ 
N 104 2 No, 1l0.-Slzes 18 to 26. o. ,- Sizes 2 to 30. H in. lone:: 10111( waist: ille:b 
The Warshaw Collection , 
Box 1, No.4. 
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THE LATEST FRENCH CORSETS 
Frellch 
Hygiellic 
flodeIs' 
MudC! only by 
MME. GARDNER 
Corsets Made to Order 
52 WEST 21st STREET 
All the Ncwest Models. Corsets 
for rC!dlldn~ CorpulC!ncy nlul 
Lengthcning the \Vulst 
PERFECT FIT GUARANTEED 
Our curaict .. IU"C unlversolly admltteLi to be 
o' s .. perlor 'sly Ie. Flnl ... uml Workmun .. hlp. 
~ORM 
Vogue, July 2, 1903, p. 185. 
CONFORMING TO 
AND FASHION 
, , , 
Vogue, July 2, 1903, p. vii 
~-.~--It~~ ~ 
Paris Maud 
5111lp! 
,.f .11: tI~ 
J)crlcct 51 
JU "':"~·'!I't;..· ,t:· ". 
i" '-"" •. 
~ '. ':." ..: I ... c· 
Newton, 1974, following p. 100 
firs. \Vhl1e's Latest Corset Mudel 
l1i~hly recommended by leading soch:ty 
wumen 
Constructed on strictly healthful prin-
ciples. It reduces the hips alld gives 
lung allll graceful lines and curves. 
Made only by 
flRS. 11.. WHITE 
Corsets nade to Order 
51 West 19th Street, N. Y. 
IIIail orders (an be }illed by smding 
JYuiSl, Bust and Hip measurements. 
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I ELEcTilicCiiiSET I 
FOR HEflLTH, COMFORT .. & ELEGANCEI 
.. NO WOMAN SHOULD 
fO!.h;{~~ ~Tn~~~~ WC~:uf:,,: .. t~: ~t;~.~~::~:! fff~ t~~i~(lNuJ~. :~?~tx~r,:~.~=-r:::~ 
on. of HARNESS' BEAUTIFUL. ELECTRIC CORSETS. bato,.. )'011 forca' It. Not. onll' Add,.... 
THE MEDICAL BATTERY CO., LTD 
"fl·)3i.)iJ'.iI!·]~III.)~. 
ChO<lu .. and ',oaW Ord.N ,holl1(lIIi.g,olHll- WHOON AHQ OOU,,*:C&AQ;l 
Shef • \993, P 57 
Vogue, December 3, 1903, p. xi 
est fnvnr 15 ftccordell It. Tlmll .• nntf~ 
Ic:;;tlry theirconflJcncc hy I'tlrch:tp;illg. 
A BOON TO MANnlND 
5Ul'r'Hwfs the nh,fol11cn. sh("l1~fll(:·n~ 
the ~pln~t rer~undc.o; upright shOllllh~r~ 
nn" lncr('n.'~cs the chc~t. 
At your dealt.or!!> or :;;end S:J.()O nnd 
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Vogue, September 24, 1902, p. 111. 
MADAM FOY'S 
COMB1NED 
Corset, Skirt Support. 
~Ior-,!,"" '1\1 er, and BUSTLE 
lust the nrtiele 1leeded by every 
lady who consults 
HEALTH,COllIFORT,andSTfLE, 
Testimonial. in 1tJ; fnvor are eon-
It'lntly being received from all parU! 
oC the country. 
LatlllA IImts fDanutI in erJn11 COt, ... 
t!1 of tI~ United Stall ... 
HARMON, BALDWIN, .t; FOI, 
Sole lfanuftu:turer4, Nr.w H .. YEN, CONI<. 
Shep,1993,p.21 
J.v.[J.v.[E. 
J.v.[oO .A.::E3E'S 
OC>R..SETEJ 
With unbreakable side and 
expanding back are recom· 
mended 
By Phy,lcian,. By Dre •• make". 
and, above Ill! 
By Ladie. Who Wear Them. 
TilEY ARE coon 1".t/.1"E. 
Absolutely perfect fitting. 
Price $2 up. Send for cata· 
logue. Lady Ilgents wllDted. 
ST. LOUIS CORSET CO. 
ST. LOUIS MO. 
tentioD D('mor('~t's ~l.l.~aT.lne in your l('ttl'r wh('n YOII write. 
Demorest's Magazine, 
December, 1892 
VIAU'S CORSETS. 
LoNG WA18TZ.D-NO PADDING. 
TheM COriell gi't"e & perfec& 
CUrve '0 t.b.e form, there bt'inl' no 
preuure on t.he chelL, ... the 
.prinloC hold. tbe conet in a Dat-
~~:I aW.? m~~OC!r!e~! io:~:~!t 
ladie. with outaide belt thd 
com I overConet trom the back 
1.0 iO'l1rtr part of the abd(lmf"n. 10 
that one may 1ll.Ce .. much .. 
require>d. }o'or delkate ladifO" we 
have a Frpneh B.tlile Co~t. 
with llvt lohe.t of bolle .. AI ).jl:'iIt 
lD weicht at 7ouncell, 
PRICE LIST 
Orl\1'.12.50 up; ,Vhite.,3 00 up; 
Black. 1·1.00 up. )falle to 
ot'der from 1-\.00 \0820.00. 
Send for Circular. 
B. VIAU, 
jOand69W.Z:ldSt.,N. Y. 
The Standard Designer, 
March, 1898, p. 99 
A DIVINE CORSET 
l P .. 'cnlcJ in all couuuic!I. J 
CREATES Perfect flpURE, C::omfort, 
... I G U Ir'rJ;eathlng. 
IS crc;uc,l O&:t IIt"rfc..:t iU the pidure. It ~~H en OlIlJ 
IUPI,ur(:j the alhiumclI (auy Con.cl whkh .Iues not iii 
a 'hen;".:.; lu health. i It rcJul:e:/. the Ollhlullu:n .uo 
hit) from 4 lu (J JUdlCfl ;tl tinl fiUlutl frolll I) tu II 
iuclic$ within IO JoaYi. It imvruvc::i Ihe ehe:.t 
anJ bUilt bec~lIl:1c It kngtlu.:u:/. the wahl. 
C () ~I I' U )( T 
is peCled. It !c::IVCS the hill" ilud limbll free 10 n~t· 
ural 'It:li.ul. Il call t..c u:.cJ in lyiug Juwn, iu ;ltb. 
leli..:. vr un "~lc ucc",iull •. 
II It ~: A Till N (; 
i. pclf~t.:l ;111.1 natura\. 11 IICClllilll tree: ad ion of the 
diaphla~lII. J' 1\ 0 0 ... 
tlf uur d",im, \Viii lie 'uflli,hcJ by rcftrcllcc$ or oy 
le:.1. :>CI.J fur new buokh.r. Our <;OI.F L'(Jl(SET 
i» the mU!.1 perfect of its kilhl, every goHiu~ wOlJlan 
,houl.\ h:\v~ uuc. (.;;1U 'HI vi ~.1J.rC~l:i 
THE HEATH CORSET CO. 
"-1 FIFTH AVIL, NEW YORK CITY 
Vogue, July 23, 1903, p. 163 
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Its Wonderful How 
the news "preads-the e"cellencles 
of the 
Genuine Jackson Corset - Waist 
are belnlr spread far and near. 
Such Healthful Lines, are developed by their wear that on .. 
Such Craceful Lines, tells anotber and our sales are jumping. 
Such Comforts Bend us your waist m .... ure, togetber 
... itb B 1.25 for a pair-.tating whether you want ",bite, drab, 
black, ecru, gold, blue or pink. Agents wllnted. 
The Delineator, February, 1900, p. 269 
Recommended for Comfort, Suppa' 
and Fino Form. CorulJlne. lJ,".t to 
~~;it1~ tures of Cor!i1>et and Waist. Mucll von: 
" ~~~Y~;)'l!~:Il~t~~~~Jacksor 
ons garment. Snug tit- F "t 
tin!" bt>Iltltlfull:truade avorl ' 
Wnrranll-d. ECJual to any Wa"ls"l 
'.1.25 Wnl_t. Willte, Drab, 
Gold, Dlack. Genuine marked eel 
7.OC'Qu(,lller8 !lell1t. Sent po~t paid 1 
". CORONETCORSETC( 
JACKSON, Michigan. 
Mention L>emorc~t'8 Ma~.ll.inc In your leiter Will r· r"ll '.\ 
Demorest's Magazine, 
December, 1892 
THE GE~UINE JACKSON CORSET· WAIST-the American. 
made success of the day. 
Sole Mfrs.-Jackson Corset Co., Jackson, Mich. 
Shep, 1993, p. 102 
HEALTH CORSETS. 
THOMSON'S IMPROVED GLOVE-FITTING, 
TRUE-FIT AND CUlRASSE PRIZE MEDAL 
STEAM MODELLED CORSETS, 
So well known and hlghl, e&teemed throughout the 
c/rlllzed world, ars 80 perfect In construcllon, and 
.0 adm/rabl, adapted to Nature', model, that the, 
produce II. perfect figure, never get out o( .haps, and 
b, their UIB light lacing Is whot" unneceuarj. 
Can be obtaln.d of .1Ith. b.st Drop ... and Retail ... In tOI\'n 
or country by limply giving waist meaSUrtmfnt ftnd stating letter 
or Jl!lme or Conet required. None .:enuinc without th. Name 
... _.1 "1"_.1 ... 'lark-A Crown. 
lARn 
Exercise 
: for Women 
1 
Often does more harm than 
g06d because of a rigid corset. 
FERRIS GOOD SENSE ATHLETIC 
WAIST is especially designed for 
women who enjoy healthful exercise. 
Faultless in outline it meets every de-
mand of health and coni fort ; every 
requirement of fashionable dress. 
FERRIS 
91 
Good 
Sense Athletic 
Waist, 
is joined at the waist with 
clastic bands which yield 
to every breath and move-
ment. Shoulder straps 
kf'Cp tl1<' fig-lin· (,!"('c't :Inri 
pn~1I\ull! healthful respi-
ration. 
An indispensable gar-
ment for the woman who 
rides a wheel, plays 
golf or tennis, rows 
a boat or climbs 
a mOllntain .. 
No. 296 is made with moulded bust. 
No. 261 is made in net [orsulIlmerwear. 
Ferris Good Sense Cor~et 'V:list!C;. nre . 
m:\de ill all sizes and sh:lpc!'. to suit all 
:lJ.:'CS. Sold hY:1.11 It!aliing rct:lilers. 1Ilus. 
lr:UcU c:alalog'l1e frce. 
THE FERRIS BROS. CO. 
34% Bro.,dw3Y, New York 
.. Ladies' Home Journal, 1900, p. 26. 
LOOMER'S 
(CLING-RECREATION 
CORSET. 
Comfortable, Graceful and Healthful. 
All tbe:se ... combined. la tho 
II Cycling-Recreation I I aorset 
No QIOte 4IstressInl' lonl' steels. C1Dty 
Ease aad Comfort at All Times 
endone.J by leading' physicians Price SI.%5. 
'POSlJ)akl.. A,l ),oot dea\er's or wri'. 
L L. LOOMER'S SONS, Sole Mlrs, 
"[PORT, CONN. and CHICACO. ILL • 
. Shep, 1993,p. 102 
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va without question sU}lerior to any im-' 
ported corset sold in this country to-day. 
La. Vidas are.all strictly hand-made, of the 
best and newest French materials, full 
gored, all whalebone and beautifully finished. 
\r" I"t'commend them strongly to every woman who has been wearing French corset::; am11)uying 
all "xtll'bitant IJl'il't' for them. 
La Yiull.!l are fitted to .American models when manufactured, and they fit the .A.llIelican 
Ii::lln~ without ultemtiull. This cannot be said of any imported corset . 
.L:~ Yida CUI'l't'ts m·t! IlIllUe in styles to suit all figures. 'Ve ha\"e. thelll in 
uw,liUlll, lung- :llltI extl~1 long- waist stylt'!!, lLnu uitferent shape bust and hilJs. 
No. 808. For abort W'&ilted .tout ftCUreI, 
T~r1Io" hut. Joug OYer hip., made of Imported 
... tin llillebed diAIDood clotb. iD wbite. drab aDd 
tI!aek. alz" Je to ae Incb ............. __ •••• "' • .5 0 
11:0. .'2. For loal w&laUd tll'uree. made of 
... :,",,4 _. III wblte and drab •• Izeo lito 80 
.... 2.'6; bl&ek ....... n ............... S.OO 
IN COR.SETRY 
I~PORTED 
L'I,-,-¢slstlblt , , 
IS THE .5T AR OF STARS 
So absolutely pr~minent is "L "Irresistible" :hat all others subside into 
mediocrity beiore its splendor-to see is to belie"e-to be fitted witb. 
"L 'Irresistible," • positi"e deligb.t, to wear it is the utmost .cb.ieve-
- ment of corset comfort. The unknown possibilities of ones figure 
THE LATEST FRENCH MO ceveiop under tho ?ersu.si~c guidance of the scientifically- correct lines 
LA VIDA CORSETS w of this ~orset' "Where does the flesb. go I" is the qu~stion as~ed again 
STRAIGHT 
FRONT 
EFF 
No. 648. For .lender, IODI' _&11 
lonr o"'er bip. made of FreDch _bl' 
bla.ck dUIJDoad clotb.alzel18 to:tt it 
No. 880. Same U It11e No. 64 
,nd 19un by the h. poy wearers who are amazed at tne transtormatlon 
in tb.eir ligures. "L 'Irresiscible" witb. a I. w of distribution unto itself 
disposes as no other can-and with all the ease and sryle-tb.e best style 
in the world. and tb.e reasonableness of the thing-every woman would 
nne one if she knew. 
Price in Coutile ................ SI5.00 
" " Si.l~ Barist~ ....... o ••••• :'5.00 
Black, white, light bt.:e and pink. 
Ask the best dressmakers in your city or ,end to us. 
Entire Sale for .-\.mericl controlled by 
THE H. W. GOSSARD CO. 
b .. ti.te •• i ... IU02llioeb ........... H W. :z:zd St., New York 143-145 Wab .... h Ave., Cbicajto 
~o. 881. Forw.lld8Y.loped~ 
low, full baK, lODe eyer hip, mad 
wblte couUl ADd bla.ck diamoad clot 
%BIDCh_ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No. 888. For medIum &Dd oIel 
mad. oJ! FreDell .hl~ cout.U aDd bl . 
clotb, alz .. 11 to:e lacb •.•••••••••. 
49 Rue d'l1autevllle, Paris 
ALSO FOR SALE BY 
~(., THH .. DE. ¢6 Le:~(l1l A"'e..~. Y. 
CEO. Ct-lA:-tlJ!..EK.S \""interSt .• .3t>st':~ 
"1.1- RIDGELY. ~cd Pea..a. Ave... p!~. 
HF.~Bl'li.t\\'lI""barTe. 1'>. 
~Ias.. E. WII..LIAJG..317 FQAJdia Sl.. 
Frukllo. ra. 
l(RS. :.tETT.o\. A. BurrER WICht ;:;0 
Undeu. St.. Alleacowu. ?a.. 
~t14.L PHAIR. %3:0 ~1u."'Itlic Temple. 
Cbica~o. 
){MIL.GOOD'VIN.11 E. Van Bureu:)t.. 
"lxi:~iLJ;itrrE. 2%~" ~lichi;;u .-\,"e .• -
ChicaK'c. 
MKK. R.APP' • .103 St2te' St.. ~o. 
~I.",. JA.'1E RAD!'ORD. ]D9 V......;... 
BldK'" Chic:ag-o. 
Shep, 1993, p. 117 CAN:oION '" RICH. = l'rospect 5t~ ':ltOf'~la.Dct. Ohio. 
.\(x!'- HOFFER • .(.3 50. ~:.'l St.. Colum-
bus. DIU.,. 
lllCE. RIPLEY, 34E. ~I"'roe S~. Chi· 
~IRS~DW. CHILES. I}.I ~Icl.cmore 
St •• ~.1ShriUe. Tetul. 
~IRS. R. C. GI)(GRlI..L. WoW> BIk.. 
.\.kf\.G. Ohio. 
"IR. lot • .MESNER. zu W. r':a.r" S:.. 
Sudu,,"'Y. Ohi~. 
MISS ~I. GOYER, HeuW< BIk... L.!ma. 
0100. 
1. F. BURGESS. 'O2 W. FrcDt 5:.. 
YOUDl(SlOtnI. ObJ~. 
Mas. H. KOHLER. Won.. Bldc •• 
l.aDerYtll~. Ohio .. 
~(A..'iTLE SISTERS. Bloomh ......... I!Is. 
\llSS L. KINSINGER. Peon.. i~ 
J. w. nrTTLE CO~ IB3 J,U~ -~ ..... 
I..IN'E~'t~BARTLETT CO •• 1~. 
B.d .. ChlatcOo 
LA ~lETT'-\' ~tAi· • .w6 W.uhinetOQ ."-r· 
c1.de. Detroit. 
WOR.\(S .\: LORING. 9' L.lGt1I'·. St .. 
G~ Ra?ids. ~lIcb. 
~Ui~Jdi;; :&~1~~y! .. ~18 Security 
F.A. S~ll!.fH •. UO'.I Wesanimtft P'W:e. 
SL. LeKas. )(0. 
),t.P. ~IcSULTY, 133 Oaeida St.. ~(U. 
..aldtee. Wis. 
M .. a. LEUli~BERGER. 139 Pbtt SL. 
Sao Franci.co. 
~I. STEFFINS-JO~ES. 506 ,tad ... •• 
1IIdtr •• SpoIa\M \Vult. 
~1"a. TUCKER. 608 ... lcollccte A .. _ 
~IIOU •• ~II",,-
Vogue, October, 1903, p. 592. 
Address. THEH~W; 
1+3 Wabam,Ay, 
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APPENDIXB 
LIST OF PATENfS WITH "CORSET IMPROVEMENfS" 
94 
The following list represents a sample of patents from 1863 until 1900 which had in 
their applications some claim to improve corsets from a health aspect. Many of statements 
made by the inventors are obscure or oblique at best. The patentees are male and female, some 
are medical doctors, others are seamstresses, inventors and business entrepreneurs. Not all 
rorsets which claimed to aid health were patented and no claim had to show proof or efficacy. 
The single criterion for receiving a patent was originality. A comparison of patent claims with 
their respective advertising ropy can be interesting. Examination of the modest wording of the 
patent claim has no relationship to the advertising hyperbole which made extravagant assertions 
of symptomatic relief and even curative properties of corsets. 
Date Number 
1863 39910 
1863 39911 
1866 56210 
1875 163433 
I 876 I 72, 214 
1876 181,330 
1877 197.913 
1878 205.479 
1878 212.411 
1879 220.806 
1879 :222.082 
1880 227.211 
1882 266.008 
1883 281.659 
1883 283.734 
1885 322.251 
Patentee 
L. H. Foy 
L. H. Foy 
C. A. Griswold 
J. A. Ames 
L. C. Warner 
C. A. Griswold 
1. DeV. Warner 
J. H. Foy 
W. Thomas 
J. C. Cook 
G. Schilling 
S. Aorsheim 
1. Bowers 
1. D. Bantield 
C. M. Bany 
C. A. Worden 
S. Bryant 
Description on Patent Application 
"Skirt Supporter" 
"Corset Skirt Supporter" 
..... greatly to the support and comfort of the 
person: also to support the clothes or skirts 
which usually are supported by the hips." 
..... straps expand with each respiration, 
allowing perfect breathing, and on sudden 
exertion do not confine the heart and lungs. 
The muscles of the back are allowed free 
action and perfect development By thus 
relieving the entire body of abnormal 
pressure healthy circulation is promoted, 
digestion not impeded and cold feet, 
backache, hysteria, palpitation of the heart, 
&c, if not cured, are at least not induced." 
"Improvement in Corsets" 
..... for imparting a better carriage to the upper 
part of the body, and prevent by 
strengthening the back and bracing the 
shoulders, the inclination to stoop over and 
contract the chest." 
-sufficiently rigid to support the figure" 
-Corset skirt supporter" 
- ... no inconvenient pressure can he caused" 
-... the corset is adjustable to support the 
womb, and to press the ovaries against it and 
keep it in place, and to press upward ... " 
- ... accurate fit under all changes of wearer's 
position, without chating or annoying ... " 
- ... tlexible. convenient to the wearer ... .. 
- ... so as not to draw or press upon the 
bosom. thereby misshaping or deforming ..... 
- .. .improved spinal and shoulder brace 
corset.. ... 
..... affords a direct support of the abdomen." 
"S-shaped corset.. ... 
1885 327,781 
1886 334,359 
1886 341,869 
1886 346,339 
1886 336,768 
1888 390,77 I 
1888 392,195 
1889 397,80 I 
1889 405,037 
1889 412,494 
1890 432,895 
1890 436,131 
1892 477,976 
1892 481,294 
1895 537,523 
1896 564,020 
1899 621,060 
1900 644,930 
1900 646,180 
1900 653.455 
1900 644.744 
1900 656.913 
1900 657.237 
1900 659,013 
1900 662,999 
S.B.Ferris 
K. Dunham 
B. Baldwin 
G. A. Ackennan 
A. H. Traver 
M. L. Geffs 
C. A. Griswold 
C. W. Higby 
L. J. James 
T. S. Gilbert 
H. Philip 
J. H. Odenbrett 
A. L. Weeks 
W. P. Bigelow 
I. W. Birdseye 
M. F. Linquist 
H. I. Gould 
M. W. Lawrenct! 
C. Julien-Binard 
A. H. Morford 
G. Marple 
A. H. Wade 
C. Guillot 
M. L. Bardey 
R. L. Young 
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~ ... use of plaited material instead of metal 
bones." 
"'My invention relates to health corsets ..... 
..... a corset which may be worn next to 
the person without the slightest 
inconvenience and with perfect comfort at all 
times ... " 
..... for the p'urpose of admitting a free 
circulation of air to the body ... " 
.... .Ieaves the lungs and adjacent parts free 
for the necessary movements of respiration. " 
..... serves as a shoulder-brace, abdominal 
supporter, and skirt-holder ... " 
..... gives entire freedom of movement .. " 
..... do not interfere with the comfort of the 
wearer, nor do they impair the wearer's 
health." 
..... for invalid's use ... " 
..... capable of being worn with a maximum 
degree of comfort." 
..... my hygienic corset." 
..... to finnly support or hold the parts of the 
trunk of the body ... " 
..... useful where carefully regulated pressure 
is needed for the abdomen." 
..... advantages not only as to health, but also 
as an artistic fonn." 
..... durability as well as t1exibility ... " 
" ... designed to be used as a bicycle corset. .. " 
"abdominal supporter" 
..... to contine and properly shape certain 
portions of the human body as are defective 
or lacking in the natural qualities requisite to 
produce a standard or anatomical figure." 
- ... thoroughly hygienic and will afford a 
support of the body, while permitting perfect 
treedom of movement and avoiding any 
injurious pressure." 
-., .straight front corset." 
..... to hold the body in its natural fonn." 
..... pt!rmit freedom of motion without unduly 
compressing or contining the body." 
"From a medical point of view this bodice 
posSt!SSt!S tht! advantage of supporting the 
abdomen and the intestinal organs ..... 
..... gives perfect freedom of movement." 
- ... to support and improve the outline" 
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APPENDIXC 
FIGURES 
CORSET WITUOC'T GOREs.-FIlO~-r. 
1865 Corset. narrow waist 
emphasized. Haper's Bazar 9/511868 
Waugh. 1954. p.102 
1900 Corset. 
straight-front line. 
9i 
St. Laurent. 1966. p. 49. 
Figure I: 1865 and 1900 Corsets 
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Figure 2b: Corset for 1-2year-old 
child (c. 1869). Blum, 1974. p. 20. 
Caruter.e'. o.-ftl. 
CWklre.·. __ I.c ............ .,· ... 
..., .. , ... 1 ... &,..,..'" ~L tor ......... 1 
,.wr. 11..1:l. _ ....... ,..,... tJ.lS. 
Figure 2a: Children's corsets, 
( c. 1875.) Shep. 1993, p. 25. 
~Ol)\\ \ I . 
\ ~ .: I .\ 
\ 
Figure 2c: Child's ~orset (c. 1880). 
Shep. 1993. p. 100. 
Figure 2d: Examples of corset waists with shoulder straps to relieve pressure at the waist 
(c. 1893). Dolan. 1987, p. 22. 
MoJem Ideas of Healthful Dress 
\ and girl, ur 10 I(l - \Uung laJlel .. ~ruwmg girl,', wore 11111 lind unill Ihe\ "~re I h - .are Perfected In this Walat.. 
aleen. The\(' \\alq, ~urr(lneJ llOdmg.l and underclolhe.1 hom Ihe shoulder. 1\ \Urf'lI\CJ 
\\ ~'.:. ~~I: .. ,~:~·~~o' .. ~~·;: 
'·I~."". ("I.'''' I' " . 
Figure 2e: Girl" s corset 
Shep.1993.p.lOO. 
~ 
• 
· 
· • .. 
~ 
· Figure 2f: Ferris Good ~eme Waists (c. 1895). 
Note the variety of ages in advertisement. 
CHllDREII'S 
2$ cu. \u 75 C\a. 
InSSES' 
~~~:~ ."" •• "'" •. :-: .... "!. Shep. 1993. p. 92. 5 E . 
Figure 2. Children's corsets '~)tllde III abapes 10 lit .11 .If'" or fonnL LoOK or mort waist; t..LI or 
'hm b....... SeDS.WC. Graacc(w. DuraWe, Deaallirul. 
F'OR SALE BY ALL LEADING RETAILERS. 
1III"'W".r."....",..,.,~.nc ... 4liKJp tt'¥lC'¥¥'<-.c:Ct<¥!O'Y¥rO"'¥W 
I 
·1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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Figure 3a: 1865 Silhouette. Lord 186811993, I·· Shep (Ed.), p. 188. 
Figure 3b: Photograph of woman wearing 
1865 silhouette. Leish. 1995, p. 69. 
Figure 3. 1865 Silhouettes 
Figure 4: 1900 Silhouette 
From Current Literature p. 172. 
Figure 4. 1900 Silhouette 
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Figure 5. Corset illustration from an 
antique garment. Leish, 
1995, p. 69 
DR. -WARNER'S 
con [j,~ ~ Figure 6. S-Sbaped, 1900 Corset 
~ tj ~ 8t. Laurent, 1966, 
Figure 7. Dr. Warner's Sanitary corset 
(1874) Field, 1990, p. 14 
1 p. 140 
Dark brown silk 
afternoon dress 
draped up to show 
lining of floral 
pattern in apple 
green. brown and 
red. Underskirt of 
pale copper silk. 
fringed and pleated. 
English. 1875 
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Figure 8. The silhouette of the 1870s with skirts pulled 
into bustle, as first done by Charles Worth of 
Paris. Yarwood, 1978, p. 209 
Figure 9. 
Figure 10. 
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o 
i 
: _ The Yerlical dotted .be 
: indicata the atrai&b' 
o muselel of the .... 
o tenor our/ace of the 
trunk abowD in fac-
Ia. 
---PelT;' 
Human skeleton (trunk) side view. 
Bissell, 1893, p. 206 
Sle,nOClelClomas1o,d m------II~'II.._I~d~ 
SlernOllyoid 
m. SlernOllly,oid 
Se"'atus 
anterior m. 
lotllSlmus 
00'" ITI. • 
... ;E-"--- R r c h,,, Q £,.'0"'1"1\ m. --..:,..I~;;lI ..... .J.,~'" 
Anl,rlOf' '''',a''' 
0' rrCI", 
eDGO""'''', "" 
Human form showing trunk muscles. Boer, 1989, p. 688 
m. 
Figure lla: Anterior trunk showing viscera. 
except for expanded lungs. Galbraith. 1895. 
p.80. 
I -
.1 
• 
(,... , ': .. \\ (: ,-' .... - ,~~ 
.-(/l/w-
11 ,- , 
~igure lib: Artist's rendering of diaphragm. 
In relation to spine. Bissell. 1893. p. 30. 
Figure 11. Trunk viscera and 
diaphragm. Bissell. 
1893, p. 30 
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Figure 12. Urinary system; 
heart, great vessels 
of the trunk. Gal-
braith, 1895, p. 81 
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#-----+- Unzter 
~ __ TO"C.N 
~L1d;~_--I--Uteru~ 
~-I'-'Oladcle.­
.s~·"rh'f'" f"b." 
~'..lIi1'-t--::;~t-\l "3 "". 
~--4--v.r:e-\+.."G. 
...... ~~---+- ~ch . .ot'VI 
Fi oure 13a: Lateral view of urinarv and e . 
reproductive systems. From Hoer. et. a1.. 
p.688. 
\~." .~ .. ' 
... 
Figure 13b: Anterior view of urinary and 
reproductive systems. Mayo, 1994, p. A-12. 
Figure 13. Lateral and anterior urinary and reproductive systems. 
Mavo illustration used with permission. 
\ 
NORMAL POSITION PROLAPSED UTERUS 
Figure 14. Lateral views of uterus in normal and prolapsed positions. 
Mayo, 1994, p. 1090. Used with permission. 
-18. Dr. Cutter's ring pessary, from the 
Shepard and Dudley ttade cltalog, 
New York, c. 1870. 
~~ 
/0 
{" 
.( 
~'::::'-===~ 
)essary Adjusted and the Uterus held in PO!ition. 
---
lOS 
, ,.... ........ " If' f't ... 
7'). Modification of Zwang's pWary, .. 
the Shepard and Dudley trade cawog. 
New York. c. 1870. 
So. Tnts pessa~' combi:1ed aspeCtS of the 
'\'m; z::c .:"..It' de!i;:ls. Once the ce\"lC: was 
inser-cd. the stem was rumed. thereb~' 
opening up the wings to reveal the 
rubber cup. Patent model, ISi7. 
8 I. Pelvic: pessaries were worn wholly 
\Otemall)", and had the advantage of not 
disrupting sexu:lI intercourse. Although 
women were urged to remove pessaries upon 
retlrlng. It IS not clear that the)' did so. 
Painted wood patent models. 18-:--:-. 
S::.. Att~ched to a wambandlike the cup :lnd 
Win\: ressanes. the \pnng pessary unhzed a 
relan"e1v recent development ot the late 
nineteenth .:enrurv. spnng steel. to prOVide 
support. Steel and rubber patent 
Figure IS. A variety of pessaries used to support prolapsed uterus. 
Sbeps, 1993, p. 3 and Green & Perry 1983, p. 124-125 
Figure 16. 
,"lTJtOOL"CTtt)fC • • • • 
\,II" rHIO ....... I:.~ or TASTI'. 1~ 1.1tL-
a..1.~,. __ "'''~~1'_ 
" ...... 
c..-.. f"·" _...._. . . , 
11.1.-.. __ .... __ A.Ln..~ .. 
.-w.., "'-"-.('1111 ..... ~. ,. 
ilL I_ .... ____ -_ LMe ••• 
u._,... , ... .....-.. 
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Illustrations of Artistic dress styles from the
 Journal of the 
Healthy and Artistic Dress Union. Newton, 
1974, p. 100 
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Figure 17a & b: Torso and rib drawings of von Soemmering (1785), as 
reproduced in 1833. Warshaw Collection. 
Figure 17c: Rib drawings depicting autopsy findings (1874) 
bv a Parisian doctor: one corseted and one uncorseted. 
Warshaw Collection. 
Figure 17e: Deformed thorax as reproduced by Ecob. 
in Dress Reform printed lecture. Woolson. 189:2. p. 54. 
Figure 17f: Thorax and curved spine. 
as depiaed by Galbraith (1895) p. 100. 
Figure 17. Rib Drawings, many similar views from different decades. 
Figure 18. Graceful posture with 
center of gravity as a 
dotted line. Jenness-
Miller. 1900. p. 233 
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S 
FiJ!ure 19. 
.1 
F 
o 
R 
J 
u 
N 
E 
Bicyclist on cover of June, 
1896 Scribner's, drawn by 
Charles Dana Gibson. 
Banta, 1987, p. 89 
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lllwill .111111£11 tllNGI : 
• U~" III IIArItAACI'I \ 
11"11)" 
Figure 20. Anterior trunk showing normal 
shape and heavy outline of corseted 
uenero.l 
Cozn77ler.~ 
shape. Bissell, 1893, p. 29. 
Loose \ I here. /~o~o:e~: I I /~~~~! 
;
.: '~.:l.lst me Re'::'uces l ribs a.nd. 
. !nan one '=-'=..;: ... bu.si. 
inch 
S rn ... .;).s~rer----I/Lo.c.ed. 
/ 
!.:-::'l g h ~ :: 10 4 1 tighi a.bout 
front. t Extra. UTa-IS 
,support :;; -Not 0. 
La..c.ed. C4: stra.ight 
snu.g-
La.ce~ either 
iront 0 .. ba.c 
Holds posdio 
Wllhou1 15Q,..-ler 
HIP' front 
I 4-He1d. in . 
plo.c.e b~; 
go. ... ters. ! 
Figure 21. Dr. Somers' good and bad corsets. 
Somers 1901, p. 1444. 
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Figure 23. Roxey Caplin's 
health corset. Caplin 
1856, p.4S 
... ..-c". .m~ 
Figure 22. Actress Camille Clifford 
wearing straight-front 
corset. Gernsheim, 
1963, #197. 
Figure 24. Venus de Milo. Steele I 
Adams 1892, p. 23 
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: Dr. Warler'a SilIlitilry Corsel 
I w ........ ,.... ... w.,w..., his 
--.- .... _ .... IIlL 
Figure 25a: Dr. Warner's Sanitary Corset. 
(c. 1874) Field, 1990, p. 14. 
Figure 25b: Advertisement ofWarner's 
1875 corset, two views. Shep, 1993 
p.24. 
Figure 25. Corsets by Drs. Warner 
Figure ::?6a: Corset patented by Lavinia 
Foy in 1863. similar to Warner's later 
model. 
Figure 26. Corset patent illustrations 
by Lavinia Foy and Ferris 
Good Sense Corsets. 
Figure 16b: Corset patent drawing by 
Lavinia Foy 1865. almost identicle to Warner's 
later model. and which caused his patent of the 
Sanitary model to be withdrawn. 
!:. E. rtitRr::. 
CO:~:t! . 
. ~ . 
.. -~., 
.... }," ---- ..... , 
. " 
\ ''':--- :.: ... --~;r./<, • 
::~~~j:.'~' 
. ,,·;,Y/,~':'.I ,-::= \ ..... ~ 
.... ~\..,.~·/t"/!f ;~ ~\;' I.;" \1" 
, { i: .; " 
•• Fi!(".l 
Figure 2{;c. Ferris Good sense corset 
patented 1890: similar to Foy' s design. 
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Adjustab2:· Hip Co:-set. 
HEALTH CORSET, 
CORALINE CORSET. 
Flexible Hip Corset. :Mnde adjust:\!I!r. to cvcry fi~r( anll of sllperior fini~h. 
WITII TA)Il'ICO llll~"'~' 
'ery eomforLnlJle, :lDd givcs nil 
allt forlll. 
)t:uir Olf !al':\\")" s:lLtcrll, wiLh 
110llhlc l'll'l·1. .\ favorile corset. 
"'-&rr:l.ntcd not to hrrnk over 
the hips. A grenl. r:,,"'rite with 
all ladies. 
Figure 27a: Corset styles patented by Warner Brothers. Pearce, 1964. p. ,101. 
(,'\"~ ,n'fl.llticl'C"r:~ 
e"l"o" "'l"Ii ,... ~ t'I • 
hu,,~. lmf'l~rlrf"~ 
(f"nlf!"'l tn th" :\,. 
d'lmt'n ""'H"('l'('~ 
til" ".\"1 
~ 
Gives no :abdominal 
,upport. pre5S~S 10.er 
rills. ;.nrl 15 not 
gTactful. 
1!T"f't"'r!"rc: but! 
('.u'lf·.:. 'h ~ tup 
Iton .. , a r (' nn! 
10"(, f'""uRh: thr-
".II"t n tOil IIcht· 
h cnn","r,t 
llarmiu1 po T e S , u r eo 
hrre at the' bust hnt' 
and O\Ot!' ('t'ntf'f of 
ahtlomen 
Imt"eriC"c: ;It.'IIIm 
in,:).. (f\nu,,\. Ih .. 
~illr! ... ton Inov·. 
In1rp"irt: U \l , t 
cOInlrnl 
Thickens the fig-
ure instead of 
malting it more 
graceiul. 
T" r I' 410 
hll~' th:'H lh~ 
rt",," roij" owor 
In the h.:.c'" 
The right cor· 
set for the 
slender figure. 
Pretty I{~".I - the 
hust control 15 
n~t ".,f ect : the 
hone", ,hOi'''' he 
str;lIghter. 
The ril{ht ear"'! for 
Ih~ model. Pedect con· 
,rf"ll of abdomen. hu-.;r 
~nd b3ck. 7h< I>"n,nl( 
IS 'Ir.:JIRht. The hcur~ 
h35 hC1.cht :'"11 rfHse. 
Figure ~7b: ll1ustrations from anniversary catalog of Massachusetts Corset Company 
showing -corsets conforming to natural and hygienic demands of fashion". 
Of Interest. 1915. p.5l. 
Figure 27. A variety of corsets available from 1900-1915. 
"':)0 
.. ' ..... "'~., 
Figure 28. Corsetiere Pearl. Penn. 
1995, p. 264. Used 
with pennission. 
Photograph of female 
with 13.5 inch waist. 
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Figure 28b: Pearl's waist is 23 inches. 
Penn. 1995, p. 265. 
.~ .' 
Figure 28c: Photograph of female in 
London with 13.5 inch waist. 
Maynard. 1903, p. 323. 
ca 
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Figure 29. Illustration of corset and pattern pieces, 
c. 1860. Waugh, 1970/1994, p. 78 
For abort .... I.ted .tout tI~urea • 
• ~, loa; oon hips, ma.4. of Imponee 
!<l d ... lllond clotb, ID wblte, dr .. 11 &ad 
Ii to.8 Incb ................... " • .30 
Figure 30a: La Vida coset advenisement 
from 1900. showing straIght-front stvle. 
Shep. 1993. p. 117~ . 
Figure 30b: 1903 straight-front model. 
Finch. 1991. p. 77. 
Figure 30. Illustrations of 1900 straight-front corsets. 
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Figure 31. Two corsets used for study; no decoration. 
Figure 32.1900 Corset, backlacing, pulled to waist. 
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Figure 33. Volunteer on treadmill; intake and outftow tubing 
Figure 34. Computer, defibrillator and outftow collection chamber 
Figure 35. Volunteer on treadmill, physiologist and nurse during testing 
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-
Figure 36. Headgear, mouthpiece, noseplug to maintain breathing system 
Figure 37. Volunteer on treadmill 
EKG leads attached. 
Figure 38. Volunteer, back view, 
Borg Scale to lett. 
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Figure 39. Natural waist measurement prior to tightening 3 inches 
Figure 40. Scoliosis (curvature of spine), 
as depicted in 1785 by von 
Soemmering. Schwarz, 1978, 
p.556 
Flo. l.-A manolD~'~r for ,~.tiDg Ib~ p .... 
un. Tb~ bit. E • .. Ihp~d UDd~r Ibe 
(OneL 
Fi 5!ure 41 a: Manometer used to measure 
pressure beneath corsets. Dickinson. 
1887. p. 507. 
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.:. ~. 1l ............ ~_., •• ~ft::',,...-<1,.,..._ ... ktI ..... .... 
................ "" ....... f'r\ ,... __ ..... ,,"I.,;r·· 
Figure 41 b: Drawing of corseted figure 
with pressure manometer in place. 
Schwarz. 1978. p. 580. 
Figure 41. Manometer used by Dickinson to measure pressure beneath corsets 
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FIG. 39· 
I. 
I 
"&ration of Sl'loutd2z; 
to f11lltocf{: 1&ouall' .. d. CXlt.CIII~._ 
FIG. 40. 
FIG. 39.-A group of 4i tracings superimposed to show that the normal and th e 
average are by no means the same. The average chin is forward, the average 
abdomen is fat, the breast pendent, the back Bat. the buttock long and low~nly 
the average location of the shoulder is ,elated to the normal. 
FIG. 40.-Extremes in colrriage of shoulder. red line being the normal. Both 
the individuab, shown by black lines. were disabled by back.u:he and t'romptly 
relieved by correction of attitude. with muscle >trength~ning. Yet search for such a 
cau~e i. rare I)' part of the offic~ routine 
Figure 42. Nonnal and average figures, Dickinson, 1911, p. 1051 
I""" ... ~.\-.• ~ .;- Iftoc mo~l1'yrow 
~. wdisl finq.'I'C»11lS _"0" rllqhrrflu i_.,d r'/ • H-~' 
I .1noemf vrrv hl,CI jI "~\I' . \:::m°)l\YlIlodir.Jl . 
. ,........,,. :, 
• It' r So ill 
\ '1izJ rlndml hanllfur location 
~ ~1I0 m(\.imlf dtjlrrc . 
I 
-1'idQram:profi rr OJ 
tnillK: rOUlhon and 
dC9rrc of prrssurc . 
. ;~ -Chart plott. n;: z::> (on'oC(u,:\r :"~'''''''. th, 'eo Ime showi 
harmtu anlOJ"1: ., .. ': ,f" .tIl ·r: f.~ I'rc,~ure. 
Figure 43. Location and degree of pressure. Dickinson, 1911, 1047 
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1'(ncud postu.t.e, 
l1ut C!x.tUmC! 
PU35l1u" 
Figure 44. Pressure measurements. Dickinson, 1911, p. 1046 
. J\vcragclleutraf"coLSl" : 
'norma! posture .m~ snorr front: s(iqClI Stoop. 
proportIons tno,h~utc I'rc~'!;u rc:;. 
Figure 45. Nonnal and neutral corset 
pressures. p. 1051 
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ReeJ. l'( :,urclvisi,m JftCt 
"l'aJlion ~ Ir.,c l'lCrJpSC 
Ir("u(J r'J"~ tcc.uucd. 
~ear",·waists·' 
m3r produce rl"C!S5Urt 
downward Jlld 5&l'''1'-
Figure 46. Torso outlines, as 
corsets create, p. 
1054 
ord 
C:O~r 
dotted 
~ 
\ I 
Th£ sway of the 
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'new ! couet 
I
i sta~rl! 
poilUte 
I 
I 
I 
·weol"" backed Hft!lUU 
l1auations 011 djff~u"t dolys 
uuly 1110tc rnall rf'.i.s: P"5C'!' 
au wry slal1r~. 
Figure 47. Postures caused by corsets. Dickinson, 1911, p. 1052 
~rl'l'l' lOJIl5Cd "y 'fOlWJld tift ot 
IlIIrtL'pCl ,Ol,j~t 'uppel pall of ttunK 
Figure 48. Postures created by corsets. 
p. 1053 
I 
\ 
\ 
Figure 49. Center of gravity 
changes. p. 1056 
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Figure 50. Thorax showing corset 
outline. Galbraith, 1895, 
p. 240 
Stomach. 
In hiatal hernia. a portion oi 
the stomach protrudes through 
the diaphragm into the chest 
cavih. 
Figure 52. Hiatal hernia through the 
diaphragm. Mayo, 1994. 
p. 594. Used with 
permission. 
Figure 51. Pelvis with varicose 
veins. Dickinson, 
1911, p. 1044 
Figure 53. Lateral view of conjectured 
pressure effects on trunk. 
Dickinson, 1887, p. 514 
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Figure 54. Positions of descending kidney. Kelly, 1909, p. 583 
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PROLAPSUS OF THE WOMB. 
Figure 55. Prolapse of the uterus. Warner 1874, p. 162 
Figure 56. Pressure of corsets on 
reproductive organs. 
Dickinson, 1887. p. 514 
Figure 57. Retroversion of the 
uterus. Warner, 
1874, p. 171 
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RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 
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Last name of principal investigator: Gau 
December 10, 1995 
Dear Historical Reenactors, 
Are you interested in science as well as history? I have a project in which you may 
have more than a passing interest. I am a Master's Degree candidate at Iowa State's 
department of Textiles and Oothing, and especially interested in the effects of corsets and 
tight-lacing. Although many authors have stated in both historical and medical articles that 
tight-lacing decreased lung-volumes, no one has ever measured these phenomena! 
I am looking for volunteers to take part in the first controlled experiment of exercise 
treadmill testing of females wearing corsets. I will be custom making two corsets for each 
volunteer and, as compensation, EACH VOLUNTEER GETS TO KEEP THE 
GARMENfS MADE FOR HER when the study is over. I am certain that you know the 
cost of such a gannent and will feel this is a fair exchange for approximately four hours in 
the exercise lab and maximum of two hours for measuring and fitting. 
This testing will be done during the first four months of 1996. Please note that a 
qualified physiologist and a registered nurse will administer the testing, that you will only 
be asked to walk at comfortable pace and on a level surface. The actual time on the 
treadmill for each test will be about 15 minutes (the rest is for explaining, trying it out, 
adjusting gauges, etc.). Another reassurance is that there are absolutely no needles used in 
these tests! 
I f you, or someone you know, would be interested in this study please contact me 
for further details. Come and bring a friend. 
Yours truly, 
Colleen Gau. R.N .. B.Sc. 
Phone: 5 J 5 296-0456 
Address: Apt 104 
246 N. Hyland Ave. 
Ames. IA' 50014 
E-Mail: cgau@iastate.edu 
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December 10, 1995 
Dear Historical Reenactors, 
Are you interested in science as well as history? I have a project in which you may 
have more than a passing interest. I am a Master's Degree candidate at Iowa State's 
department of Textiles and Oothing, and especially interested in the effects of corsets and 
tight-lacing. Although many authors have stated in both historical and medical articles that 
tight-lacing decreased lung-volumes, no one has ever measured these phenomena! 
I am looking for volunteers to take part in the first controlled experiment of exercise 
treadmill testing of females wearing corsets. I will be custom making two corsets for each 
volunteer and, as compensation. EACH VOLUNTEER GETS TO KEEP TIlE 
GARMENTS MADE FOR HER when the study is over. I am certain that you know the 
cost of such a gannent and will feel this is a fair exchange for approximately four hours in 
the exercise lab and maximum of two hours for measuring and fitting. 
This testing will be done during the first four months of 1996. Please note that a 
qualified physiologist and a registered nurse will administer the testing. that you will only 
be asked to walk at comfortable pace and on a level surface. The actual time on the 
treadmill for each test will be about 15 minutes (the rest is for explaining, trying it out, 
adjusting gauges. etc.). Another reassurance is that there are absolutely no needles used in 
these tests! 
If you. or someone you know. would be interested in this study please contact me 
for further details. Come and bring a friend 
Yours truly. 
Colleen Gau. R.N .. B.Sc. 
Phone: 515 296-0456 
Address: ApI 104 
246 N. Hyland Ave. 
Ames. IA" 50014 
E-Mail: cgau@iastate.edu 
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Consent Form for Corset Study 
The study in which you are volunteering participation is part of the Textile and Clothing 
699 thesis research project of Colleen Gau. 
a) Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the study is to examine the effect on lung volumes of females on ~ 
exercise treadmill when wearing two styles of tight-laced corsets (at 0, 1.5 and 3 Inches 
less than their nonnal waist measurement). 
Volunteers will be recruiTedfrom The group of HiSTOric Reenac,10r groups in the 
AmeslDesMoines area, and students from Iowa StaTe. Each panicipant will wear CUSTOm 
made corseTS o/The 1865 and 1901 eras. 
b) Use of Identifier Codes 
Each participant will be identified using a confidential wearer number code. The name and 
code identification will be kept separately from the data and this infonnation will be 
destroyed after the study is presented (not later than December 31, 1996). 
c) Estimate of Time Involved 
Each participant will be asked to exercise on a treadmill while wearing each corset. The 
time may vary but will be not less than five hours and not more than ten hours for each 
participant. The first meeting will be for taking body measurements, the following will be 
for one fitting and the actual exercise testing. 
The exercise TeST will bi' cmuiu(ud hy a qualified exercise physiologist and 
anendeLi by a regiSTered nurse. 
d) Location of Research Activitv 
This study will be done on campus of Iowa State University in the department of Health 
and Human Physiology. The measuring and finings will be done in a place arranged by 
mutual consent of the volunteer and mvsel f. 
e) Confidentiality will be Ensured 
All participants will be ensured privacy through the use of a number code which will be the 
m~hod of reponing the data. The identi fic~tion of number code and name of participant 
WIll be kept separately from the data and wIll be destroyed immediately after the data are 
presented (not later than December J 1. 1996L 
o Follow-up Study 
No follow-up study using these pamclpants IS planned at this time. 
g) Statement of Participation 
J the undersigned understand that my p.111lclpation In this study is entirely voluntary. I 
have read the consent form and agree to take pan In thIS study. 
Signature, _______________ _ Date 
-----------
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Consent Form for Corset Study Photography 
The study in which you are volunteering participation is part of the Textile and Clothing 
699 thesis research project of Colleen Gau. 
a) Pumose of Photography of the Subject 
The purpose of the photographs will b~ to acc~~tely document t~e p~cedure and 
equipment used in the study of treadmIll exerClsmg females weanng nght-Iaced cOrsets. 
b) Use of Identifier Codes 
The volunteer will be identified using a confidential wearer number code. The name and 
code identification will be kept separately from the data and this information will be 
destroyed after the study is presented (not later than December 31. 1996). 
c) Estimate of Time Involved 
The volunteer will be asked to simulate exercise on a treadmill while wearing two custom-
made corsets. The time involved will be approximately one hour. 
d) Location of Research Activitv 
This study will be done on campus of Iowa State University in the department of Health 
and Human Physiology. Room 140 (Exercise Clinic). 
e) Confidentialitv will be Ensured 
Photographs showing the face of the individual will be obscured using a black blocking 
device after development. 
The volunteer's modesty will be ensured at all times. Corset styles worn during the 
. exercise' phase will be worn over an undergarment or T-shirt of the volunteer's choice. 
The volunteer will be ensured pnvacy through the use of a number code which will be the 
method of reporting the data. The identi tlcatlon of number code and name of participant 
will be kept separately from the data and will be destroyed immediately after the data are 
presented (not later than December 31. 19961. 
D Follov.'-up Study 
No follow-up study is planned at thIS time, 
g) Statement of Panicipation 
I the undersigned understand thaI m~ panlClpallon In this study is entirely voluntary. I 
have read the consent fonn and agree to take pan In thIS study. I also understand that I may 
stop at any stage of this participation without preJudIce. 
Signature _______________ _ Date, ________ _ 
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J Measurement Chart 
Volunteer Code: _' ___ _ 
First Name: ______ _ 
Usual dress size ___ _ 
Height 
Weight 
Above bust ____ _ Across bust ___ _ Under bust ___ _
 
4" above waist ___ _ Waist ___ _ 4" below waist ___ _ 
Iliac crest level 
Waist to hip ____ _ 
Hip at fullest ____ _ Fro Dt ____ _ Back ___ _ 
Mid sternum to pubis 
Mid back to coccyx _____ _ 
~OTES: 
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PHYSICIAN'S AWARENESS FORM 
A patient of yours, ' has expressed an interest in 
taking part in a research project that will entail perfonning three bouts of exercise on a 
treadmill. One bout will be continued until this patient requests to stop or is unable to 
continue. The purpose of this form is to make you, the physician, aware that the above 
individual wishes to participate in this study and gain your input as to the suitability 
of this patient for this study. 
This study will examine the effects of two styles of custom-made corsets (1865 and 
1900) on an individual's ability to exercise. The purpose of this study is to detennine if tight-
laced corsets, of the types used here, restricted lung volumes and influenced how readily a 
woman could perform her activities of daily living. A description of this study in on the 
attached page. Please note that this study has been approved by the Human Subjects 
Committee of Iowa State University. 
In order to allow this patient to participate in this study, please be kind enough to 
answer the following questions: 
1. Does this individual have any physical limitations/conditions which you feel warrants the 
complete exclusion of exercise for your patient (yes/no)? _______ _ 
2. Does this individual have any physical limitations/conditions which you feel warrants 
limiting or modifying their participation (yes/no)? _____ _ 
If so, please explain: ________________________ _ 
3. Additional Comments: _______________________ _ 
If you have any questions or concerns pertaining to this form and/or your patient's 
participation in this study, please feel free to contact me at 296-0456. Thank you for your 
assistance. 
Please mail the completed form to: Colleen Gau, R.N. 
246 N. Hyland, #104 
Ames, IA 50014 
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QUANTITA TIVE STUDY FINDINGS 
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Figure 67: BORG SCALE Ratings of Percei\'(~d Exertion of 
volunteers wearing corsets when walking on treadmill. 
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Figure 68. Comparison of corseted and uncorseted females at 3 minutes 
of exercise on treadmill. 
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